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MUSICAL CONTESTS FROM THE GREEKS TO NEW ORLEANS
It could have been Chris Kelly (the king of the Blues in New Orleans
in the 1920's) challenging and winning from Louis Armstrong, or Kid Rena
out blowing his challenger. The man 'bucking' or 'cutting' contests spoken
about by the early New Orleans jazzmen have a long and honorable history.
Its origins lie in the ancient myths of Greece.
The earliest challenger was probably the Phrygian Marsyas. Finding
Athena's flute, it so inspired him that he challenged the lyre-playing God
Apollo to a musical contest. Naturally Apollo won and Marsyas was flayed
(stripped of his skin), a very severe penalty for his presumption.
Another Greek myth has Misenus challenging the gods of the sea to a
competition on the trumpet. He also lost and was drowned by the god of the
waters, Triton.
The activities of the Greek poets, dramatists and musicians (in Greece
all were linked together), may seem somewhat schematic to us today; the
importance of music in the Greek society was universal in scope and
constantly rising; its practice was linked closely with supporting popular
events of national importance. The cultural activity was as popular with the
society as the accomplishments of its athletics. The accomplishments in
music were presented and accepted in the true competitive spirit. The Greeks
gave these competitions the name of Agones.
The Agones were contests in athletics, chariot or horse racing, music
and literature given amid the background of great splendor and pageantry.
The oldest Agones were the 'gymic' Agones. In the 6th Century B. C. the
Dionysiac Agones were those preceding the drama proper. The 'rhapsodic'
Agones, the recitations of epic poetry, are said to have been organized by the
Ionions, and were accepted later by the Spartans. The musical Agones, (the
music and dance festivals), came from the Cretan Dorians and later spread to
the mainland. Beginning with the 4th Century, the musical Agones were of
two main types: the scenic Agones, which were theater or ensemble plays;
and the 'rhythmic' Agones -named after the small altar of Dionysus, standing
in the middle of the theater, and embracing all imaginable varieties of song
and music. The popularity of the musical Agones created in the Hellenistic
period of Greek history, musical societies and 'artists unions' (example: the
Dionysiac artists). The expenses for the Agones were defrayed by the various
Greek States, communities, rulers and even public spirited citizens. The victor
in any of the Agones was a national hero. These Agones were the ancestors of
the modern Olympic Games.
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Throughout the history of music, challenges of performance and
composition continued. Most of the time they were related closely with the art
of improvising or embellishment. The Bel Canto singing style of the 1700's is
one example. The cadenzas of the arias became a favorite art for vocal
acrobatics on the opera stage by all the famous castrati of the day. One can
compare the New Orleans 'cutting' contests with the vocal duels of the 18th
Century opera stage. Two eminent vocal masters who sought to surpass one
another competed in reciprocal question and answer play. This was a frequent
occurrence in these early operas.
Probably the most famous challenge in music history was issued by J.
S. Bach in the year 1777 in Dresden, Germany. The story is told that the
concertmeister in Dresden, Volunier, wrote to
J. S. Bach, whose merits were known to him, and invited Bach to come to
Dresden. He wanted him to engage in a musical contest for superiority in
playing ability with the haughty Marchand, the famous French keyboardist.
Bach wrote to Volumier and accepted and journeyed to Dresden for the
contest. In a courteous letter, Bach challenged Marchand to a contest. Bach
declared himself ready to 'execute extempore whatever musical tasks
Marchland should set him, and in return, Marchland should, show the same
willingness.'
Marchland showed himself quite ready to accept the challenge. The
time and place were set. Bach appeared; Marchand did not, having left town
secretly after hearing Bach practice on the church organ for the contest.
Marchand had realized that he was destined to lose any challenge with Bach.
Improvising was one of the arts of the Baroque and Classical Period
performers. One of the greatest was Beethoven. In a duel of improvisation
with the well-known pianist Himmel, Beethoven let Himmel play for a time,
then remarked, 'But look here, when are you going to begin? This remark was
answered by the Berliner with a joke that Beethoven fell for. It made
Beethoven fill with unforgiving rage.
In the spring of 1800 Beethoven engaged in a contest with a musician
named Steibelt. The first challenge Beethoven merely played a rather simple
piano version of his clarinet trio. Steibelt brought out a very showy quintet
and improvised upon it, using various lightweight trills and tremolos, which
at that time were a piquant novelty. Ries wrote that Beethoven could not be
induced to play again. It was presumed that he did not think the talent of this
'charlataneque' musician was worth challenging. A week later there was
another contest challenge. Steibelt once more played on the piano, a quintet,
with a good deal of success. It is said that the improvised part was previously
prepared. Steibelt choose the same theme on which Beethoven had written the
variations in his trio, previously played the week before. This incensed
Beethoven. He now felt he had to go to the pianoforte and improvise. He
approached the pianoforte in his usual, 'ill-bred' manner, as if half pushed,
took the violoncello part of Steibelt's quintet in passing, placed it upon the
piano music stand upside down, and began with one finger to drum a theme
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out of the first few measures reading the music as if it were in its normal
position. Beethoven, insulted and angered, improvised in such a creative and
fiery manner that Steibelt left the room before Beethoven completed his
improvisation. Steibelt would never again meet Beethoven; whenever Steibelt
played, he made it a condition that Beethoven should not be invited.
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The contests involving the ragtime piano players are legendary. At the
Rosebud Cafe in St. Louis and the Frenchman Saloon in New Orleans
contests could be heard. When a new pianist came to town in St. Louis, there
was sure to be a 'cuttin' contest. Willie, the 'Lion' Smith said: "It was my
custom, while getting around, to challenge the piano player. They didn't have
the competition out there that we had in the East."
NEW ORLEANS 'BUCKING' CONTESTS
Bucking contests in New Orleans were so frequent that they were
almost routine. People in New Orleans were accustomed to being surrounded
by music throughout the day and night. They were used to the greatest free
show of them all, Mardi Gras. Competition for musical jobs was very real in
early 20th Century New Orleans in this early period of jazz. Previously, brass
bands had entered in competition and pianists met at the Frenchman's Saloon
for contests. It was a matter of survival; when two bands met on the street
while they were advertising for a dance, the crowd followed the winner to
their dance. There are numerous examples given by the early jazz pioneers.
Musicians of this time, Buddy Petit, Chris Kelly, Sam Morgan, Kid
Rena, Punch Miller and many others, were paid to ride up and down the
streets of New Orleans on furniture trucks (with advertisement on the sides of
the truck) to advertise the dance that would be the following day, Monday.
On Sunday there might be 5 or more trucks going around the streets, playing
music, and advertising the dance the following night. Most of the time these
advertising trucks ran into each other... When they did, a 'buckin' contest
would be the result. Some of these musical battles are legendary and still are
items of interest and conversation between New Orlenaians. The great
trumpeter Punch Miller, 35 years after one such encounter, stares off into
space and says, "Buddy's (Sic. Buddy Petit) Band had a tune called 'Banana
Peel'. The trombone player would make a slide like somebody slipping. I
never did get with that tune. If the other band could play something and you
couldn't get with it; if you couldn't cover it, they had you."
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Probably the greatest 'head choppers' (as Louis Armstrong called
them) were Chris Kelly, Buddy Petit and Kid Rena. This trio was, by the
consensus of the old time musicians interviewed at Tulane, the greatest in
New Orleans -all major influences on Armstrong and others.
In his interview, Albert Jiles remarked: "On Sunday they (the bands)
would advertise dances on trucks and one could catch 4 or 5 of these
advertising on a Sunday. There was Kid Rena, Buddy Petit, Kid Ory and
maybe Louis Dumaine, along with Chris Kelly and Sam Morgan. That's what
they called tailgate music. Trucks with bands on it would meet at certain
corners, bind the tailgates together and start to 'buck' (jam). It was a
competition between the bands and public, clapping would decide which band
was best."
Don Albert, the leader of great 'swing' bands in the 30's grew up in
New Orleans and took part in these 'bucking' contests. He states: "I did quite a
bit of bucking. We would stop on the corner, playing until one (sic: leader)
thought he had enough. If there had been enough publicity, they would go on
a little further. They would go to various corners and buck again."
James MacNeil also remembers these trucks: "On Sunday, in the early
evening you'd find the bands. They'd have a dance on Monday, (a popular
night for dances in New Orleans) but they'd advertise it on Sunday. The bands
would go around and they'd stop on the 'different' corners and really blow
back sometimes. Two bands would meet on these trucks. That's where this
tailgate stuff came in."
Edmond Hall also remembers playing on these trucks. He relates that:
"I used to play club dances on Monday nights. On the Sunday before the boys
(in the band) would get together in a couple of cars and parade the streets
advertising their forthcoming appearance. It was when two bands met on such
parades, that the famous New Orleans battles of music took place. First one
band played a tune, then the opposing band played the same tune better." Like
all New Orleans old-timers, Hall said "These were the real jam sessions. We
were out to cut the other bands, and we meant it."
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THE GREATEST -THE WINNERS OF THE CONTEST
Who were the greatest? There are loyalties for different men, but the
most frequent names mentioned as the 'greatest jammers' were: Chris Kelly,
Buddy Petit and Kid Rena.
Herb Morand, New Orleans cornetist at one time played with Chris
Kelly and he states: "No band could touch Kelly on the street. When he'd get
his rubber flusher out and start wahing the blues, that was all. He'd run Louis
Armstrong."
Another New Orleans cornetist, (later changing to string bass) was
Ricard Alexis, along with Kid Rena, were the cornetists famous for playing in
the high register of the instrument, knew the previously mentioned players
and remembers: "Louis Armstrong had informal contests with everybody in
town, and Petit, Rena and Chris Kelly always used to shade him."
These men were not trying to belittle Armstrong but put in
perspective the greatness and the abilities of Kelly, Rena and Petit.
Kelly, known as the 'blues king' of New Orleans, made ample use of
mutes. The famous clarinetist George Lewis recalls an experience in
Crowley, Louisiana, a town about 160 miles West of New Orleans.
"The Kelly band met another band and a musical 'battle' occurred
between them. Evan Thomas, the other band leader, and a trumpet player
could outplay Kelly in one sense because of his superior training and
musicianship, but the country audience in Crowley mainly wanted to hear the
blues and in this department Thomas was no match for Kelly; the latter won
the contest with a performance of 'Careless Love Blues' with a plunger mute."
Chris Kelly and Henry 'Kid' Rena were good friends but still rivals.
Lawrence Marerro tells of seeing bands meeting on corners having music
battles which included Buddy Petit, Kid Rena, Chris Kelly and Punch Miller.
When more than two bands met and Chris and Kid Rena were two of the
three, Kid Rena would signal his good friend Chris to leave as Kelly couldn't
take care of (i.e.-overpower) the others, but Rena could.
Ike Robinson, New Orleans Trombonist, having played with Chris
Kelly says that Chris was a "good street man, especially on advertising jobs."
Robinson remembers a meeting between Chris and Kid Rena's band on South
Roman Street which lasted from 2 PM to 5 PM. There was no winner spoken
of and each had to get to a job that probably started around 6, so it could be
that they both pulled away, not wanting to give in, but not wishing to be late
for their jobs.
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Earl Humphrey, trombonist and brother to former Preservation Hall
musicians Percy and Willie Humphrey, played in Kelly's Band and
remembers a contest at Liberty and Perdido Streets:
"Black Benny chained the trucks together. The other band tried to
chase Kelly, but he wouldn't run. Kelly played a variety of numbers in a
contest. He could play a sweet number, if he wanted the crowd to stay, or he
could play a number that would make the other band leave."
Kelly would spend most of an afternoon bucking on one corner.
Maurice Durand remembers Kelly and Punch spending an afternoon bucking.
One of these legendary encounters is related by Herb Morand:
"We, the Kelly Band, had a ballyhoo advertising job one day and we
happened to meet Kid Rena. I think it was at Bienville and Marais Streets. At
one time, Rena was on his full swing, nobody could touch him in New
Orleans but one man, Chris Kelly, and that Kelly's ace in the hole was the
blues. And the type of people where we were playin', they were crazy about
the blues. So we would back the trucks up back to back and we start to play.
And what happened? A shower of rain came down and the band that would
leave first would be declared the loser, that means you run away. Chris said
he don't care if it stormed, he's not leaving. But the drummer, he passed his
drums off the truck because he didn't want his heads to get wet and get
ruined. So we played in the rain and battled Kid Rena and Kid Rena left and
we all were soaking wet and we played in the rain. I'll never forget that
incident."
Kid Rena was noted for his power and his lip. He was one of the first
'high' trumpet players and is said to have influenced Louis Armstrong. He
was called "Little Turk' for his toughness in musical battles. Louis Armstrong
stated "He'd (Rena) get you on a corner, cut your head with that jazz see. He
was almost one of the best head cutters for that stuff in my time." Alex
Bigard, the older brother of Barney (both born in New Orleans), also recalls
Kid Rena and his ability to compete with other trumpet players:
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"There might be several advertising wagons out at the same time.
When one of the bands would hear that 'Little Turk' (Kid Rena) was around
the corner, they would go the other way, not wanting to compete with his
band. The other bands in advertising wagons would steer clear of "Little
Turk'. They didn't want to get into any bucking contest with him."
Louis Nelson remembers when Kid Rena and Buddy Petit met while
on advertising jobs they would have 'bucking' contests. Kid Rena's brother
Joe feels that Kid could have bucked Buddy Petit but that he let Buddy out
bluff him. At this time (1920's) in New Orleans nobody but one man could
touch Kid Rena -that was Chris Kelly. Joe relates:
"Kelly's ace in the hole was the Blues. Chris Kelly, Kid Rena, Buddy
Petit, Sam Morgan and Punch Miller, they were the kings. Kid Rena let the
others out bluff him many times, but what he could do he could do better than
anybody. Buddy Petit would play around him and using all his rhythmic
tricks would make Rena lose his nerve. Chris Kelly would begin talking with
his plunger mute and Rena would back down."
Buddy Petit and Punch Miller were buddies but when they met on a
ballyhoo job (advertising job) they would buck against one another. 'Buddy
Petit and Louis Armstrong never bucked,' (Sic: each other) remarked Punch.
He stated: "Armstrong I don't think ever played against Petit but I think
Buddy Petit would have won in those times. Most people would say Buddy
Petit when you put them on the spot."
Previously mentioned Earl Humphrey recalls another incident on an
advertising wagon:
"We were on an advertising job on the street one day and found
Buddy Petit's Band in a wagon with Buddy too drunk to play. We played his
band right off the street. The next Sunday, we caught Buddy's wagon again
with Buddy sitting on the floor, then somebody chained the wheels together.
Buddy jumped up with his horn, sober for Buddy. Grinning at the crowd,
Buddy cut us down to size the rest of the afternoon. He wore us out."
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White musicians also advertised and bucked Ray Lopez recalled:
"When the band happened to meet another band on a job, we would have a
contest." George Brunis also recalls some 'musical battles' and could be
against a black band. Brunis recalls:
"We used to meet -like Buddy Petit's Band would be advertising a
colored dance. We'd be advertising a dance. We'd meet on the same corner
and we'd challenge each other and they'd pull on a direction we'd go another
direction and play 'Get over Dirty' with the instruments, when maybe an hour
or so later, we'd meet on another corner."
If a band was not advertising on the streets of New Orleans on a
Sunday you would probably find them playing for an affair on Lake
Pontchartrain. Louis Armstrong stated that there might be as many as 60
bands playing in the camps out on the lake and they would buck against each
other as the camps were close to each other. Paul Barbarian remembers
playing by the lake on numerous occasions:
"Used to go to Milneburg, where they had many camps. There were
picnics every day and bands were hired to play those picnics, so there might
be several bands playing in the same area at the same time -Smoky Mary, the
slow train which made the trip from New Orleans to Milneburg those timesthere were many bands of all kinds; there were white and colored bands. I
played picnics on the lake with Sidney Bechet and Buddy Petit among
others."
Barbarin also remembers that Sundays were the busiest at Milneburg.
Mondays were also very good. More white than colored people had picnics
there. He continued:
"There were no mixing, but the two races sometimes rented adjacent
camps. White and colored musicians didn't sit in with each other; but the
bands would be 'bucking' one another. There might be 10 or 15 bands playing
in the area, each trying to outplay the other. Both races had some good
bands."
The 'father' of white jazz, Jack 'Papa' Laine frequently had bands at
Milneburg. He recalls that: "Many great early bands met in friendly 'cuttin'
contests' from one wharf to another. More than likely one camp would have a
colored band and the next a white one. Across the water the bands vied with
each other."
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These 'cuttin' contests' where not always friendly. Emile Barnes
recalls one such contest when he played in the Buddy Petit Band:
"One time at the lake with Petit's Band we were playing against
another band at a nearby camp. They busted loose with 3 or 4 hard numbers
and they got hot and started to bust back. But they (the Petit Band) knew how
strong the other band was and our band wouldn't pay any attention to them
except every once in a while to shake them up a little. Finally a free for all got
started. They even threw a policeman in the lake. A crowd gathered. A few
got put in jail."
Sidney Bechet recalls that: "Sunday at the lake front were special.
The lake would be crowded with people and there would be numerous
bucking contests. As soon as band arrived and got together, you'd have a big
bucking contest with whichever band arrived at the same time as you did.
There might be a number of bands on the Smoky Mary arriving at the same
time. The camps would have a big square hall with a porch at one end and the
sun would be beating on one side. Once the bands were set up they of course
would want the portion of the porch that was out of the sun. Anyone that has
been to New Orleans in the summer time understands why one would want
cover from the sun. The sun and the high humidity could be unbearable and
take its toll on anyone. The two bands would play until finally you'd beat that
other band right out into the sun. The way it was Bechet explained: "The
other band -they'd have to back out or stop playing because they weren't able
to play against us."
Many times there were two bands competing for the same dance job.
The winner would get the job for the rest of the season. Tom Fougerot recalls:
"Once Dutch Andrus and my band had a 'buckin' contest' at the Circle Dance
Hall on Elysian Fields at St. Claude. My band won because the other band
played things different and the crowd liked my band's style. Therefore we got
the job for the rest of the season at the Circle Dance Hall, now occupied by
Schwegmann's Supermarket."
There were some that said these 'bucking contest' were faked, that
they were just to advertise that there was a dance going to be held. There
might have been some that indeed were planned, a sort of put-up deal, as
Richard Allen remarked. In the interview Allen did with Don Albert, the
trumpet player remarked:
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"Once the band played or 'bucked' on one corner and the leader
thought they got enough publicity, they would go on a little further. They
would go to various corners and buck again. They were like a put-up deal. A
lot of guys won't tell you that. They would make a circle and an hour or so
later they would meet somewhere else. It brought in crowds because they
wanted to hear them (the bands) buck each other. It was politics all through
the years, even though lots of guys won't tell you that. Some were better than
others. Some guys would really go at each other. It was a big thing and good
publicity. Kid Rena was one of the big ones for bucking. So was Sam
Morgan, and Chris Kelly was good. Kelly always won when he got out his
plunger and played 'Careless Love."
INSIDE BUCKING
Many times these bucking battles occurred inside, at scheduled
dances, where there would be more than one band hired. They were
advertised as battles, although many times no winner was chosen or
announced. These occurred in the 20s and 30s in New Orleans.
Kid Rena had a lot of enemies because he could usually outplay them.
They would get him drunk (sic: a fault of many early jazzmen) so that they
could beat him playing, especially at contests. The Pythian Temple would
have these 'battle royal' in which as many as four bands would compete. All
the greats: Rena, Morgan, Kelly, etc., and their bands would be there. The
'battle royals' were held just to draw crowds; the crowds could be about 3 or 4
thousand. Kid Rena won a cup in a contest against the Maple Leaf Band, this
contest taking place at the Gypsy Tea Room, Kid Rena also won a contest
from Papa Celestin's Tuxedo Band as the Celestin Band was a reading band
and Kid Rena's was a 'faking' band. The crowd liked Celestin's drummer
Chinee Foster but the Kid Rena Band won.
Punch Miller recalls meeting the Chris Kelly Band in a battle at
Italian Hall and was the winner. But Punch also lost a cup to Papa Celestin's
Band.
Papa Celestin's Band met Sam Morgan's Band in a contest at the
Pelican Dance Hall on South Rampart Street. No one had heard much use of
trumpet mutes and when Celestin played "My Josephine' using a wa-wa mute
the people liked it so much they awarded Celestin the winning cup.
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Punch Miller recalls another battle, this one against Sam Morgan's
Band at Italian Ball in 1923. Punch Miller's Band lost. The next month they
played against Sam Morgan's Band across the lake and won $25.00 and a
silver cup. Andrew Morgan also remembers that contest. Contests usually
were decided by audience applause in a dance intermission. Kid Valentin
Thomas' Band participated in a contest in Algiers, playing against the local
Red Allen Band with a big leather briefcase as the prize. Thomas recalls:
"The judges gave it to Allen but I was angry and got a policeman. I made the
policeman listen to the applause and the policeman took the briefcase away
from Allen and gave it to me."
The Celestin type reading bands couldn't usually compete with the
'faking' jazz bands in music contest, which were decided by public opinion.
The former type bands seldom got into any contests, especially with the bands
of the 'terrible trio' of Kelly, Petit and Rena.
WHAT IS A BUCKING CONTEST?
Perhaps the best explanations of what a 'bucking' or 'cuttin' contest is
can be found in Sidney Bechet's book "Treat It Gentle." Having participated
in many such contests his understanding is given from both a musician’s view
and that of a spectator. Sidney begins with an explanation and how one
works:
"Sometimes we'd have what they called in those
days 'bucking contests.' That was long before they talked
about 'cuttin contests.' One band would come right up in
front of the other and play at it and the first band, it would
play right back, until finally just one band just had to give
in. But the one that didn't give in all the people, they'd rush
up to them and give them drinks and food and holler for
more, not having enough. There just couldn't be enough
for those people back then."
Bechet speaks of the pride that band members possessed and the inner
feelings of each member: "One thing -that one thing you can't describe -the
feeling there was to be a good band that made it able to do anything better
than the next band, knowing how to do something without being told."
Speaking about the larger brass bands that might meet and engage in a
'bucking contest', these were reading bands but usually these bands did more
than just read a piece of music. Bechet explains:
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"Some bands, they played compositions, some of Scott Joplin's
numbers what had been arranged already. Or they played stand-bys like
'Maple Leaf' or 'High Society', pieces they had memorized; they had them put
down in a fixed way. But if a band could play numbers that weren't arranged,
or even numbers that were, but do them in their own way, free and sure, with
a kind of inspired improvising -that was the band that would naturally win in
the bucking contest."
The Manuel Perez Onward Brass Band was one of the best bands in
New Orleans and won many contests. “Their mood,” Bechet says, “was
different; the kind of feeling the people demanded. The people listened to
them and followed the band wherever they marched. It was always the public
who decided the winner in bucking contests.”
Bechet describes a contest from the view of the spectator:
"Say you were just standing there and you'd be hearing two bands,
maybe advertising for different theaters or a dance or just being out there.
One of the bands would come up in front of the other and faced it, and you'd
hear both of them. There would be the two, and then you'd start noticing only
the one. Somehow you'd just hear it better. Maybe it was clearer, maybe it
was just giving you a lot more feeling. That band, it would be so gay and fine
-the men in it, there were nothing they were depending on but themselves.
They didn't have to play after some arrangement. It was almost like they were
playing ahead of themselves. And so they'd have more confidence and there
would be a richness to what they were doing. And so you'd want to hear it
closer and you'd get up nearer. And then, it seemed it was all you were
hearing. It was the only one that came through. And the other band; it would
get away, farther and farther until finally you just didn't hear it at all."
While there were no formal rules in a buckin' contest, and most were
friendly rivalries, there were certain bands that ruled the streets of the city -on
parades or coming back from funerals. The Onward Band was probably the
king of the streets. The band might be hired by a club for an occasion and as
there were many such occasions, there would be a good chance that there
would be another band on the streets. The band might be hired by a club for
an occasion and as there were many such occasions, there would be a good
chance that there would be another band on the streets that same day and as
often happens, the bands would eventually meet at a place, like Claiborne and
St. Philip. The people would gather and you would plan your time so that you
would reach that location just as the two bands would. Bechet remarks:
"That's where all hell starts, because when two bands meet, there's got to be a
bucking contest."
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The Onward Brass Band, led by Perez, would stop, turn around and
the Grand Marshall would march them up close to the other band. Seeing the
Onward Brass Band, twenty strong facing you could be a very frightening
experience and would cause many bands to tremble. The band was made up
of very strong musicians, musically speaking. Could one imagine facing
players like Joe 'King' Oliver, Earl Humphrey, Lorenzo Tio Jr., Black Benny
Williams, Peter Bocage and Maurice Durand?
The Grand Marshall then marched the Onward Band right in amongst
the ranks of the other band and then stopped. The people would be hearing at
first, two bands -first one in a way, then the next. They'd get closer and you
couldn't make them out anymore. There would be noise, just everything all at
once, total cacophony. All the instruments in the two bands would be bucking
at one another. Bechet explains what happens next:
"Then it would happen -then came the beauty of it. You begin to just
hear one band. The winner would come out of the bucking and it would still
be playing all together. None of the musicians in the winning band would be
confused or mixed up, they would all be in time. The other band, getting
scared, knowing it couldn't go on further; it was finished. They had tried hard,
doing their best but hearing the other band -it had thrown them off. It wasn't a
band anymore. It was just some excited musicians, having 3 or 6 different
tempos going. The losers didn't know their music and couldn't hear the next
man. Each man would be on his own trying to find the tempo and even the
right tune. But that number, it wasn't there anymore. There was nothing to be
recognized. And the people would just let that band be and would all go after
the other band, the winning band, crowding around it, cheering the
musicians."
Bechet recalls that "Back in New Orleans when I was young, we were
always having contests -those 'bucking contests.'
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The musicianship in the New Orleans marching bands during the turn
of the 20th Century was extremely high. Many were trained by foreign
musicians living in New Orleans, playing in the opera orchestras, or the many
smaller musical groups performing in and around the city. Playing music was
the 'in' thing to do during those days. Even the musicians on the cotton or
sugarcane plantations had music lessons and formed bands. Bechet remarks
on the musicians and the people who supported them:
"The musicians in those early brass bands could really play. They'd
come out of a bucking contest just as sweet as they went in. What made it all
worth while were the people. The people knew what they wanted to hear and
the musicians give it to them. If the music was being played right, the people
would know it, and if it was being played wrong, they'd know that too. They
would welcome the people cheering them. Maybe that's one reason why so
many musicians care about what the people feel about his music. He wants
them to enjoy it. Music is meant for giving and in New Orleans there was
always someone ready to take it. The bucking contest was one way the people
had of coming toward the music."
While these street bucking contests were most famous in New
Orleans there was one such contest on the streets of Chicago, but by a New
Orleans band. Kid Howard relates the story:
"During an excursion trip, on a three day layover in Chicago, our
band was hired to do some street advertising on the south side. They were
feeling a little self-conscious until the wagon turned a corner and ran into
another wagon advertising with the Lee Collins Band. The wagons tied up for
3 hours, everybody shouting back and forth, the whole district crowding
around to hear the only cutting contest in Chicago history."
There are no longer any advertising wagons wandering the streets of
New Orleans. During Mardi Gras, one sometimes can catch two bands
playing near each other, but the competition is no longer as keen as it once
was. The likes of Chris Kelly, Buddy Petit and Kid Rena are now just
legends. But if I could go back in time, I would choose to be present at a
street corner in New Orleans in the early 20th Century, listening to two jazz
bands 'bucking' each other and hear Chris play his 'Careless Love Blues'
which I know would make the other band run away.
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WOMEN PIANISTS IN EARLY NEW ORLEANS JAZZ
Perhaps the least known, least researched but most important
historically speaking are the early jazz players (male and female) in New
Orleans. Many of the early jazz performers were not musically proficient as
we have come to know the modern jazz musician. Because of this lack of
musical training many early jazz men depended on a well developed ear or
having in the ensemble one who could read music and play the correct
progression in which the untrained reader could hear the progression and
'fake' their parts. Many early groups had a guitar that could produce the
chords of popular songs of the day. A piano was not always available in many
of the places jazz was played. But when it was many early groups had a
woman pianist. Many of these early ladies were church goers and played
piano in their church services. Using a lady pianist was not an isolated
occurrence. It was more of the practice of the times. These women of early
jazz are mostly unknown but their musical ability perpetuated the evolution of
jazz from a music played by many unschooled musicians to musicians of
conservatory ability as we have today. In the same way as when questioned
about classical composers before J. S. Bach -when one mentions women jazz
musicians before or during the time of Lil Hardin Armstrong (a good example
of using women pianists) there is usually silence. But there were many
women pianists in early New Orleans and Chicago jazz Bands; they were not
only present, they were prevalent and they were preferred by many early jazz
band leaders. Below is a 'partial' list of early women jazz pianists:

Adams, Dolly
Alexander, Allegretta
Barrett, Emma
Boote, Carrie (Laurena Diggs)
Boswell, Martha
Bush, Marguerite
Cook, Oliva
Davis, Beatrice Stewart
Davis, Odette (Synigal)
Depass, Odette
Deverne, Margaret
Edwards, Helen (Jackson)
Evans, Loretta
Fields, Mercerdes (Gorman)
Goodson, Ida
Alexander's Ragtime Band
The Siren's Song
Carolina in the Morning
I'll B ild St i
t P di

Goodson, Sadie
Kimball, Jeanette
Lane,Cecelia
Lutcher, Nellie
Metoyer, Virginia
Mitchell, Edna
Neely, May
Parker, Georgia
Pierce, Billie
Rose, Ida
Taylor, Hattie
Taylor, Lottie
Thomas, Blanche
Thompson, Mercerdes
Todd, Camilla
Berlin
Kern
Donaldson
G h i
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As of this writing, a few of the above ladies are still alive and
continue to play professionally. Thus, there was an earlier precedent when
'King" Oliver used Lil Hardin as his pianist in the early Chicago era of jazz.
New Orleans during the last decades of the 19th Century was a
cosmopolitan city, a city with a French/Spanish flavor in its heritage. One
could fine a white musician living next door to a black one, (i.e. Buddy
Bolden and Larry Shields). While there was prejudice or tradition not to
racially mix a musical group there was no sexual prejudice to using women in
the band.
To understand the need and the reason for women pianists one must
understand the social, physical and environmental atmosphere of New
Orleans during the late 19th Century. After the Civil War and into the 20th
Century the musical vehicle of performing American popular music was the
Military Band. Wind bands can be called marching bands, brass bands,
concert bands, etc. For the remainder of this essay I shall refer to them as
brass bands. New Orleans was especially prolific in brass bands. Patrick
Gilmore had been the Federal Commander of all Gulf Coast bands during the
Civil War and had presented the first of his famous monster concerts in New
Orleans during the war.
New Orleans per capital had perhaps the most marching bands of any
city in America. As every event warranted music which usually meant a brass
band -the brass band also furnished music for dancing. It is my belief that jazz
evolved directly from these early New Orleans brass bands and the ‘string
band’ within the larger group.
It was the desire of a lot of kids in New Orleans to grow up and play
in a brass band, both the black and white populace of New Orleans. The city's
racial character was made up of white, black and Creole. These brass bands
were not racially mixed but contained certain light-skinned men that could
'crossover' and play with both black and white bands. There were black, white
and Creole bands in the city.
Marching in a New Orleans parade or funeral is a very physical,
exhausting experience, as they are long and usually crowded with observers,
usually in high spirits and with much enthusiastic energy. As one who has
had firsthand experience marching in the various parades (Mardi gras, St.
Joseph's Day, etc.) and has 'second lined' at funerals, I can say from
experience that it is very exhausting. In the early days no women marched in
these brass bands and at this time there were no high school marching bands.
It was not considered proper for a young lady to play a brass instrument or
march with one. A proper young lady would learn either the violin or the
piano. Most young ladies, especially of high social status, studied piano as
part of their education -the Creoles sending their children to the French
Conservatory in Paris for musical instruction. New Orleans was a very
cultural city and possessed the first permanent opera company in the
Americas. The black population had tried to emulate the Creole/White
populace and when possible educated their children with music. Most
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churches used piano in their services, especially the Southern Baptists. Many
of the early women jazz pianists also played for their church services. The
church was an important center for social activities in the city. Most churches
had halls to give social events such as dances. The Catholic Church sponsored
brass bands as part of their social activity; in New Orleans the majority of the
community was Roman Catholic.
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The one exception I found that included women in these brass bands
was in Houma, Louisiana, a small country town southwest of New Orleans, in
the parish of Terrebonne. Its town band included a number of women players.
The roster of this band included:
"Dr. O. J. Touyan-President Leader Professor DeNardo
Members:
*Miss May Zeringer *Miss Beatrice Jolet
Mr. F. X. Zeringer Mr. Albert Lecompte
*Miss Agnes Hepler *Mrs. Lydie Dupont
Mr. Benny Chestnut Mr. Frank Covatalo
*Miss Daisy Whitney Mr. Harold Zeringer
Mr. Morris Lecompte Mr. Ellis George
*Miss Annie David P. J. Dupont
Mr. Ferdinand Babin Eph Fungeway
Ernest Dupont Jr.
* Women
Women also played in the many community or club orchestras of the
day. The Bloom Philharmonic Orchestra contained women (Lil Humphrey,
the daughter of the early New Orleans music teacher, James Humphrey,
played string bass in this orchestra).
Three other facts are important in regard to the use of women pianists
in New Orleans jazz bands. It was considered masculine to play a brass
instrument and not as masculine to play a piano. In his Tulane interview
pianist Octave Crosby stated: "In some circles for a man to play piano was
considered 'sissy.'
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The piano was not used in early jazz. This meant a man as a pianist
could not play in either the marching band or in the dance band, which at first
used a guitar and then the banjo. Dance bands, used a piano only when there
was one present at the site of the job and if the employer would pay for
another musician.
The red light district, Storyville, employed musicians, mostly male
pianists, to play in the parlors of numerous 'pleasure palaces' within the
boundaries of Storyville. The pay was good and the tips excellent, with
perhaps some extra benefits on the side; so most of the good male pianists
had steady gigs in Storyville -Jelly Roll Morton, Tony Jackson, Manuel
Manetta, etc. This left a shortage of good male pianists in New Orleans
nightclubs and vaudeville theaters. A good pianist was one who would lay
down the correct chords for the jazz players in the front line. Many of these
early jazz players depended on hearing the right chord as they were not
readers but 'ear' players.
New Orleans was a tourist town and had many places that used jazz
music, especially in the French Quarter and the Tango Belt. Around the turn
of the Century there were a multitude of places where musicians were used as
nightly entertainment. Chris Kelly, Buddy Petit and Jack Laine spoke of
having a call for as many as five jobs on a given night. Also, the wealth of job
opportunities was the main reason many local New Orleans musicians choose
to stay in New Orleans and not go to Chicago, not because they were poor
musicians as some have stated. Why go to Chicago when they had all the
work they could handle? There were more jobs during this time in New
Orleans than in Chicago, and as now, good pianists were always needed, and
the pay was better.
Jazz bands were always looking for good pianists and many thought
that women not only played the correct chords, which many of the male 'ear'
pianists did not, but that they were more dependable and would not get drunk
during the job. Also, most women could read music. They could be given the
popular sheet music, play it for the front line men who then could play their
part after a few times through, which made for less rehearsal time. Yes, jazz
bands did rehearse -Kid Rena's band rehearsed about twice a week.
In the early days of jazz one could hear a few of the early women
pianists playing at Preservation Hall, Mahogany Hall or New Storyville Hall.
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Emma Barrett (notice bells on her legs)
Emma Barret with Ridgley’s Original Tuxedo Band -1925
Emma Barrett was a pianist whose career began in the early 20th
Century and she had played with most of the early New Orleans jazz
musicians; she was especially noted for playing with the original Tuxedo
Band with Bebe Ridgley and Oscar Celestin. There are films of 'Sweet Emma
the Bell Gal' in existence which allow us to hear what her music sounded like.
Emma died in 1983, Sadie Goodson and Jeanette Kimball were still
active in the early 1990's. (Sic: when my band ‘The Musica Jazz Antiqua”
pl;ayed ‘Jazz Fest’ I got to meet Jeanette and talk to her.) It is worth a trip to
New Orleans to hear these two fine pianists of early jazz.
Historically, the early New Orleans jazz band pianist has usually been
women, who sometimes doubled as band vocalist. While no exact number can
be given, the Tulane University's Jazz Archives' oral interviews with early
jazzmen (there are about 600 such interviews) mention at least 30 women
pianists. Al Rose, in his book on Storyville, list approximately 26 Storyville
'professors', mostly ragtime players, only a few being associated with early
jazz bands. In many of these interviews it is stated that the piano was not used
in early jazz bands and when a piano was available many leaders would
search out women piano players. McNeal Breaux, in his interview states:
"Celestin always had women playing piano for him." The famous local bands
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of Sam Morgan, Buddy Petit, Kid Rena and Chris Kelly did not use pianos at
first. Emile Barnes states that: "pianos were used only at certain places when
they had one there. "Pianist Paul Beaulieu remarked that: "Pianos were not
used much, as most people (sic: those that owned clubs) didn't have pianos
yet in their clubs."
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But why a woman piano player? Why use a woman in early jazz
bands? I put this question to Willie Humphrey, the clarinetist with the
Preservation Hall Jazz Band (Willie died in 1994).He graciously remarked:
"For one thing, most of the men piano players were working in the
district (Storyville). The pay was much better -also the tips. Also, many times
the early jazz bands did not use piano, only guitar (not a banjo that use came
later), bass and drums. Many places didn't have a piano and places couldn't
afford to hire another instrument. A piano was used on the bigger, more
sophisticated jobs such as the Country Club. Now I can't speak about the
white bands, only the colored bands I played with and knew. I have played
with Jeanette Kimball, Sadie Goodson, Emma Barrett, Camilla Todd,
Wilhelmina Bart, Dolly Adams, May Townsend and Mercerdes Fields. These
women were good piano players and made the correct chord changes. They
could read and had good left hands. And, many of the jobs, like with
Robichaux at the Lyric Theater, used music. Many of the women piano
players could also fake. They were good players, dependable, drank very little
and were good band members. They had good ears too. They trained their
ears, like Steve Lewis, the great New Orleans pianist. He couldn't read you
know. But, he had a natural talent and had one of the greatest ears I ever
knew of. And his left hand was great. He would take care of those New York
piano players every time they bucked. If one of these women players were
wrong, like they made a wrong chord change, they would not make the same
mistake again. Some guys still kept making a wrong chord change and keep
playing it that way."
I might mention at this point that early jazz was collective
improvisation and the pianist was not required, at first, to 'solo', only lay
down the correct chords. Early jazz in New Orleans did not contain solo
improvising.
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Most of the 'society orchestras (who would play jazz when requested)
used women as their pianist. This includes John Robichaux, A. J. Piron, The
Maple Leaf Orchestra and Peter Bocage's Creole Serenaders. Other bands
using women included: King Oliver, Manuel Manetta, Albert Francis, Arnold
DePass, Manuel Perez, Big Eye Nelson (the first great jazz clarinetist) and
many, many others. Information for this paper includes over 40 interviews
that directly mention bands using women pianists and those papers includes
over 40 interviews that directly mention bands using women pianists and they
discuss the ability of these women pianists. Other mention bands with the
names of women are listed but not discussed.
THE PIANISTS
Perhaps the Goodson Family could be called the Royal Family of
early New Orleans women jazz pianists. In the Goodson Family there were
seven sister, all of whom were musicians and of which four worked
professionally as pianists. Of the seven, Billy, Ida and Sadie became wellknown jazz pianists. The Goodson Family resided during the girls early years

in Pensacola, Florida.
Sadie Goodson Ida Goodson
Sadie came to New Orleans in the early twenties after Buddy Petit
heard her play as his band passed through Pensacola on an extended band
tour. Sadie married Petit's drummer Abbie 'Chinee' Foster; soon Sadie had
established herself as a dependable jazz pianist and was in demand by many
of the jazz bands in New Orleans. She was soon joined by sister Billy, who
also became well-known and was soon playing in many of the clubs in New
Orleans. Billy met and married trumpeter De De Pierce and together for many
years they were engaged in the best known jazz clubs and were also engaged
in taking world tours with New Orleans jazz bands. Edna Goodson also left
home and joined a large Negro minstrel traveling show. While Ida traveled to
New Orleans frequently to play musical engagements, she didn't want to
leave Pensacola. She is called on to travel and play engagements in other
cities, but continues to reside in a charming little house in Pensacola. Ida
traveled for a time with the Merry Macks. This band's personnel and most of
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its members were from New Orleans but had relocated to Pensacola and
traveled to the nearby towns for weekly dances.
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Billy Pierce in the Tulane interview mentions some good pianists in
New Orleans when she first arrived. She mentions: Jeanette Kimball, May
Townsend, Edna Frances and Wilhilmina Bart. Billy states:
"I knew May. She lived on St. Bernard St. near Villere. She was tall
and slender."
This section of New Orleans was the Creole section and was the area
where the majority of uptown musicians lived, especially the Creole ones
such as Manuel Perez and Alphonse Picou. Edna Francis had worked with
'Papa' Celestin at one time and was known to Billy through Albert Francis,
her husband. The Greensboro Daily News of January 5, 1969, in an article on
Billy states:
"Billy Pierce, at age 15, was backing the great blues singer Bessie
Smith. She had played carnival jobs and on excursions and in and around
New Orleans. Playing in place with colorful names such as Popeyes, Charlie
Palooka's and the Kingfish." These clubs were on Decatur Street and this

section was known as the ‘Cartoon Strip Street.’
More information on her life can be found in the Tulane interviews
with her husband De De Pierce and in jazz magazines such as The Second
Line and Coda. They have been mentioned in a number of newspapers
including the San Francisco Examiner. De De and Billy worked together
well, but it was difficult to add others; De De changed keys in the middle of
some tunes. Emile Barnes played in bands with them and mentions Manny's
Tavern and Luthjens as places he had played with them. There is a picture of
a band rehearsal at Leonard Bechet's home that includes A Picou, Shelly
Lenille, Joseph 'Fan' Bourgeau, Albert Francis and Billy. Billy also worked
with the popular society orchestra of A. J. Piron at the Absinthe House on
Bourbon Street.
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Last year Sadie Goodson came back to New Orleans from Detroit
where she had lived for a number of years. She now plays with the 'old timers'
around New Orleans. A gracious lady, she is available for interviews and is
charming. I asked her in the courtyard at Preservation Hall one night: "Sadie,
Why were there a number of women like yourself playing piano in early jazz?
She answered:
"Well, I think it was because they needed pianists. At that time (the
20's) there weren't as many men playing piano; they wanted to play a trumpet
or another wind instrument. It was considered more masculine to play a wind
instrument. A lot of women, to be socially accepted, learned the piano as part
of their upbringing. The men in the band liked the chords I played. Many of
them depended on the chords to be able to play their part."
Sadie also played with most of the early jazzmen. She played with the
Kid Rena Band at the Brown Derby. This band included Kid Rena, Andrew
Morgan, Alphonse Picou and of course Sadie on piano. When she played on
the boat, the S. S. Madisonville, it was with Leo Dejan and Reuben
McClennon. Sadie had started playing with jazz groups in Pensacola in a
group working for Prince Morris, an undertaker. In this group was Chinee
Foster (Sadie's husband), Israel Gorman, Albert Morgan, John Smith and
Sadie. (Armstrong had worked in 1916 for a band in Houma, also sponsored
by an undertaker.)
Both Sadie and Billy played in a band lead by August Laurant. When
Sadie played it was a three piece group which included Laurant on clarinet,
Chris Goldson on drums and Sadie. New Orleans groups often did not include
a bass player and the pianist left hand had to be strong. Laurant stated:
"Sadie could wake up in the middle of a number and continue playing
after being asleep. Sadie was with me longer than Billy. Sadie was better than
Billy. She could read."
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Helen Edwards played the piano with John Robichaux, the top society
orchestra in New Orleans, at the Lyric Theater. The Lyric Theater was a
popular Negro theater/vaudeville house in New Orleans. Helen was adept at
transposition. She was so good she could be sound asleep, remarked one
leader, snoring on the band stand and she would wake up in the middle of a
number and begin playing.
This habit of falling asleep should be explained at this time. The
musicians were requested to play long hours for vaudeville, having to sit
between acts; this made this job run for hours, with shows being repeated a
number of times. On some dance jobs the band would play from early in the
evening (around
8:00 p.m.) until dawn. They would have, as Buddy Petit tried to do in
California when he played with Jelly Roll Morton, a pot (no pun intended) of
red beans and rice and would eat on the bandstand in order to keep playing
and earn money. Many times it was an eight hour job. Many of the musicians
had daytime jobs and had to go to work the next day.
August Laurant also used Helen on band jobs in a group that included
McCurdy, McNeal, Martin, Goldston and Helen on piano. For a time Helen
was the pianist at the plush Gold Room of the Roosevelt Hotel near Canal
Street. Laurant mentions that Helen, Odette Davis and Sadie Goodson were
good pianists. At one time Helen worked with Sam Dutrey, Sr.
Perhaps the most legendary and most charismatic was "Sweet Emma"
Barrett, the bell gal. Sweet Emma was playing at Preservation Hall just before
her death in 1985. She was perhaps the best known of all the legends of early
New Orleans jazz. Emma had been married to Ricard Alexis and at one
period married to Gilbert Young. She had played at the Palace Theater with
Emile Barnes and was most famous for being the pianist with the Tuxedo
Band of Bebe Ridgley. Harold Dejan used Emma and remembered Emma as
'just terrific.' She had been a fixture at the Paddock Lounge for years and at
the end of her career could only play with her right hand. There is some
footage on film of Emma taken by Donald Perry of New Orleans. Her
nickname came from the fact that she wore 'jingle bells' around her ankle on
the job. She will be missed.
Trumpeter Hypolite Charles played with Camilla Todd in the old
Maple Leaf Band in 1919. While playing at the Moulin Rouge in New
Orleans the band included Sonny Henry, Joe Welch, Sam Dutrey, Emile
Bigard and Todd. Charles had studied piano with Camilla in 1909. Camilla
Todd was trained as a concert pianist and taught music. She was known and
respected throughout the city and the Maple Leaf Band was one of the city's
greatest early jazz bands. Alex Bigard states in his interview:
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"When I played with the Maple Leaf Band the personnel included Vic
and Octave Gaspard, Willie Bontemps, Sidney Vigne and Camilla Todd.
Camilla was also in the bands of Buddy Petit and Kid Rena. She also played
piano with Papa Celestin. He always had women play piano for him."
Morris French remembers Buddy Petit and Kid Rena using Edna
Mitchell (Francis) on piano in their bands. George Lewis, in his interview,
also remembers Edna and recalls the time that Manny Gabriel auditioned for
Kid Rena's Band. The personnel included George Lewis, Chester Zardis (at
this time still alive and playing), Sam Thomas, Morris French, Willie
Humphrey and Edna on piano. Edna's husband, Albert Francis, was playing in
Tom Andersons around 1919. His band included: Arnold Metoyer, Paul
Dominguez and Edna on piano. This is the place and the group that Louis
Armstrong sat in with at one time. Edna was a sight reader and could change
key (i.e. modulate). She worked with all the bands around New Orleans. Edna
could and did take solos. Albert Francis says that all pianists in the band took
solos in the old days. Francis's 'old days' do not go back to when the piano
was not used the same as now -that was in 'old, old days,' Edna was playing
with Big Eye Nelson's Band at Luthjens until she had a stroke. Louis
Armstrong is said to have learned to read with the Albert Francis Band during
the job at Andersons. All the band members read well, including Edna.
Before the depression Albert Warner remembers Edna playing in a band at
the Astoria, Ca. 1927-28. That band included Joe and Manny Gabriel, Chester
Zardis, Kid Rena, Warner and Edna.
Mercerdes Gorman (Fields) played with John Robichaux in the late
20's, a band that included Willie Pajaud, Harrison Barnes, Sam Dutrey Sr.,
Charles McCurdy and Mercerdes playing piano. She was in Bob Lyons Band
with Ricard Alexis, Frankie Dusen, Sidney Vigne and Tom Benton. When
Robichaux played at the exclusive La Louisiana Restaurant, Mercedes was
with him. Ernie Cognolotti, while working with Bill Matthew's Band,
mentions that Mercerdes played piano. He remembers her:
"She was a good pianist and had a very good reputation and following
in New Orleans. But she was not a traditional jazz pianist. In the band with
her was Picou, Goldstein, Matthews, Breaux and myself. When she left
Octave Crosby took over."
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A point of controversy: Were these early women pianists jazz
pianists? Many were certainly not jazz soloists, but should be considered 'jazz
pianists' while playing in the jazz rhythm section.
Arnold Metoyer was one of the best trumpet players in and around
New Orleans during the early era of jazz. His daughter, Hilda Taylor, often
played piano in his group. She also played at the Crescent Billiard Hall with
A. J. Piron and with Harold Dejan. She played with Wendell McNeal who
helped her learn to read music. Hilda played in the neighborhood band with
Peter Depass, Alverez Perez (Manuel's son), Elliot Taylor and Barney Bigard.
The band got a few jobs out of town but Hilda's mother would not let her go.
Laureno 'Carrie' Diggs' (Boote) mother bought her a piano after they
moved to New Orleans (ca. 1915). She gained experience and style by
watching Buddy Christian, Steve Lewis and others. Carrie worked at the
Royal Gardens in Chicago in the 20's with King Oliver. Carrie was the
sweetheart of Louis Armstrong before he married Lil Harden. She left New
Orleans in the 20's and had played while in the city with Buddy Petit at the
Palm Gardens on Deneel Street.
Jeanette Kimball and Sadie Goodson are about the only old-time
women pianists still alive and actively playing.
Jeanette's first job was when Papa Celestin heard her. After promising
her mother that he would look after her, he took her to New Orleans to play
with his band. Jeanette is an excellent pianist with a unique style. Hearing her

is worth a trip to New Orleans. She has good technique and her ideas are
worthy of any pianist, man or women.
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Kimball with Original Tuxedo Band, cc 1928
Time will allow only a small sketch on one other woman pianist,
Dolly Adams. At 13, she joined the Manuel Manetta Band, a band which
included at one time Louis Armstrong, Kid Ory, King Oliver, Kid Howard
and Alex Bigard. She played with Peter Bocage's Creole Serenaders at 15
years of age. Perhaps Dolly's answer when asked '"How did you get out to
play?" is the story of most of the women pianists of her time:
"It was unusual for a girl to go to places to hear or play music. I was
always well chaperoned with Manetta, by my brothers and later, my sons.
(Placide Adams is an active member of today's music scene.) I left the Creole
Serenaders around 1922 to get married."
Sam Lee mentions Dolly:
"I had a trio, the Foot Warmers, consisting of guitar, bass and myself.
Dolly would play piano for me when I had four pieces. Dolly was a good
piano player."
There were others, many others. Some became famous as jazz singers
such as Lizzie Miles and Blanche Thomas. Both were not required to play
and sing but became featured vocalists with jazz bands.
When I began my research on other jazz subjects I continued to come
across names of women pianists and began keeping a list of them. I have a list
of 31 ladies, some were more active than others but all of them at one time
played in a New Orleans Jazz Band. They were important to this history of
jazz, especially because of their ability to play the correct chords, this being
extremely important to the front line of wind instruments in New Orleans.
Many of these 'front liners' did not read and relied on their ears and on the
pianist for the correct chords, to be able to play the melodic lines that blended
together with the other instruments. The women filled a need in the history of
jazz and raised the level of performance in these early jazz bands. While few
reached the level of a Jelly Roll Morton, they did do the job. They were all
treated well on the job and were respected and appreciated for their musical
ability. They were professionals on and off the bandstand.
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SPORTS AND NEW ORLEANS JAZZ
From its beginning New Orleans was a very musical city. While it
conformed to national crazes and fads, it more often surpassed this
conformity in its overzealousness. During the latter decades of the 19th
century, a brass band craze swept the nation. In New Orleans and the
surrounding area, brass bands were in abundance. Any event of importance
was shared by the ever-present brass band. For the citizens of New Orleans
most every event was an occasion, thereby justifying and warranting a brass
band.
Caught in the tide of celebration fervor were the many sporting
events, from small gymnastic shows to gala opening-day celebrations of the
new baseball season -all demanded a brass band, and many times, the everpopular New Orleans parade.
Local professional baseball arrived on April 18th, 1887 in the form of
the New Orleans Pelicans, becoming part of the Southern Association
Baseball League. The opening game of the baseball season is always one of
excitement, shared by the avid baseball fans -from the adult who excuses
himself from work that afternoon, to the young school child whose desk is
vacant and whose presence fills the hard benches of the baseball pavilion on
this, the 'days of days' in the eyes of every baseball fan. It is my belief that the
word ‘jazz’ began as a baseball term for a team having a lot of ‘zip’ and
aggressive playing style. (See Basin Street book “Baseball and Jazz.”
April 18th was a day of excitement at Sportsman's Park in New
Orleans (the area now is the site of the Fountain Bay Hotel). It was an
overcast and very windy day but the weather did not dampen the enthusiasm
of over 4,000 people who had collected to witness the game between the New
Orleans and Mobile baseball teams. Nearly every seat was occupied. In
between innings and before and after the game, the fans were entertained by
the ever-present brass band. For this game the music was furnished by the
Newboy's Brass Band of New Orleans, whose music was described by the
Times Democrat as "excellent." The New Orleans Club won the game, five to
two. Thus began the collaboration of the baseball club of the New Orleans
Pelicans and the brass bands of New Orleans. Baseball games of the Pelicans,
when at home and many times on the road, were always accompanied by a
brass band. Although every game did not merit large parades like that on
opening day, the brass band gave enjoyment and excitement to the game,
before and after, and between innings. In the advertisements for the game, it
was always noted that there would be a brass band in attendance during the
game and mentioned that if there was a pre-game parade, that brass band
would be playing for the parade at the game. Such an occasion was on April
13th, 1893, for a game between the Mobile and the New Orleans team in
which the advertisement mentioned the pre-game parade, headed by brass
bands and the band playing to follow at the game.
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Not only professional games included a brass band. Games between
amateur clubs and clubs of the benevolent associations often brought along
their bands. A game between the Pinchbacks and the Eclipse Club (both black
clubs) was played at the New Orleans Park with fully 2500 people present to
witness the between the two rivals. The famous Alliance Brass Band played
for this game, which was held on April 22nd, 1889.
New Orleans, a very festive city, was famous for celebrations and
elaborate ceremonies. This could be seen in the pre-game ceremonies of the
many baseball games played. The game was not just a game. It was an
occasion, to be accompanied by pageant and ceremony. A typical ceremony,
as witnessed by a game on April 8th, 1888, began: "A few minutes before
4:00 both clubs marched across the field and drew up before the stands. The
band played and the flag bearing the inscription -1887 Champions -was
unfurled and raised."
On April 14th, 1916, the Jerusalem Temple Band was hired to play
for the baseball game at Heinemann Park. An account of the band mentioned
that the band played popular rags at the rate of a mile a minute and paraded
with the Arab Patrol for 20 minutes over the playing field. This mention is
interesting, as it commented that during this period (1916) in which the rag
style was completely controlled by Tin Pan Alley, the rag had lost its original
medium tempo and had progressed to the style that was popular at the time,
which was a more rapid tempo for rag style music. Also interesting is that the
rag was being played, not by a solo piano, but by a large brass band. There
were more rags published for brass bands than for solo piano by music
publishers.
Baseball games, being more than just a game, were occasions for
advertising promotion that encouraged attendance, from fireworks shows
after the game, to crowd participation during the game, much like the
promotional gimmicks of today's games. In a game between the Elks Club of
New Orleans and Mobile, those coming to watch the game were encouraged
to come in costumes and the game was said to be played to the movement of
athletes accompanied by music: "Costumes will be of imported colors and
domestic patterns, and most of the plays will be made to music."
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Early jazz musicians talk about playing at baseball games frequently.
Willie Parker, an early musician who began his career as a bass drummer for
the Point a la Hache Springfield Brass Band and later changed to the clarinet
in New Orleans, remembers playing in brass bands at Heinemann Park. Willie
also mentions that the band which played for the baseball game also played
after the game for the usual dance. This situation, of a brass band first playing
for an occasion that warranted brass band music, and then continuing after
with the same band as a dance band, is similar to the brass band playing for a
funeral and/or a parade, and then going directly to the dance hall and
continuing to play on as a dance band. This strengthens the theory of the brass
band being a prime evolutionary ancestor of the jazz band.
Bebe Ridgley speaks of playing for numerous baseball games. He
talks about the years he played during the First World War, playing every
Sunday at Heinemann Park during the baseball season. Ridgley also reports
that he accompanied the club to away games, mentioning a trip he took with
the baseball team when it went to Fort Worth, Texas. Accompanying the
Pelican team also on that trip was another band, the Police Band of New
Orleans. The other jazz musicians who were in the Ridgley Tuxedo Band who
made the trip were: Paul Barnes, saxophone; Abby 'Chinee' Foster, drums;
John Marrero, banjo; Simon Marrero, bass; Papa Celestin, cornet; Emma
Barrett, piano; and Bebe Ridgely, trombone.
When playing at Heinemann Park every baseball season during the
First World War Ridgely remembers: "When things were dull and people
were wearing so much black and looking sorry, the Bankers League
continued games so that the people could have a little fun." Ridgley mentions
the jazz musicians who played at these games: Papa Celestin-cornet, 'Cato'drums, J. Marrero-banjo, Abby Foster-drums, Williard Thoumy-clarinet, and
Bebe Ridgley on trombone.
The Ridgley Jazz Band was not only used for 'live' games. It was also
hired to play between innings and at other times during the World Series
between the New York Yankees and the St. Louis Cardinals that was
presented over loud speakers at Lafayette Park. This radio-type apparatus was
also used on another occasion, that of the Tulane and Georgia Tech Football
game, again with music and dancing to the Ridgley Band furnishing 'toeteasing strains throughout the afternoon.' Another jazz musician who played
at ballgames was Babe Phillips, born in Edgard, Louisiana, in 1878. In his
interview at Tulane he mentions playing for a baseball game between the
Pelicans and the Wichita Falls, Kansas ball club in Wichita Falls. The band
made this trip from New Orleans, staying there two days, performing at the
two baseball games played between the two clubs. He mentions that the trip
was made with the white band of Edgar Saucier. Phillips states: "We didn't
play hard, but we made good money out there. We played in-between
innings."
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Phillips played often for the baseball games at many different parks,
even playing at ball parks across the lake (Pontchartrain) where they were
having a ballgame. Babe Phillip's wife remembers going with him to ball
games and remembers going to games over in McDonoghville (near Algiers).
There was a colored baseball park over there. After the ballgame, the band
played for a dance, right there on the infield. One band Mrs. Phillips heard
was Papa Celestin's Band and that the dance lasted until around 9 or 10
o'clock into the night.
Another New Orleans jazz musician, Chester Zardis, remembers
playing for ballgames and the dances which followed. Zardis remembers
playing at Romeo Park in Covington for a game and a dance.
When a band was included for an away trip they would begin their
playing on the train to the game, playing during the game and then play on
the return trip home.
Following the lead of the city musicians, the surrounding areas also
used bands at baseball games. In Point a la Hache, the Pioneer Brass Band
accompanied the local baseball team to both home and away games. In the
write-ups of the games the paper would mention that: "The Pioneer Brass
Band will be on the grounds and discourse music during the progress of the
game." An away game, especially like the one described in the Plaquemines
Protector, was both a complete day's event and a very hazardous one.
Traveling in the lower regions of the Mississippi Delta was rather dangerous,
and diversified as to the types of transportation involved. The Pioneer
Baseball Club of Point a la Hache accepted a game with a team on the other
side of the Mississippi River from Point a la Hache. Their experience was
related in the following manner: "The Pioneer Baseball Club accompanied by
the Pioneer Band spent the day with friends in Home Place last Sunday, the
guests of Mr. Frank Giordano, the head of the Home Place Baseball Club.
The trip was made in buggies as far as Grand Prairie, where skiffs were used
to cross the Mississippi River. After the game the clubs 'repaired' to the
residence of Mr. Giordano where an impromptu concert was given in which
many took part in musical performances, accompanied by the Pioneer Brass
Band."
The jazz historian feels fortunate when newspaper articles mention
the name of the band performing; many write-ups just say that a brass band
furnished the music. In the Times Picayune of April 15th, 1908, the writer
does mention the name of the band in the parade, and the parade route is also
given. This particular article describes: "Frank E. Bishop, Vice President of
the New Orleans Club, will form the monster parade at the City Hall at
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1:30 this afternoon in the following order; First the Boehler's Union Band, in
tallyho (sic: in carriages)...the route of the parade; up St. Charles Street to Lee
Circle, to Camp to Canal, to Front to Royal to St. Charles to Gravier, to
Carondelet, to Canal and to Pelican Baseball Club."
As on other occasions, brass bands were hired to advertise the
morning of the game in advertising wagons, riding around the city playing
and telling the people about the baseball game. The band then participated in
the pre-game parade culminating at the ball park. During the game the band
would furnish music. After the game, with a large crowd gathered, the club
would continue to hold the spectators at the park with a dance. Most every
game culminated in a dance with most ball parks having a pavilion for
dancing. This procedure is mentioned in a newspaper article in the Times
picayune of April 18th, 1908, in which mention is made: "The usual dancing
and refreshments features will be held after the game and a large crowd is
expected." This crowd would include many who did not attend the baseball
game.
THE PRIZE FIGHTS
Another sport that used jazz bands was prize fighting. New Orleans
was one of the first states to legalize prize fighting and the city became a
center for the sport. No less a jazz luminary than Louis Armstrong once
played for a prize fight and also for the advertising of the fight, riding in a
wagon through the streets of the city playing his style of jazz to advertise a
fight that Louis remembers, not for the fighters whom he could not
remember, but that in the band that Louis played in was the great Sidney
Bechet on soprano clarinet, Sidney being one of three in the band, the other a
drummer.
In Huber's New Orleans there is a picture of a man conducting a band
for a New Orleans prize fight.
An excellent account of bands being used at prize fights in New
Orleans is given by Tony Sbarbaro. In an interview Sbarbaro stated, when
asked if he had known the famous fighter Joe Mandot who had just died, that
he had known him and had played music for his fights. He also mentioned a
black fighter by the name of Marry Wills from New Orleans and said he had
also played in a band that played a number of Will's fights Sbarbaro describes
how it was to play in a band that performed live in a fight arena "We used to
sit -we always had a good seat because music was a part of the fight. We
played in between rounds, before, too -60 seconds; something fast, you know,
'cause a chorus, a full chorus on any tune like any of your records is not
supposed to run over a minute. . so we played 40, 50 seconds, because once
they start sounding that gong you couldn't interfere first chorus, that was it.
..You always played a few numbers before the fight started and after that, ya
know, and after the fight was over you play a little exit march and that was it.
That was best, one of main things of the fight. The pay? $1.25 for the whole
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thing. The fight and the advertising. You'd have to advertise a fight in a
wagon that day, play the fight that night to receive a big buck and a quarter. .
Well, you can see the fight; you have a better seat than, you know, just
anyone."
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Emile Christian also played in a 'fight' band. He also describes what it
was like to play at a prize fight: "We played inside, yeah, go inside, sit
upstairs . . . We were upstairs, had a balcony like you know, up there in the
second row. We played something short. Then in-between, when the fight
was over, and we would play a little bit at intermission."
AT THE RACE TRACK
New Orleans is a warm climate city. Its inhabitants spend a lot of time
outside their houses. All outside sports are popular. The individual sport of
hunting, fishing, golf and tennis are popular and the citizens of New Orleans
always support group sports as baseball and football. Starring on
Thanksgiving Day the townspeople make their annual pilgrimage to the
Fairgrounds, the local horse racing track. The Fairgrounds is mentioned in
numerous interviews with jazz men. The Fairgrounds were not only used for
horse racing but for annual picnics, track meets and other social affairs of
large groups or clubs. There was a band in attendance with each affair and on
many occasions, more than one band. For the Hiberian Festival of May 9th,
1892, there were two bands of music in attendance, one in the grandstand
which played Irish National Airs during the intervals between the
competition, and the other band which was stationed on the dancing platform.
To its merry strains numerous couples enjoyed themselves in the dance.
Besides horse racing and track meets, even rowing clubs, during their
meets, used bands. The West End Rowing Club, during a race on June 7th,
1892, used bands. The West End Rowing Club, during a race on June 7th,
1892, used a band. A dance culminated the day's activities.
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There is a very good description of an outdoor track meet held at the
Fairgrounds by the Tulane Athletic Association Club. At this competition a
band 'enlivened the intervals during the programme and encouraged the
unsuccessful contestants. The band played 'Home Sweet Home' and the
spectators left the track well pleased.'
Sporting events gave New Orleans jazz musicians another place to
practice their art. In the total scheme of jazz history, playing at sporting
events is just one particular in the many chances and places jazz musicians
were asked to play -but it exposed jazz to another segment of the New
Orleans public and in thus doing, strengthened the exposure of jazz to an
enthusiastic audience.
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LOUISIANA BRASS BANDS AND THEIR HISTORY IN RELATION
TO JAZZ HISTORY
We will examine in this essay the brass band movement in Louisiana
and the surrounding area of New Orleans, beginning in the Civil War era. It
has been written that because of the surplus brass instruments after the war
(slaves having access to these instruments) jazz instrumentation was
developed. This fact will be investigated once we explore the history of Civil
War musical history in New Orleans and surrounding areas.
CIVIL WAR BRASS BANDS
The evolution of jazz coincides with the popularity of brass bands in
the United States, and with the development, acceptance and popularity of a
new valve system for brass instruments. Throughout the United States brass
bands could be heard in most every town and hamlet during the latter part f
the 19th Century. The first true brass band in the United States was in 1835
with Allen Dodsworth as director. The first Black slave brass band was (to
my knowledge at this time) the Juvenile Brass Band of Charleston, South
Carolina in 1856. This band toured the United States and was very well
received.
During the Civil War many civilian brass bands joined the Army and
traveled with army regiments, playing as they moved from place to place,
exposing their music to all. The south had an agricultural economy. The
North an industrial economy. The Southern population was also more rural
than urban, its population spread over a wider area than the numerous urban
population centers of the North; thus the South had fewer larger cities. The
South's social life centered around either the large agricultural areas (mostly
plantations) or the few large Southern cities.
During the Civil War the small towns that surrounded the New
Orleans area were exposed to the bands of the Union occupational forces of
the Gulf Coast Command (approximately 30 bands). These Regimental bands
stationed in and around the New Orleans area were very conspicuous, playing
not only concerts of both patriotic and popular music but in the execution of
the many military ceremonies that were common and popular during the Civil
War. These Union military bands were not the only brass bands in and around
New Orleans during the war years. There were a surprising number of brass
bands in the city and in the country towns surrounding the city. Nearly every
town in Louisiana had a band of music.
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One example: Thibodaux -Occupied during the Civil War by Union
forces, Thibodaux had brass bands during and after the war. The
Philharmonic Brass Band was performing in Thibodaux during the years
directly after the Civil War. This band was first mentioned in the Thibodaux
Sentinel on March 3, 1866. The Philharmonic Brass Band (a white band) is
mentioned playing for a local funeral. The many bands of the country did,
contrary to past thoughts, play for funerals. There are many newspaper
accounts of brass bands playing for funerals in the country. These processions
were not long processions as most cemeteries in the country were located
very near the church. The various accounts mention the brass bands playing
to the cemeteries but do not mention the brass bands playing after the
interment.
FUNERAL BANDS
The tradition of playing lively music on the way back from an
interment is clouded in mystery as to when it began. Funeral March music
was used in ancient Israel. One comparison can be seen in modern times in
the military process when marching in review. A typical dress parade, as
executed by an infantry regiment early in the Civil War was described thusly
by a soldier:
"The troops are drawn up in line of battle and the order 'Parade Rest'
given by each Captain to his command. The band 'starts off'; that is, marches
down and back in front of the regiment, playing slowly down and a quick step
back,"
I am not suggesting that the military ceremony was the ancestor of
Black funeral tradition but only that parallels can be drawn from the past.
Perhaps this repeated military ceremony, observed many times in occupied
New Orleans, did leave an impression on marching bands and their tradition.
It is not the exact parallel of a Negro funeral procedure although it did,
musically speaking, possess parallels of slow music going, fast music coming
back.
How much influence did military band funerals effect New Orleans
band tradition? New Orleans was occupied by Federal forces throughout most
of the Civil War, the only Southern State occupied for such a long length of
time. Its citizens were exposed to a large amount of military ceremonies not
usual in other southern cities, and, New Orleans was exposed to the charisma
of Patrick Gilmore. (More on his later.) Unlike other southern cities, life was
near normal in New Orleans during the war. New Orleans was always a
festive city and its many celebrations continued. The many military bands
with their reviews and concerts were assimilated into New Orleans cultural
life and accepted as such. The festive nature of the Union musical activities
fitted into the musical tradition of the city.
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INSTRUMENTS OF THE CIVIL WAR
International improvements on brass instruments influenced military
music during the Civil War. The zenith of the brass band movements was
occurring during the American Civil War. The movement's influence is seen
in the adoption of the improved European invented brass instruments and the
use of Dodworth's backfire instruments.
Brass instruments with their bells facing backwards were used by the
military band of both the North and the South. These brass instruments were
constructed with the bells pointing back over the musician's shoulder so the
music produced could be heard best by the marching columns which followed
the band. These 'backfire' bands were not for the benefit of the spectators as
bands are today. There are numerous pictures of these backfire brass

instruments. In fact, most all existing pictures of Civil War bands show bands
holding or playing backfire instruments. The regimental band of the 26th
North Carolina, in civilian life the band of the Moravian settlement, famous
for brass band music, was from Salem, North Carolina had been in existence
since 1831 and served throughout the war. It had the following
instrumentation and personal:
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Samuel T. Michey -leader and Eb cornet
A. P. Gibson -1st cornet Daniel T. Crouse -1st tenor Joe O. Hall -2nd cornet
Alexander C. Meinung -2nd Bb tenor Augustus Hauser -1st alto Julius A.
Leinback -Eb bass William H. Hall -2nd Eb alto
Backfire style brass instruments were invented and patented in 1838
by Allen Dodworth. They were manufactured in Vienna and imported to
America by the Dodworth family. As they were designed for the benefit of
marching bands, even the inventor did not recommend them for concert
purposes. This subject of backfire instruments versus frontal bells is discussed
in Allen Dodworth's brass band book in 1853. He states:
"In selecting the instruments, attention should be paid to the use
intended; if for military purposes only, those with bells behind, over the
shoulder are preferable, as they throw all the tone to those who are marching
to it, but for any other purposes are not so good. For general purposes, those
with the bell upward, like the saxhorn, are most convenient. Care should be
taken to have all the bells one way."
Other bands that picture soldiers with backfire instruments, too
numerous to give a complete list include: The Brigade Band of Stonewall
Jackson of Stauton, Virginia, The 13th Wisconsin Band, directed by L. W.
Eastman, The band of the 10th Veteran Reserve Corps, of Washington, D. C.,
and The 107 Infantry Band. An excellent picture of three musicians of the 4th
Michigan Infantry shows a good view of a backfire bass horn and two
backfire tenor horns. These backfire type instruments came to the United
States around 1840 and disappeared around 1870.
Brass instruments in general had the same basic design and were built
in the family of musical range, from the high Eb cornet, to the low bass horn.
After the war, when military music was not needed, the regular bell front
instruments became popular again. The backfire instruments disappeared and
were replaced by brass instruments whose main purpose was playing for
concerts and dances.
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Since 1845 there existed a family of brass instruments known as the
saxhorns. In France the instrument maker Adolphe Sax, today famous for the
saxophone family of instrument (an instrument built to bridge the gap in
timbre between the brass and woodwind timbre), was issued a patent for a set
of valve bugles or cornets made in all ranges, from the high Eb cornet to the
Bb bass, named appropriately, saxhorns. Their bore was somewhat narrower
than that of the flugelhorns, resulting in a more brilliant timbre desired by
most brass bands. The most common saxhorns used in the concert bands of
the pre and post Civil War times were: Eb soprano, Bb soprano, alto horn (in
Bb or C), tenor horn (in Eb or F) and the baritone/bass, (in low Bb or C).
The inventor of the valve system for brass instruments is said to have
been Heinrich Stolzel but there is some doubt as Frederick Blummel claims to
have sold the idea to Stolzel. The patent however, was issued to Stolzel in
1818. The invention of the valve system revolutionized brass playing. The
perfection of brass playing technique prior to the development of valves
dictated many years of continuous practice, devoting much of this time to lip
technique. Now, with the new valve instruments, playing became more coordination technique than lip technique, resulting in a quicker perfection of
musical ability and a large amount of good brass players. This mechanical
perfection spread through the family of brass instruments and led to a patent
of the family of saxhorns by Adolphe Sax in 1845 that was previously
mentioned. These instruments gave an improved uniformity of tone and
replaced all the larger laterally-holed instruments, the natural horns and the
other horns that had been used. The serpent and the ophicleide fell out of use.
The introduction of the valve system also made it possible to interchange
players from one instrument (brass) to another more easily, which had
considerable bearing on amateur brass bands and led to the popularization of
brass instruments. One can read numerous accounts of amateur bands
securing a complete set of these newly developed brass instruments.
This newly found impetus developed in the amateur brass band
movements of the United States around the 1880’s when numerous bands
began re-instrumenting their bands. It was not a surplus of Civil War
instruments that made instruments available (they would have been mostly
the backfire type) but the availability of the new style valved brass
instruments that made brass playing a quicker technical process in perfecting
brass playing technique.
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The perfection of valves on brass instruments enabled composers to
use the tone colors of the brass range of instruments and the player need not
change crooks to enable him to change key. He was now able to play needed
notes of the chromatic scale, thereby eliminating the necessity of frequent
rests to change crooks. Three valves made possible a complete chromatic
scale, giving freedom of modulation which allowed brass instruments to play
the most complicated chromatic passages and undertake modulations into
different keys with greater facility.
UNION BANDS
In the early part of the war each regiment was authorized a band. In
July of 1862 a military order was issued that allowed military bands only at
the Brigade level. Many regiments found means of evading the official
military order and managed to keep a band at the regimental level. Because of
this military order for bands only at the Brigade level, the best musicians of
the regimental bands usually were transferred to the Brigade level, this
movement of musicians improving the quality of Brigade bands but
weakening the regimental bands.
The primary function of a military band is for official ceremonies and
for the march. When not fulfilling their military function Brigade bands
commonly gave concerts at twilight which were greatly enjoyed by the camp
personal.
Federal bands had the money and the support of the government. At
least half of the Federal Regiments had bands when the war began. It was said
that the War Department spent $4,000,000 a year on bands. In July of 1862
there were 618 bands in service. The ratio was one musician to every 41
soldiers. Most of these bands contained 22 pieces. Federal musicians drew
higher pay than privates and after their concerts, the hat was passed around
gaining the band extra money. The potential of financial gains attracted many
famous civilian bands.
There were critics that were against this excess spending on bands
and numerous critical protests ended regimental bands, thereafter only
brigades had official bands, consisted of only 16 musicians. (Most
Confederate bands had but 3 or 4 pieces and these musicians received no such
handsome treatment as Federal musicians.)
CONFEDERATE BANDS
Opposite to the numerously mentioned Federal bands during the Civil
War, references, to Confederate bands are few.
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The lack of Confederate bands probably is due to a lack of trained southern
musicians, a lack of brass instruments in the south, and the necessity of troops
to increase the smaller number of Confederate troops in the front line units.
There was music in the regiments but it was in the form of glee clubs,
violinists, guitarists and banjoists. Many Confederate units had little or no
music. The great difficulty in getting instruments and the lack of trained
musicians made it almost impossible to ascertain the exact number and the
instrumentation in an average Confederate band, causing an assortment of
instruments with the qualifications of the musicians varying widely. There
was a Confederate regulation governing bands. Coming out in the year 18611862, this regulation stated that:
"When it is desired to have bands of music for regiments, there will
be allowed for each, 16 privates to act as musicians, in addition to the chief
musician authorized by law, provided, the total number of privates in the
regiments, including the band, do not exceed the legal standard."
Confederate bandsmen, like their counterpart in the Union forces,
were usually assigned to assist the regimental surgeon behind the lines. In the
book 'The Color Guard' by Hosmer, he states:
"The ambulance corps is made up largely of the musicians; but music!
We never hear it now, not even the drum and fife. It is too stern a time for
that."
Hosmer quotes a drummer by the name of Cripps describing an
improvisory technique of the fife players, a sort of 'jazz' type
improvisory/variation playing technique:
"Some on' em play plain, and some on 'em put in the fancy touches;
but I kind o' hate to see a man flourish. Why can't he play straight, without
fillin up his tunes?"
Cripps also describes what a good drummer was during the Civil
War:
"Now Hodge alone can make as much noise as all the rest on we put
together. It’s astonishing' but some of these fellows can't strike right. "Taint
no drummin' to hit with the sticks all over the head; you ought to hit right in
the middle. A tip-top drummer won't vary more'n two or three inches from
both his sticks, hittin' right in the middle of the head. I know 'Hodge well
enough -a stout, straight boy. I have noticed the fine rhythm of his almost
invisible sticks and the measured, vigorous cadence of his feet as he beats
time."
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The Louisiana Battalion of Washington Artillery brought with them
to Richmond the J. V. Gessner Brass Band from New Orleans as their band. It
consisted of: J. V. Gessner-leader, T. Gutzler, Ch. W. Struve, J. Arnold, Jno.
Deutsh, Jno. Geches, Peter Trum, Jno. Lorba, Thos. Kostmel, J. H. Sporer,
Charles Meir with buglers F. P. Villanvasana and J. Kingslow. Upon arriving
in Richmond the procedure followed by the band is described:
"We were now marched in a comfortable frame of mind through the
streets of Richmond, led on by the exhilarating notes of Gessner's Brass
Band, which accompanied us from New Orleans, and we spread any of the
Confederate or holiday troops."
BRASS BAND REPERTOIRE
Military and patriotic songs made up the majority of music played by
the service bands during the war. There was a controversy whether band
concerts should include martial music. It was asked, 'should programs be
made up largely of operatic airs and dance tunes or should they contain
mostly patriotic and martial music? Martial music usually won out but by
1864 band programs at concerts was better balanced. One band program
included the following:
"A Grand March, Quickstep 'Queen of Roses', Overture from
'Zanetta,' Bolero from 'The Sicilian Vespers', Quadrille of Strauss, a Polka
and a medley of patriotic airs."
Some of the popular titles were: 'Love not, ' Katy Darling,' 'Annie
Laurie,' 'Ain't you Glad to Get Out of the Wilderness,' 'Pop Goes the Weasel,'
'Starry Flay,' 'Old Folks at home,' 'My Old Kentucky Home,' 'The Girl I Left
Behind Me,' 'Midnight Hour,' 'Gay and Happy Still,' and 'someone to Love.'
Also, there were the transcriptions from the classics: selections from
Bohemian Girl, Maritana, and an American Overture, Dodworth's band
concert in New York presented the following concert:
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"Quickstep, -'Thou Art Far Away,' Finale of La
Traviate, Fantasie on 'Un Belle in Masachere' by Verdi and
Miserere from Il Trovatore."
One of Patrick Gilmore's first promenade concerts in New Orleans on
January 26, 1864:
“ 'Grand March of Bellini,' 'Waltz & song,' 'Robin Ruffand,'
'Louisiana Belles' -Lambert (Gilmore's pen name) 'The Soldiers Return
March' including 'When Johnny Comes Marching Hone,' composed by
Patrick Gilmore."
FORMING A CONFEDERATE BAND
Many civilian bands joined the army as a group. Other bands were
formed by finding individual musicians to form a band. A Civil War veteran
in his weekly column in the Thibodaux Sentinel describes the forming of a
Confederate Civil War band:
"When, in the autumn of 1861, the 1l8th Louisiana Regiment was
encamped near Carrollton, and being disciplined by the gallant Colonel
Mouton, preparatory to the hardships and trials which feature campaigns
might develop. It was thought necessary to complete the organization of the
regiment, to have a band of music. Such an institution was considered of
immense importance at dress parades, tattoos, etc. more especially when our
lady friends paid a visit to our camps, and we desired to impress upon their
minds that we were strangers to sadness and melancholy.
Accordingly, a complete corps of performers were detailed,
instruments purchased, a set of tents, of the peculiar colors that rendered
Jacob's cattle famous, . . . procured, and a space of ground not apart for their
private camp.
Then came the practicing which was carried on all day long, until
the birds in the adjacent woods, astonished at the variety of music that echoed
their merry songs, remained mute with wonder.
Remember nothing more productive of kind and sympathetic
feelings, or better ululated to soothe the angry passions then to be in the midst
of a newly organized band of musicians, whilst each one is practicing his own
tune according to his own time and notion, unless it was, in ante bellum
times, on some well regulated plantation, the melodious responses of half a
hundred hungry mules to the sound of a dinner bell.
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Our major, whose musical qualities were well known, had the
pleasure of seeing them fully appreciated by an appointment to take special
charge of the discipline and organization of the band, and he often was
noticed in the afternoon to extend himself on the grassy lawn in the shade of a
moss covered oak, during the practicing hours of his performers, smoking his
cigarette, and amusing himself in the perusal of the illuminated and
interesting pages of one of Hardee's best novels.
Among the numerous instruments was an immense drum -the pride of
its owner, the pet of the band, and a most complete piece of astonishment to
the little boys of Carrollton whose ecstasies knew no bounds when they saw
the big drum stick come down on it with a bang, and when they had
succeeded in walking entirely around it, they ran home to inform their
mammas of the extraordinary feat of pedestrians which they had
accomplished.
However daily improvement was perceptible, and by diet of hard
practice, the band made its appearance at dress parade, played retreat, tattoo,
etc., and were rapidly acquiring a sonorous reputation among the men in
camp.
Everything was progressing finely until Brig. General Ruggles,
who was placed in command over us, gave an order to have dress parade at l8
o'clock A. M. instead of sunset, as had been our custom. This brought the dew
upon our musicians' shores and grief into their hearts, and it was thenceforth
easy to perceive that the pride and ambition that had so nobly horne them up,
had received a shock from which it would hardly recover. Orders to play at
reveille was another source of dissatisfaction to our performers that produced
anything but joy in their little camp. However all their little troubles were
forgotten in the excitement occasioned by our movement to Corinth, where
for a month the regiment was on picket duty near Pittsburg landing, whilst
our musicians had an easy time in camp, but the blundy day of Shiloh arrived,
and when the regiment moved forward in line, they held their proper position.
No particular attention would have been bestowed upon the band during the
day, had it not been for the restless and uneasy disposition of the big drum
which was perceptible to everyone.
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Twice it had been violently thrown down in front of its owner as a
bulwark to protect him from a shell that was supposed to be directed at his
devoted head, and this part of the performance being so different from any of
the duties previously required of it, that it became sullen and barely
responded to the pounding of the drumstick. Finally a shell came whistling
through the air, and exploded nearby with a thundering noise, so enraged our
big drum that it broke loose from the owner, and turning around chased him
to the bottom of the ravine with a speed that would have been gratifying to an
advocate of pedestrianism as one of the fine arts. But the big drum never
caught him, and there in the bottom of that ravine were heard the aspiring
strains of the band of the 18th Louisiana regiment.
Many spasmodic efforts were made to resurrect the old, or organize a
new band, but three little drums was the utmost extent ever attained in that
direction.
In 1863, on our return from Natchitoches, we were encamped in the
Piney Woods west of Alexandria, at which place the 1st Louisiana Battalion
was attached in our Brigade. One evening someone invited me to go over to
their dress parade as they had a band of music. Since our former Major had
left, I felt it incumbent on myself to pay some attention to the musical
department of the army, as my musical abilities were considered by our
friends almost equal to those for which he was famous, and accordingly I
went.
The Battalion was in line in an old cornfield, and not until the
command to 'beat off' was heard, was the band perceived coming out of a
fence corner.
The number of performers were three, one 5 feet high had a little
drum upon which he rolled his sticks with a most extraordinary rapidity, the
music resembling peas poured upon loose clapboards. On his left was a long
legged six footer -the happy owner of a fife. A pig under a gate and a cat with
caudel extremity caught in a trap door, would give an idea of the sounds of
harmony that were blown out of that wonderful instrument. The third six and
a half feet high, carried a half brother to our big drum, and the idea I formed
of him, was, that he was a Yankee in disguise, sent into our lines under a
contract to smash in the head of every drum in the confederacy. During the
trip to the LaFourche country this band disappeared, and even after peace,
tranquility and decorum, minus three small drums, reigned triumphantly
about the camps of the glorious old 18th Louisiana."
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Unlike other southern cities, New Orleans was occupied by Federal
forces almost the entire war. There were approximately thirty Federal bands
in and surrounding New Orleans during the war. The famous American
bandmaster Patrick Gilmore was in charge of these bands.
Gilmore's earlier war duties in the North included training bands for
the Union forces. These duties were cut short when he chose to accompany
two of his personally trained bands to New Orleans, General Nathaniel
Banks, commander of the Dept. of the Gulf, was quick to realize the potential
and magnetism of Patrick Gilmore, asked him to remain in New Orleans and
take charge of all the bands under his command.
Gilmore, having been given a full rein of authority, initiated an idea
that he had been working on while in the North. Gilmore organized a special
band and put on a series of promenade concerts in New Orleans. (These
'promenade' concerts were very popular in the North since around 1856.)
Gilmore invited to these concerts, the leading Confederate families. These
concerts became very popular and were well attended and received, being
held in Layfette Park.
New Orleans was the site of the first Grand Jubilee monster concert
given by Gilmore in 1864, five years before the National Peace Jubilee in
Boston in 1869.
Gilmore's New Orleans Grand National Concert was given for the
occasion of Michael Hahn's inauguration to the Governorship of the State.
Gilmore assembled 300 musicians and 500 school children:
"The Grand National concert started with the Star Spangled Banner,
followed by America and the Union Forever. The 500 children of New
Orleans sang with unbound enthusiasm, each child waving a tiny American
flag held in the hand. The band played spiritedly, 70 cornets screamed above
the brass chorus of 50 altos, 50 baritones and 40 basses. 50 snare drums
rattled like musketry and 35 bass drums boomed like artillery.
The final number and the climax of the program was Hail
Columbia. Gilmore worked his magic on the great band and on the immense
chorus of child voices and the thousands of listeners were caught in this
magic spell. Piling effect upon effect during the final 36 beats of the music,
Gilmore fired by electric button, from the podium, 36 cannons, each
tremendous booms in time as he directed the music in maestoso tempo. As
the cannons began booming, the bells from the churches and cathedrals of the
city began pealing wildly. The combined effect was breath-taking and aweinspiring. Frenzied and prolonged applause greeted the fiery band master as
he bowed and bowed to the huge audience. (Bands of America-Schwartz)."
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Thus was New Orleans's early introduction to brass bands from the
North. The city became a haven for brass bands. The occupation of New
Orleans by the Federal forces and their bands was a large influence on the
city and its musical future. The various Federal bands stationed in the city
were very active in their military ceremonies, furthering and reinforcing the
already festive atmosphere of the city. Gilmore returned to Boston in 1865,
leaving the city a heritage of great band music.
It was from this brass band heritage that jazz built a firm background.
Once the military bands left after the war, their place was taken by the
Benevolent Societies and the Catholic Church. See article on St. Thomas
Catholic Church in the 'Deep Delta' magazine published by the Plaquemines
Genealogical Society.) The Catholic Church celebrated a number of church
holidays and annual ceremonies including the Way of the Cross, Novenas,
Holy Days and weekly religious services such as high mass, funerals,
weddings, etc. These ceremonies took the place of the military reviews
missing since the end of the war. Most every town in Louisiana contained a
Catholic Church as the population of the New Orleans area was highly
Catholic.
There is a strong correlation between the Louisiana brass bands since
the Civil War to early jazz. While there were marching bands in New Orleans
before the Federal occupation, it was the military marching bands that created
an additional impetus for the continued marching tradition in New Orleans.
One of the strongest correlations between the military marching band
and jazz is between the rhythms of the two styles. The jazz rhythm section
evolved from the early marching band's rhythm section. The rhythm section,
as part of the marching band, proceeded directly from the street to the
bandstand. The marching band became the band that played for dancing. The
march was in. fact, an important part of the dance repertoire of the Civil War
era.
The marching drum part, especially the 4/4 march, had the bass drum
hitting on 1 and 3, the snare hitting on 2 and 4. In early jazz, if we use duple
meter (4/4 and 2/4), we have in reality the jazz beat. Both in jazz and the
military march the beat is most important. The early jazz there is a heavy beat
on 2 and 4.
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An important point: there were many more bands in the country than
just Black plantation bands. Example: In Plaquemines Parish around 1890,
there were at least fifteen or so white brass bands playing and approximately
ten black bands that were active. In the parishes of Jefferson, St. James, St.
Johns, LaFourche and other surrounding parishes there must have been,
during the latter part of the 19th Century, over a hundred bands playing, all of
them having easy traveling access to New Orleans. Most of these bands were
in existence as early as 1880, some appearing as early as the year after the
Civil War. These bands were not just on the plantations but in the many small
settlements like those in Plaquemines parish, which contained both White and
Black musicians, usually not in the same band.
There was close contact between the city and country musicians. As
early as 1864 there were bands from New Orleans playing in the country.
There were many excursions, beginning in New Orleans (both Black and
White), to the country and vice versa. The surrounding area of New Orleans
was like a spooked wheel -New Orleans being the hub of this wheel, drawing
to the center from all surrounding areas, brass bands of various sizes and
instrumentation.
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Jazz Music in the 20's
Song: 'Everybody's Talkin' 'Bout Sam' as example of pre 20's sound
Everybody's talkin' 'bout Sammy now Even though he ain't 'round no mo'.
Yes everybody's talkin' 'bout the Morgan Band Just like they did in the far off
long ago. Oh when it came to playing jazz like it outta be played Sam was the
boss and master yes of all he surveyed That's why everybody's talkin' 'bout
the Morgan Band And is still talkin' 'bout it today.
Yes everybody's ravin' 'bout the Morgan Band And the reason why I think
you all should know It had a drive beat and swing that was the talk of the
town And these all stars of jazz made it so.
There was big Jim (Robinson) and Little Jim (Sidney Brown) Isaiah
(Morgan) and Earl (Fourche), George Guesnon, Roy Evans and Andrew
Morgan, a pearl.
That's why everybody raves 'bout the Morgan Band From Bogalusa to
the Alabamy shore.
Yes everybody's talkin' 'bout Sammy now Even though he ain't 'round no mo'.
And in his own words I'll tell you what Sammy
said In the far off long ago He said he went all around the natural town He never
found nobody for to run him down That's why everybody talk 'bout Sammy
then And they still talkin' 'bout him now.
From its beginnings, jazz was a way of playing dance music; not
improvising solos but ensemble music; not listening music but music for
dancing; not a composer's or arranger's media but a musician's/performer's
oriented media. Early jazz groups did work out arrangements. Early jazz was
less spontaneously improvised than has been previously thought. The art of
soloing is found more frequently in the Chicago era (beginning around 1922)
than the southern New Orleans era of jazz evolution. The word "evolution"
best describes jazz's development and progress than invention (as Jelly Roll
Morton once asserted), or any conscious endeavor to develop a new art form.
The need for dance musicians was the main reason jazz style evolved as it
did; that is, the need to provide music for the main social activity of the turn
of the century American -Dancing.
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Dancing, during jazz's evolution (1900's) WAS the primary social
grace. It is in the dance that we will discover the evolution of the jazz style
that eventually will lead us to the jazz music of the 20's. During this era there
were 'legit' reading dance bands found all over America; in the smallest
hamlet to the larger cities. New Orleans, a city that was noted for its festive
and jovial atmosphere, was the womb that carried the young child -jazz. The
law of supply and demand was in effect. Numerous social activities
(especially dancing), required live music. Social tradition demanded: 1)town
bands to played for various social activities; 2) piano talent -many times
young woman; 3) and all types of instrumental ensembles to play for
dancing and for all public events.
Armstrong remarked that as many as 60 bands played at the lake front
each weekend. If you were a musician in New Orleans -on the weekend -you
were either playing at the lakefront or on an advertising wagon playing
through the streets of New Orleans.
Jazz Musician's Rise to #1 in the Beginning.
Early jazz history is part fact and part legend. Early writers did
recognize that a new musical style was evolving but many lacked musical
expertise to examine and analyze jazz's contents in scholarly prose. One of
the first to fully realize the emerging of a new style were European tourists
visiting New Orleans and European classical composers. Their involvement
assured that jazz would be the most influential style of the twentieth century.
But, old legends die hard and many times are resurrected and never fully stay
dead. Buddy Bolden is symbolically noted as the first jazz musician. I don't
believe he was the only one playing in a new musical style that fostered jazz,
but he was one of many attempting to play dance music without the skills of a
trained musician. Seldom is a single person responsible for an evolving art
style. A school of artists taking part in a musical revolution promote a new
style. Many individuals claim credit for having an influence on a new
developing style. Even a giant musical figure as Beethoven had his
influences. Many times it is the one with the best PR./manager that receives
his due above others that shared the endeavor. People who were Bolden's
peers mention his name as an outstanding early "ragtime" player as well as
first being a good dance musician. These early interviews are not to be taken
as a complete overview of the New Orleans musical scene but only a small
segment of the dance scene in all of New Orleans which included the Vieux
Carre (the old quarter -French Quarter) and the various wards of the city that
contained both black, white and Creole neighborhoods bordering each other,
permitting interchange between musicians of all races -including the Latin or
Mexican contingent of New Orleans. Similar developments were occurring in
all sections of the city's dance scene. What was described in some early jazz
books and interviews was one of the styles of dance music that evolved in the
complex and diversified dance music scene of the city. Many New Orleans
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orchestras were 'legit' reading dance orchestras They were copied and
imitated by the less musically educated dance bands who had a desire to
furnish dance music and 'cash in' on the demand for live music for all
functions. Creoles of color and culturally minded whites were usually
musically well-educated while the blacks and working class whites became
the beneficiaries of listening opportunities. The development of a group's
ability to 'play by ear' or spell (reading music very slowly) is still in effect in
present day New Orleans.
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Much of the music of the 20's, using Jerome Kern as an example,
progress in the bridge to far away keys from the prime one. (Smoke Gets in
Your Eyes, Way you look tonight, The Song is You)
The most popular dance of New Orleans dancing public was the
quadrille -a composition that usually required excellent musicianship,
especially technique wise. All dance bands were asked and expected to be
able to play quadrilles as well as all the dances of this era. We know Bolden's
band did.
We have dance cards that list the dance program played by the
orchestras of the era. By examining the repertoire we can see the progress and
the insertion of the new dances that were evolving.
Polite society demanded the currently popular dance styles as did
others segments of society, even though certain musical repertoire were
directed to ethnic characteristics and traditions. In New Orleans, Bolden's
band had to play the same basic repertoire as the Sam Morgan Band or the
John Robichaux 'legit' band when playing for a social function outside his
ethnic activities. The Banner Band of New Iberia, featuring Bunk Johnson
was another band that was popular.
Another popular New Orleans band that did travel to the nearby
towns of the South and the Gulf Coast was the Sam Morgan Band, perhaps
one of the best examples of pre 20's and 20's music. Morgan's band was both
a reading and 'faking' band and the sound it achieved points the way to a
fuller, less polyphonic sound that was evolving in the early teens and 20's.
One can hear the search for a more united tutti sound that was to be the norm
in the 20's. Even Armstrong left Oliver to play with the Fletcher Henderson
band in New York in the middle 20's. The sound of the Morgan band
illustrates this evolution to a full big band sound.
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The jazz music of New Orleans spread quickly but was, from the
beginning, being heard throughout the Gulf Coast. From the Evan Thomas'
Band that traveled to Galveston, to Papa Celestin's Band playing in Gulfport,
to Buddy Petit's trip to Pensacola where he heard Saddie Goodson, to points
East, West and North, New Orleans bands traveled to play for all types of
events.
Jazz Elements
The popularity of dancing and the need for large numbers of dance
bands; the popularity of vaudeville, with its national exposure; the use of
early phonograph jazz records (used mostly for home party/dances), all of the
above began spreading this new way to perform dance music. The 'legit'
dance bands of America and the world began to get demands for these new
dances styles and to play the music necessary to accompany these new
dances. These new dances were being introduced with great frequency. Dance
bands needed to expand their repertoire. Thus the need for written jazz
elements; thus the appearance of dance stocks arranged with a jazz feeling so
that the 'legit' dance bands across the country could begin to play the jazz
style. Jazz became the popular music of the land. This demand for new
dances accompanied by a jazz style presented legit musicians with new
rhythms and new instrumental techniques. This brought us to the jazz era, the
music of the 20's mostly being written down jazz and pre-arranged elements.
In the 20's, as jazz continued to progress, it gained acceptance of
many from the classical music community (not without a big fight and many
controversies as to either the benefit or demise of the moral character of
America's youth).Jazz was especially popular within the European classical
scene. There was great controversy as to jazz's value to music with the
newspapers and magazines publishing a running commentary and arguments both debit and credit.
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(Mention Anthology “Jazz in Print” published by Pendragon Press
and that much of the material being presented tonight are quoted directly
from articles appearing in these publications from the end of the Civil War to
1930. 1500 pages and over 600 articles are contained in the Anthology)
The articles quoted, written by music critics and others, were
published as jazz was evolving and as such are much more credible than ones
written 50 or 60 years later. They give us a running account of jazz as it was
evolving and give us an 'on the spot' report of an event such as the famous
Gershwin/Whiteman concert. Accounts of this important event are given by
the music critics the next morning. They analyzed and pointed out the
elements of jazz and its unusual and unique style -very new to the total music
scene. It is these jazz elements we read about in the articles written on the
jazz of the 20's, elements we find later in the music of Milhaud, Ravel,
Copeland, Gershwin and an endless list of the most respected composers of
the early 20th century.
Jazz gained national exposure and recognition beginning with
ragtime, a music that emphasized syncopated rhythms. Jazz had to overcome
its 'early' performance standards. While vaudeville did propagate jazz, jazz
was presented as entertainment and for comic appeal.
Upon hearing a jazz band one critic stated jazz was: "a variety of
hilarious effects .... trombone, and saxes extremely comical result." There was
occurring a musical revolution, one that changed the musical scene of the
world and one that continues to be felt today.
20's Music
The major seven ingredients of the 20's music that made it different
and revolutionary are :( to be elaborated later in speech with musical
examples)
1) Instrumentation -both kind and combination of instruments.
2) The evolving of the trap set of drums, rhythms and syncopation.
We find no retards, drastic changes of dynamics or small nuances. In
the new dance music, the emphasize is on steady rhythm. Also on the
abundance of percussion equipment.
3) Prominence of jazz arrangers (Grofe)
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4) High standard of musicianship (Gorman, Bell, etc.)
5) The orchestration -Center shifts to a new family of instruments:
from strings to woodwinds, mostly the sax, and use of new instrumental
combinations never before heard (classical orchestra still traditional
orchestration although expanded with Ravel (a great jazz enthusiast), Berlioz
and others. The jazz orchestra became a big influence on the classical
orchestra).
6) Special effects -sliding trombones, mutes, fingering of violins, etc.
7) Harmony and color. (I will elaborate on this one)
We read; "In place of the noisy effects of music jazzed, we are now
coming to the day of 'colored' effects." By 'colored effects' we mean the
treatment of a theme in many keys, many accents, many instrumental ways
and in many combinations. The day of playing a popular number is one key is
passing very rapidly. The jazz arrangements are full of key changes. In an
Isham Jones arrangement of "To a Wild Rose" by McDowell the arrangement
begins in six sharps, modulates into the key of D flat, then a half-tone
modulation in each of eight succeeding measures followed by sixteen
measures in the key of G, after which we get another eight measures of
modulations through four distinct keys and into sixteen measures in the key
of F. This is ended by sixteen measures in the key of G flat. The number is
full of double sharps, double flats, enharmonics, unnatural accents, weird
effects, odd accompaniments, abrupt cadences, unusual progression, the
combination of which taxes the skill of these very competent musicians.
There was a great demand for jazz in the 20's and a large amount of
jazz arranged music was published. Clarence Williams, a New Orleans
musician/arranger/composer brought to the music scene an arranged jazz
music to meet the demand for the authentic New Orleans sounding music.
Williams published arrangements (by Redman, William Grant Still and
others) were more refined and he was able to produce the authentic jazz
sound that was demanded. With trained musicians playing them, the arranger
could raise musical standards and even demand more technique that could
only be met by additional rehearsals, more capable musicians and
improvement in instrumental manufacturing
The 20's were known as the Jazz Age, a distinction well warranted.
Jazz was the popular music of the 20's. During the 20's jazz was evolving into
an art form, perhaps becoming the most influential musical style of the 20th
century.
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At the same time, jazz progressed to a skill level never to be equaled,
except perhaps the level reached by Stan Kenton's achievements. This fact is
reflected in the statements of no less a figure in the classical composer’s field
than Darius Milhaud composer of what is considered the first use of jazz in a
major classical composition. "La Creation du Monde" (the History of the
World) in 1923.
Milhaud states:
"The strength of the jazz band lies in the thorough going novelty of its
technique. Since we first heard jazz in Europe a distinct evolution has taken
place. In the beginning it was a veritable cataract of tone.
Then we began to appreciate once more the value of the melodic
element. Then came the period of the 'blues' very simple melodies -bare so to
speak -which were carried by a clear sharp rhythm with percussion
instruments, scarcely noticeable, almost intimate. Then came the transition
from the almost mechanical effects like the Paul Whiteman's steel percussion
at the Palais Royal in New York and then the fine, almost elusive, almost too
gripping tones of the Hotel Brunswick in Boston.
They have brought us absolutely new elements of tone and rhythm of
which they are perfect masters.
These magnificent orchestras need a concert repertoire. In
harmony, too, there is a marked development for though originally the jazz
band repertoire was of dance music alone, today it is following the same
curve as the rest of contemporary harmony. There can be no doubt that in a
few years polytonal and atonal harmonies will prevail in the dances that will
follow the shimmies of 1920.
Today we find minor and major chords side by side. The instruments
of the best jazz orchestras have injected a new life into the music. There is no
question in our mind that this new art of instrumentation will affect the
writers of symphonic music and the personnel of symphony orchestras all
over the world."
Milhaud became a prophet. He was a student of jazz and understood
its influence. He composed using jazz elements and wrote about the
characteristics of jazz. In one article Milhaud list 7 characteristics of jazz in
the 20's: (I will elaborate on each of these.)
1) Syncopation in rhythm and melody - (a jazz band in 1918) "It
came almost like a cart of terror, like a sudden awakening this shattering
storm of rhythm." The most important element of jazz is rhythm. Syncopation
was used earlier than the 14th century but was never used as often and
consistently as it was used in ragtime and jazz. Brahms, famous for his use of
syncopation used it sparingly.
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2) Introduction of percussion instruments (He is referring to the
traps and other accessories -mention clothes line of pie plates, boat whistles,
etc.-used by percussionist) We read; "Jazz is composed of rhythm, melody
and a certain modicum of contrapuntal inner voices, but the greatest of these
is rhythm, the real secret of jazz. The howitzers of the jazz band's artillery are
stationed in the "traps." It was the trap drummer who first broke loose from
the old-time practice of holding strictly and religiously to the printed music
sheet. He began to syncopate on snare drum." Maybe this creativity lead to
the statement: "What do you call someone who hangs out with musicians?"
Answer: "A drummer."
3) New instrumental techniques and unusual instruments -The
employment of piano, in a quasi orchestral setting, along with drums and
percussion, and banjo.
As to the banjo we read: "The banjo is of particular importance for
coloring and as a means of bringing out the rhythm, and with a very special
quality which is peculiar to the orchestra (jazz orchestra), owing to the
unheard of virtuosity of the players of their power of expression." The banjo,
being louder was used instead of the guitar. This volume was addressed by
the question: "What's the difference between a banjo and a South American
Macaw?" Answer: "One is loud and obnoxious, the other a South American
bird."
(Continuing quotes about the banjo): "The banjo has been found
particularly useful in recording dance music as it serves to make the rhythm
in place of the drums, which do not record effectively.
As to the piano: "The most important man in a dance orchestra is the
pianist. The piano should be present if an orchestra has less than 12-14
members. It is the best means for increasing the volume and adds
completeness to a small orchestra, taking the place of a cello, 2 violins and
viola. The piano is an orchestra in itself, and furnishes a wonderful backing in
a small orchestra and is the best means for increasing the volume, and adding
to the completeness of a small orchestra."
Another article states: "The most important man in a dance orchestra
is the pianist, for a good one can hold up the whole orchestra, regardless of its
size. Good pianists who know 'the trick of the trade' are therefore in great
demand."
4) Increased importance of sax and trombone with their ability to
add tone color and special effects such as a glissando (a favorite), and the
bending of pitches which both the saxophone and trombone are capable of
executing.
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About the sax we read: "The sax has brought about a change in the
instrumentation of music quite as thorough as that brought about by the violin
family of instruments 300 years ago. One can remember when the majority of
dance orchestras consisted of piano, violin and cornet, with a clarinet or bass
added on special occasions. But the principle lesson we learned, as the jazz
artist inspired us to look for new tone colors and effects that might be adapted
to high-class dance music, was the use of the saxophone."
The saxophone was a difficult instrument to control and play in tune.
In one year Buescher sold over a million saxophones. The saxophone was
also the brunt of many a joke such as: "What's the difference between a chainsaw and a saxophone?" Answer: Vibrato.
As to the trombone, we have a quote by none other than the famous
march composer Henry Fillmore, who also wrote and arranged jazz in the
20's. In his trombone book on jazz trombone he states: "The jazz effect in
music is supplied by the humorous qualities of the instruments. The trombone
because of its slurring possibilities may be called the premier jazz producer."
We would be amiss if we didn't mention the great trombonist Arthur
Pryor. Pryor not only played concert music for the Sousa Band but also led a
dance band, writing and publishing a number of arrangements for the jazz
band in which the trombone was a prominent source for special effects.
We also read of the demand for trombone players for jazz bands and
that "this demand has not only made it difficult to keep them in symphony
orchestras, but it is destroying their artistic efficiency." I might add: but not
their pocket books as wages could be as high as $125 a week, much more
than a symphony man would make in a month and a great salary for the
times.
Trombonists also were the brunt of jokes and called "a syringe:
"What's the difference between a dead snake in the road and a dead trombone
player in the road?" Answer: "The skid marks before the snake."
5) Use of mutes, portamento and vibrato:
Early jazz sounds -1919: "One of the strongest and strangest
experience -pleasurable though staggering -making it difficult to recover
one's breath, defying analysis, repellent at the outset, but magnetically
fascinating. They play a tune 3 or 4 times, varying it occasionally by
ingenious floriture, excelling in precision of ensemble, in extra vagrant
coloring or in noisy exuberance.
6) Clarinet shrill tone and strength -many runs and tone changes.
Make up of orchestra -well-trained jazz musicians from classical orchestra. It
was Ross Gorman's idea to execute the famous slide at the beginning of the
Rhapsody in Blue, not Gershwin's. The clarinet now took a secondary role in
the jazz orchestra, supplementing the family of saxophones for tonal colors.
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7) Special technique of violin employing broadest of vibratos and
very slowest glissando. The violin was an important instrument in early jazz
and the ensemble known as the string band was as important an ensemble for
jazz evolution as the brass band. Musical organizations were capable and set
up to furnish music for parades, using the brass band, and for dances, using
the string group.
One piece that exemplifies musical technique and jazz styles
including a slap bass and other special effects is the Ellington recording of
'Hot and Bothered." New Orleans musicians Barney Bigard and William
Braud are playing in the Ellington Band during this recording.
Orchestration/Arranging
Percy Grainger discussing the jazz of the 20's stated:
"If jazz had done nothing more than to break down certain old
orchestral jail wails, it would be justified. It is in the instrumentation of the
modern jazz orchestra that the musician is principally interested....To me it
represents an advance in instrumentation only to be compared in extent with
that which occurred in another line between the instrumentation of Beethoven
and the instrumentation of Wagner. It has opened up glorious instrumental
possibilities.”
We should mention at this time the statement that is heard frequently
by critics and arrangers of the era:
"It should be remembered that the jazz band is not a band, nor is
it an orchestra, it is a sort of combination of both.
European concept before jazz orchestras
"Orchestra? "Said the German musician, "I do not see any. All I see
are a few fellows playing together. European popular orchestras are at least
24 men and up."
American Theater Manager: "Musician's pay in U.S. 3 times that of
European musicians. 8 men in American popular orchestra."
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Instrumentation the key factor -fuller, richer, more varied potential
of combined sonorities. The 12 men of the Whiteman Orchestra have a range
of 40 instruments."
Phenomenon of Jazz
"Unusual instrumentation and the manner of playing them are not
found in the music. The grotesque and burlesque 'effects' on the saxophone,
trombone, clarinet and other instruments, the unusual combination of tonequalities, and the invention thereby of new and un-heard of effects, I consider
it to be the most distinctive feature of the phenomenon of jazz in the 20's."
"In its scoring and method of playing lies the glory of jazz. The most
significant contribution of jazz to musical progress will be found in the field
of orchestration. The jazz orchestra is a distinct American evolution."
Arranger
Jazz was, at the beginning, a performer's art but in the 20's it becomes
an arranger's art. We read in Harper's -1926:
"The man who arranges jazz music for dance orchestras (Sic: like the
Symphony's Conductor rise to star status), is rapidly becoming in jazz fields,
even more important than the composer. It is the arranger who provides life,
color and contrasts and lively dissonances and blast of indigo harmony and
contrapuntal runs. The days of playing by ear are rapidly passing. The great
demand for jazz music forced composers and arrangers to write and score for
this new kind of an orchestra, and this made it possible not only to write and
select the proper and correct harmony but, to create new and extremely
pleasing effects through the new use of instruments and instrumentation."
The jazz orchestra is the only typically American arrangement of
instruments that has ever been made. Never before has the combination of
saxophone, brass, piano, banjo, drums and a little string been tried."
Frede Grofe
Perhaps the greatest and most influential jazz arranger was Frede
Grofe. Grofe wrote musical scores, among the first jazz scores from which
fixed parts were copied out and played. He invented rhythmic surprises and
evolved the harmony chorus something entirely new.
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By 1926, jazz has reached its zenith and is the main style for musical
expression. The development of jazz is not in the hands of the composer or
the performer but with the musical directors and orchestrators. It is a wind
orchestra supplemented by strings instead of the reverse. The saxophone is
king of the jazz orchestra.
Many feel that jazz is not jazz if it is written down. The only possible
jazz element akin to this line of thinking would be in the style in which one
plays with a jazz feeling (example: an opera singer performing a jazz song Eva Gauthier, one of the earliest classical performers to add jazz songs to a
formal classical concert-1923). The jazz feeling is what is significant. As
another example we read of an attempt of the French Garde Rupublicain
Band to play a jazz score performed by the James Reese Europe Band.
Europe remarked: "After the concert was over the leader of the band of the
Garde Rupublicain came over and asked me for the score of one of the jazz
compositions we had played. He said he wanted his band to play it. I gave it
to him, and the next day he again came to see me. He explained that he
couldn't seem to get the effects I got, and asked me to go to a rehearsal. I
went with him. The great band played the composition superbly -but he was
right, the jazz effects were missing. I took an instrument and showed him how
it could be done, and he told me that his own musicians felt sure that my band
used special instruments. Indeed, some of them afterward attending one of my
rehearsals did not believe what I had said until after they had examined the
instruments used by my men."
Jazz improvising can be taught. Talent and creativity is valuable as
to how well you might have to become to be a 'good' jazz performer. Bach
improvised variations and 4 part fugues. The classical set of variations are
written down with worked out choruses.
Early jazz was worked out -The ODJB rehearsed: "Rehearsals 5 or
more times a week for two hour periods and sometimes longer -music
rehearsed time after time." Can one imagine a band playing the musical
arrangements we have heard this evening without a rehearsal or to sight read
one of those arrangements.
Early jazz had clichés. (Tin Roof Blues a Buddy Petit riff) Jazz
performers had their own individual breaks (seldom used in early jazz) and
worked out collective improvisations. Improvised parts were inserted when a
musician couldn't hear his part after listening to legit dance bands or piano
parts played -repertoire limited when playing by ear, both by the listening
necessary before playing a song and the large amount of printed music
available to reading bands. This new technical music and harmony is hard to
hear and play by ear.
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Experiment trying to get authentic New Orleans style
Don Redman in New Orleans -listening to 'Kid" Rena's band, Sam
Morgan's Band and other New Orleans bands Redman was impressed by the
sound they produced with only 7 pieces.
Other changing of instrumentation: dropout of flute, violin (viola,
cello) and other theater orchestral instruments; changing of emphasize on
strings to saxophone -orchestra evolving in the 20's as it gradually changed
from one saxophone to four and finally 5 sax sections and the use of the
complete line of saxophones -from soprano to contra-bass sax.
In just a few years jazz had advanced from the drum and clapper stage
to contrapuntal, symphonic treatment. We now find that jazz is in a riot of
tone-colors, rhythms, fantasies, accents and counterpoint with the post-jazz
directors, arrangers and composers moving confidently and firmly. The
arrangers mobilized the most enterprising and venturesome American musical
spirits in a great self-reliant forward movement.
Talking about the jazz of the 20's without mentioning the most
popular and influential names would be remise of me.
Certainly the names of Paul Whiteman, Vincent Lopez and "Bix",
while they need no introduction to jazz history scholars, are no longer
household names. As famous and popular as the Beatles in our day, the
musicians of the 20's were the popular music of the land and the heights
reached in this era may never again be equaled. Musical standards reached a
zenith in popular music. When one hears the famous Wolverine Band with
Bix Biederbecke and the same piece by the ODJB -from a 20's jazz band to
the music played using the stock that was published for dance orchestras of
the 20's, one can hear not only the advancement in recording but the jazz style
when playing a jazz arrangement.
Most big bands of the era had jazz soloists (Paul Whiteman had Bix)
and most arrangers left space for outstanding jazz solos. The era, while noted
for its tutti ensemble work, still maintained the opportunity for the progress of
solos, although in the latter 20's the ensemble sound and the arranger were
'top dogs.' Not until the Bebop era did the soloist re-emerge to the front of
jazz evolution.
The Georgia Melodians were a group assembled by the Edison
Recording Company in 1924 and recorded as a studio band for only two
years. Listen to the precision and ensemble work. It must have taken hours or
days to produce such a tight ensemble sound. This then was the 'new' jazz, the
worked out, arranged, rehearsed, written down and perfected sound of jazz of
the 20's.
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During the twenties, not only on the Gulf Coast, but throughout the
world, written jazz arrangements have become the norm and are responsible
for the direction and progress of jazz and the high standards of musicianship
and popularity of jazz as it became
The popular music of the world
We do need more research into the musical history of the Gulf Coast
and the other cities in the U.S. I have completed research on most Louisiana
cities and have begun to research cities further up the Mississippi River
(Natchez, Memphis) and Mississippi towns along the Gulf Coast such as
Biloxi, Mobile, etc. Help is needed to research cities that do have copies of
newspapers of the 20th century. They are the best resource for information.
In closing: jazz music becomes an art form in the 20's, raising the
standard of popular music and musicianship. One needs only compare the
music of the 20's with the present day popular music scene. Plato once said
that you judge a nation's society and its values by the acceptance of its arts. In
the 20's, the level of the arts, especially jazz, was at an all time high.
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EVA GAUTHIER
"Miss
Gauthier was the first to
introduce jazz in the
serious
program."
(Musical Observer, June, 1923)
"Jazz began to break into society last season. One Pioneer was Eva
Gauthier." (Independent, Jan. 3, 1925)

Today we accept concerts that present jazz as an accepted art form.
Jazz has developed from its beginning as dance music, to the most influential
music of the 20th century. This was not always true. In 1923, jazz was
maturing, a sort of teenager reaching for adulthood. The potential of jazz was
seen by many as an important development in American music. This
realization was shared by French composers Maurice Ravel, Darius Milhaud
and others as well as a group of American musicians: Paul Whiteman,
Vincent Lopez, George Gershwin and Eva Gauthier, and music critics Seldes,
Van Vechten and Deems Taylor. Most of these names are recognizable
except for Eva Gauthier. It is time that she is recognized as an important
figure in the popularity and legitimizing of jazz by her presentation of jazz in
her recital program and recognizing jazz as a serious art form.
It was early November in New York City, a Thursday night that must
have had a chill in the air, that an unsuspected audience attended a recital of
singer Eva Gauthier, a French-Canadian by birth, expecting to hear a concert
of classical songs, a program that would present music from Byrd to
Hindemith. Gauthier was a prominent concert artist of world renown. She had
begun preparing a concert in the spring of 1923 and mentioned to critic Carl
Van Vechten that she welcomed suggestions to her autumn program. Van
Vechten answered: "Why not a group of American songs?" Gauthier reaction
was betrayed by her face that showed a lack of interest. It was a different
attitude upon returning to the United States after a concert tour of Europe.
She had occasion to sit and talk to Maurice Ravel. Ravel had offered the same
advice as to including some American jazz on her recital program.
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Thus the idea began and brought to fruition in the form of a portion of
her recital program devoted to American popular jazz songs. She asked Van
Vechten to recommend a pianist to accompany her in presenting the jazz
portion of her recital. Van Vechten writes; "But one name fell from my lips,
that of George Gershwin, whose compositions I admired and with whose skill
as a pianist I was acquainted. The experiment was eventually made.

The Jazz Portion of the Program By Eva:
Adams, Dolly
Goodson, Sadie
Alexander, Allegretta
Kimball, Jeanette
Barrett, Emma
Lane,Cecelia
Boote, Carrie (Laurena Diggs)
Lutcher, Nellie
Boswell, Martha
Metoyer, Virginia
Bush, Marguerite
Mitchell, Edna
Cook, Oliva
Neely, May
Davis, Beatrice Stewart
Parker, Georgia
Davis, Odette (Synigal)
Pierce, Billie
Depass Odette
Rose Ida
The portion of the program that these songs were presented in was
described by a critic in the December, 1923 issue of the Sheet Music News:
"A pause. The singer reappeared, followed by a tall, black-haired
young man who was far from possessing the icy aplomb of those to whom
playing on the platform of Aeolian is an old story. He had under his arm a
small bundle of sheet music with lurid red and black and yellow covers. The
audience began to exhibit signs of relaxation. This promised to be amusing."
Thus was presented the first jazz on a serious classical recital
program.
An immediate controversy followed, both pro and con. We find in the
Musical Digest of Nov.6, 1923 a review written less than a week following
the concert. It states the opinions of many of the newspapers of New York
that reviewed the concert:
"EVA GAUTHIER. Jazz invaded the concert hall last Thursday night
when Eva Gauthier gave her annual New York song recital in Aeolian Hall.
In a program which began with Belini, Byrd and Purcell and jumped to
Hindemith, Bartok, Schoenberg, Bliss and Milhaud, Mme.
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Gauthier inserted a group of songs culled from the fields of musical comedy;
Alexander's Rag Time Band of Irving Berlin, Kern's Siren's Songs,
Donaldson's Carolina, Gershwin's Swannee and I'll Build a Stairway to
Paradise and Gershwin's and Daly's Innocent Ingenue Baby.
The jazz, according to Deems Taylor of the World, "to be vulgar
about it, stopped the show" and "incidentally revealed a hitherto unsuspected
unction and histrionic skill" in the singer. The Hindemith songs did "not seem
very important."
Eva Gauthier was one of the most prominent singers of the first half
of the 20th century and this concert set the music world on its ear. In the
write-up in Time Magazine of Nov. 12, 1923 her accompanist was noted as
‘Arthur’ Gershwin. (Sorry George). The audience was ‘vociferously
enthusiastic.
Mr. Colles of the Times feels that jazz's home is not the concert room,
that any "singer of the variety stage could give Mme. Gauthier lessons in how
to put that sort of thing across to the audience." but that "outside of the
American group Mme. Gauthier's skill and versatility deserve all praise." The
Herald finds her voice "not remarkable for parity of tone or finish," but
"flexible" and of "clarity" of diction.
Lawrence Bilman writes in the Tribune of the jazz songs: "Viewed
simply as music for voice and piano, it seemed to us that they came off rather
badly. We know on only one way of forming as estimate of the value of a
piece of music, and that is by a consideration of the distinction, force and
originality of its melodic, harmonic and rhythmic elements. Viewed in this
light, Mme. Gauthier’s American exhibit left us singularly unkindled. The
rhythmic gusto of this music is its obviously distinguishing trait. But musical
man cannot live by rhythm alone; and melodically and harmonically these
songs are appallingly trite, relaxed and freely." The Sun found the group
monotonous.
The leading music magazines (of which there were quite a few in
those days) had articles on the concert in their next issue. Only about a little
over a week after the publication "Musical America,'" in its Nov. 10th issue
included a lengthy article on the concert:
"It was bound to happen. Sooner or later ragtime, or jazz-the pure
stuff of Tin Pan Alley-was destined to make its way into the hallowed concert
hall. Eva Gauthier, who loves a plunge against the icy current of musical
convention, had the proper amount of conviction and the marriage to "do it
now," with the result that her recital program at Aeolian Hall on the evening
of Nov. 1 had an "American" group by Messrs. Berlin, kern, Donaldson,
Gershwin, et al. A very large and expectant audience waited anxiously for
this particular group, and getting it seemed vastly gratified, but all in its
proper place.
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Mme. Gauthier's program was interesting from first until well toward
the last. It was a "recital of ancient and modern music for voice," and in the
too-limited ancient section were some utterly delightful pieces by Vincenzo
Bellini, Perucchini, Purcell and Byrd. A "Cradle Song" by Byrd was an
exquisitely carved a melodic cameo as the ear could ask. A second section
brought modern Hungarian and German signs, the first by Bela Bartok, the
second by Paul Hindemith. Bartok would appear, on the evidence offered, to
have something powerful and beautiful to say and to be able to say it in a very
individual manner. The "Two Hungarian Folk-songs" that came under his pen
were rich and passionate, impregnated with pulsing feeling at every point.
The German Hindemith's compositions, on the other hand, seemed a
considerable ado about just nothing. Hindemith may be "considered the most
promising talent of the younger German school," but after hearing his string
quartet and this brace of songs, the present writer for one take leave to doubt
it. "On the Stairway" and "Through the Evening Gardens," as his songs are
named, are simply trifles dressed up in outlandishly modern garments.
But to our jazz - Whether jazz is "our current mode of expression," as
Mr. Seldes said in the Dial last August, is not altogether within the mark.
Without cudgeling our brains on the quest of nationalism, let us admit that the
best ragtime has at least one primary and all-important attribute of all true art.
It lives. There is a vitality, a buoyancy about jazz that seizes you whether you
will or not and rushes you along without. Its seductions are difficult to resist,
and as a fact few persons succeed in resisting, although not all are honest
about it. Mme. Gauthier, a believer in the value and potentialities of certain
jazz essays, had the courage to come before a recital audience in sacrosanct
Aeolian Hall and sing a group of Broadway "hits." It took courage, and one
records without reluctance that the audience, far from acting like snobs,
enjoyed the songs in all frankness and applauded the singer to the echo. it
liked "Alexander's Ragtime Band," the first of the vivid ragtime pieces to
sweep this country, it liked Jerome Kern's delicate "Siren’s Song," it liked the
feathery sentimentality of "Carolina in the Morning," and it found joy in
George Gershwin's "Stairway to Paradise" and "Swanee" and Messrs.
Gershwin and Daly's "Innocent Ingenue Baby." Mr. Gershwin, at the piano,
provided accompaniments which were something like works of art in their
own genre, and in Mme. Gauthier's encore-his own "Do It Again"-raised a
gale of laughter by slyly inserting a phrase from "Scheherazade" at an
opposite moment. Mme. Gauthier sang these songs about as well as they can
be sung, not in the vulgar and raucous manner of the coon shouter but with a
certain archness, restraint and attention to detail which revealed them in the
best light.
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After Gershwin, Schonberg! The Austrian's "Lied der Waldtaube,"
from the famous "Gurrelieder," did not seem an especially happy piece of
inspiration. It is long, involved and sufficiently dissonant, and its end brings
relief. A new group of British songs took the shape of a cycle after Li-Po by
Arthur Bliss. Mr. Bliss' "The Ballads of the Four Seasons" had interesting
moments and sometimes convincing atmosphere, particularly the third piece,
"Autumn." He was present and bowed in response to the profuse applause.
A group of new French songs by Milhaud, Delage and SwanHennessy-pallid pieces, cut to pattern, without life, fire or real inner
movement-brought the program to a close. Mme. Gauthier's singing
throughout the evening was invariably interesting and her voice often took on
beautiful shades of color and meaning, she had a remarkable, although
sometimes obtrusive, accompanist in max Jaffe, who tossed off the terrifying
difficulties of Bartok and Schoenberg as though playing from a volume of
Czerny. B.R."
There continued to be a flood of article about jazz and its place in the
American music scene. If nothing else, the concert brought jazz to the
American public in the form of controversy in all. It is folk-music if ever any
music was, and I don't see why the mere fact that its composers are alive
should bar it from respectable society. If a singer suggests that it may turn out
to have been a historic night." We now know, in 2008, that it indeed was a
historic night and a night that paved the way for the historic concert of Paul
Whiteman and the premiere of Rhapsody in Blue." The lengthy article
describes the concert:
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"RESPECTABILIZING JAZZ -A music-Hall we expect jazz, musical
comedy and 'review' use it as their stock in trade; but we have been
accustomed to something else in concert and recital. Miss Gauthier, in a
recent appearance, made an innovation by using "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
of the most recherché' composers among the moderns, and Deems Taylor
suggests that it may turn out to have been a historic night." Mr. Taylor writes
music as well as criticism, and he is well along with the modern trend; but he
furnishes us a column and a half in the New York Herald deeding the right of
jazz to hold up its head in such company as Miss Gauthier dragged it into,
and to take its place as the true American rhythm. Not going so far as to
"magnify the importance of jazz," he asks, "Why shouldn't occasional jazz
numbers be placed on programs of serious music?"
It is folk-music if ever any music was, and I don't see why the mere
fact that its composers are alive should bar it from respectable society. If a
singer can put a negro spiritual like "Didn't It Rain," on a Carnegie Hall
program without being mobbed by the pundits, if Mr. Lauri-Volpi can sing an
Italian jazz tune like "Donna e Mobile" at the metropolitan and he solemnly
appraised by the critics, why shouldn't someone sing "Carolina in the
Morning," music that is just as sincere, just as good, and just as profound as
the other two? Miss Gauthier did a brave thing when she sang jazz the other
night, and a thing that was worth doing. She and Gilbert Seldes of "The Dial,"
who has long been a passionate champion of 'jazz' and who wrote the
program notes for her 'jazz' group, deserves two small niches in the hall of
American musical missionaries.
.....one of the other critics displays his enthusiasm. Some of them
point out that we have enough of the elsewhere______in a recital program,
and that is its proper setting on Broadway to ______. But Mr. Taylor defends
the thing as it happened, first giving his readers the picture.
It was an event not without humor. On the one flank the acrid
dissonances and murky introspection of Bella Bartok, on the other, the
Byronic romanticism of Schoenberg's early 'Gurrelieder,' and in between,
unashamedly contemporary, six examples of genuine, home-brewed
American 'jazz.' Let us list the songs, for it may be that they may just possibly
be the beginning of an epoch.
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"First came the father of all modern 'jazz'-Waitin' for the Robert E.
lee' possibly excepted-Irving Berlin's "Alexander's Ragtime Band." Next,
"The siren's Song," by Jerome Kern, with words by P. G. Wodehouse, from
the musical play "Leave it to Jane." Then Walter Donaldson’s "Carolina in
the Morning," words by Gus Kahn. George Gershwin's "I'll Build a Stairway
to Paradise," from George White's "Scandals" the words by B. G. Sylvia and
Arthur Francis. Then came another by Gershwin in collaboration with Wm.
M. Daly, "Innocent Ingenue Baby," from the musical comedy "Our Nell," the
words were by Brian Hooker, whose translation of "Cyrano de Bergarac," by
the way, was half-way through its opening performance at the National
Theatre even as Miss Gauthier sang the song. Last came Gershwin's famous
"Swanee," with words by Irving Caesar. For an encore Miss Gauthier sang
another Gershwin landmark, "Do It Again,' made famous by Irene Bordoni."
Taylor's argument is undoubtedly helped out by the behavior of the
audience under the offering, which he analyzes with considerable detail.
"Now it was extremely interesting, first of all, to see what that music
did to the audience. It was not an average audience, for Miss Gauthier makes
little appeal to the listener who lacks sophistication and artistic curiosity. It
was what might be called a 'brilliant' house, made up, for the most part, of
people who not only cared for music, but who knew something about it, with
a fair sprinkling of poseurs, highbrows, and intensely class-conscious
cognoscenti. They heard Bartok and Hindemith with what may fairly be
described as interest without much emotion; this was new music, and they
were curious to hear it and desirous of understanding it. The Bartok folk-song
transcriptions stirred them a little-something strange, and a little sinister, but
perhaps significant. After Hindemith's "Auf der Treffe Sitzen Meine Orchen"
they laughed a little and applauded encouragingly. "Durch de die
abenddlichen Gaerten" left them, like the elephant's child's little war, but not
at all excited."
"A pause. The singer reappeared, followed by a tall, black-haired
young man who was far from possessing the icy aplomb of those to whom
playing on the platform of Aeolian is an old story. He bore under his arm a
small bundle of sheet music with lucid red and black and yellow covers. The
audience began to exhibit signs of relaxation, this promised to be amusing.
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"And then Eva Gauthier sang "Alexander's Ragtime Band." She sang
it 'straight' of course, with none of the convensational lapses and vocal tricks
and general air of confiding in the audience by which a professional musicalcomedy or cabaret performer puts over a jazz number. She just sang it, as
seriously and skillfully as she had sung Bartok's "Haromoeszi Koennyesepp,"
while young Mr. Gershwin began to do mysterious and fascinating rhythmic
and contrapuntal stunts with the accompaniment. And when she had finished
she faced a new audience. These people were amused, yes; they laughed
gleefully as they applauded. But they were excited, somehow, too. Here was
music they didn't have to think about, or intellectualize over, or take
solemnly. They didn't have to do anything about it, in fact, except listen to it which was easy -and enjoy it -which was unavoidable. And apparently it said
something to them, touched some hidden spring that evoked a response as
genuine as it was a little shamefaced.
"It was not alone the Americans who had fun out of it. I watched one
distinguished European whose musical sophistication is proverbial.
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" disturbed him ever so slightly, he looked a little
bored and a little puzzled. At "The Siren's Song" he looked approval of its
delicate, almost pensive rhythms and charming melodic line, but was still
obviously a little doubtful. But "Carolina in the Morning," did something
rather drastic to him. Even as his face express incredulity and a faint
disapproval his shoulders began to-well, 'shimmy' is too vulgar a word to
apply to a foreign visitor. Let us say, rather, that the music had acted as an
irritant upon his nerve-centers, causing a reflex undulatory movement of both
clavicles. At all events, by the time 'Shawnee' arrived he was having as
shamelessly good a time as anybody.
"It is risky to generalize, and I cannot be entirely sure that the jazz
music did evoke the peculiarly personal response from the audience that I
think it did. I know that it evoked it from me. I hear a good deal of jazz, and
of course oceans of 'good' music, but I had never before heard a concert
singer take jazz in her stride, as it were, placing it beside other contemporary
music without comment or apology. And I must say that jazz group touched
something that the other music didn't. It had nothing to do with art, perhaps it
was amore purely human reaction."
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Surely today, we will agree with Mr. Taylor's comments.
But here is the other side as written in the Literary Digest of
December 15th, 1923 by Mr. Herbert Peyser:
"I have too great an admiration and respect for Eva Gauthier as an
artist to make a really controversial or critical issue of this silly business. The
unconventionality of it doubtless appealed to her and made her carry the thing
through as a kind of lark. The chief danger of it is that others may
misconstrue the whim and try to do likewise. For a whim it was. The
gathering took on greatly over the fascinating singer. Nevertheless there are
probably a dozen voiceless vaudevillians within a radius of five blocks from
Aeolian Hall who could give Miss Gauthier cards and spades in the delivery
of this type of thing. That, however, is not the point. The foolishness of the
whole affair lies in the endeavor to propagate the sophistry that such music
affords the 'only' representative music,' the 'only music worth listening to in
American." There is, indeed, a clique of intellectuals in American snobbery,
and they help terica these days who like to be known as holding such
opinions. They suffer from a kind of pervetedo make America a byword and a
jest in the cultured centers of Europe. Other countries have their songs of the
music-halls, of the gutters, of the stews. Only they recognize them as such
and do not project them seriously. The spectacle of Americans palavering
over these shoddy excrescences of national sentimentalism and vulgarity as
'current modes of expression' and 'symbols of the spirit of the time' makes
contemptible watching. The plain truth is that for any but the most mediocre
purposes of life we have no 'national' music, and there is nothing whatsoever
to indicate that we ever shall have."
The question of jazz is debated elsewhere than in America, and people seem
to feel as strongly in England, for instance, as here. The conductor of the
Harrowgate Municipal Orchestra resigned his post rather than pay jazz-which
he dubs "a disease-a form of neurasthenia." The London Daily Deems Taylor
was one of the most respected music critics and composers during this era,
much as he is thought of today. To have him approve of jazz and sort of
sanction Gauthier's concert was an important opinion and furthered the cause
of legitimizing jazz. The article in the Dec., 1923 Sheet Music News speaks
of Taylor's comments on the concert and is revealing in its contents. This
concert was truly a 'historic' event. The article is as follows:
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"POPULAR SONGS INVADE CONCERT Deems Taylor, composer
and music critic. Makes favorable comments on rendition of popular numbers
at Aeolian Hall, New York. Much has been written, from time to time in
condemnation of popular music, particularly that type known as "Jazz music.”
To be sure, not a little of that turned out by the prolific song writers has little
or no musical value, but there is no question but that some of the better classthose used in certain comedies for example-are from being devoid of musical
qualities. Furthermore-and this is the most important argument in favor-there
is a decided public demand for such music. Millions of copies of popular
music and millions of records and rolls featuring popular music are sold each
year, and there is no let-up in the demand.
In view of these facts, the music world has to give some recognition
to popular music. Concerning this subject it is worthy of note that the
tendency of the day is to get away from the one hundred per cent "jazz"
effect. With the exception of the "blues" numbers which are still very
popular. The great demand of today is for popular music of a better type,
played in a more harmonious way than a few years back.
In this respect it is interesting to note the change that has come over
the popular orchestra during the past few years in getting away from the
"jazz" tendency. Only a few years ago noise was the big essential in the dance
orchestra. Not so today. The most popular combination of the present day,
such as Vincent Lopez's, Paul Whiteman’s etc. are anything but "jazz bands."
The musicians engaged are highly skilled, since the excellent wages being
paid today by the better class of dance orchestra attract musicians of the finest
type. This has naturally had its effect on the development of the public's taste
in popular music.
A Historic Event
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In connection with the present tendencies in popular music it is
interesting to note that Miss Eva Gauthier, the well known concert artist,
recently included in a song recital at Aeolian Hall, New York City, several
popular numbers and no less an authority on musical subjects than Deems
Taylor-a composer of standard music and a well known music critic, has
stated that this may "turn out to have been a historic event." In a recent
lengthy article in the "New York World," Mr. Taylor discussed this event in
some detail and asked, "Why occasional jazz numbers shouldn't be placed on
programs of serious music?"
It might be here noted that Mr. Taylor, in using the term "jazz" merely
uses it for the lack of a better word, and not in the same sense that it is
customarily used today. In discussing the significance of Miss Gauthier's
rendition of popular numbers, he writes:
"It is folk-music if ever any music was, and I don't see why the mere
fact that its composers are alive should bar it from respectable society. If a
singer can put a negro spiritual like "Didn't It Rain," on a Carnegie Hall
program without being mobbed by the pundits, if Mr. Lauri-Volpi can sing an
Italian jazz tune like "Donna e Mobile" at the Metropolitan and he solemnly
appraised by the critics, why shouldn't someone sing 'Carolina in the
Morning,' music that is just as sincere, just as good, and just as profound as
the other two? Miss Gauthier did a brave thing when she sang jazz the other
night, and a thing that was worth doing. She and Gilbert Sedles of 'The Dial,'
who has long been a passionate champion of 'jazz' and who wrote the
program notes for her 'jazz' group, deserve two small niches in the hall of
American musical missionaries."
Popular Songs Sung
In picturing the scene of the occurrence, Mr. Taylor writes as follows:
"It was an event not without humor. On the one flank the acrid
dissonances and murky introspection of Bela Bartok; on the other, the
Byronic romanticism of Schoenberg laughed a little and applauded
encouragingly. 'Dutch de die Abendichen Gaerten' left them, like the
elephant's child, Berg's early 'gurrelieder;' and in between, unashamedly
contemporary, six examples of genuine, home-brewed American 'jazz.' Let us
list the songs, for it may be that they may just possibly be the beginning of an
epoch.
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Although the audience at the recital was of the highest type, Mr.
Taylor points out, the popular number were received with enthusiasm and
evident enjoyment. Mr. Taylor's impression follows. "Now it was extremely
interesting, first of all, to see what that music did to the audience. It was not
an average audience, for Miss Gauthier makes little appeal to the listener who
lacks sophistication and artistic curiosity. It was what might be called a
'brilliant' house, made up, for the most part, of people who not only cared for
music, but who knew something about it, with a fair sprinkling of poseurs,
highbrows, and intensely class conscious cognoscenti. They heard Bartok and
Hindemith with what may fairly be described as interest without much
emotion, this was new music and they were curious to hear it and desirous of
understanding it. The Bartok folk-song transcriptions stirred them a littlesomething strange, and a little sinister, but perhaps significant. After
Hindemith's 'Auf der Treffe Sitzen meine ohrchen' left them, like the
elephant's child, 'a little warm, but not all excited."
"A pause. The singer-reappeared, followed by a tall, black-haired
young man who was far from possessing the icy aplomb of those to whom
playing on the platform of Aeolian is an old story. He had under his arm a
small bundle of sheet music with lurid red and black and yellow covers. The
audience began to exhibit signs of relaxation. This promised to be amusing.
"And then Eva Gauthier sang 'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' She sang it
'straight' of course, with none of the convensational lapses and vocal tricks
and general air of confiding in the audience by which a professional musicalcomedy or cabaret performer puts over a jazz number. She just sang it, as
seriously and skillfully as she had sung Bartok's 'Harom Oezi Oennesepp,'
while young Mr. Gershwin began to do mysterious and fascinating rhythmic
and contrapuntal stunts with the accompaniment. And when she had finished
she faced a new audience. These people were amused, yes; they laughed
gleefully as they applauded. But they were excited, somehow, too. Here was
music they didn't have to do anything about, in fact, except listen to it-which
was easy-and enjoy it which was unavoidable. And apparently it said
something to them, touched some hidden spring that evoked a response as
genuine as it was a little shame-faced.
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European Enjoyed It
"It was not alone the Americans who had fun out of it. I watched one
distinguished European whose musical sophistication is proverbial.
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" disturbed him ever so slightly, he looked a little
bored and a little puzzled. At "The Siren's Song" he looked approval of its
delicate, almost pensive rhythms and charming melodic line, but was still
obviously a little doubtful. But "Carolina in the Morning" did something
rather drastic to him. Even as his face expressed incredulity and a faint
disapproval his shoulder began to-well 'shimmy' is too vulgar a word to apply
to a foreign visitor. Let us say, rather, that the music has acted as an irritant
upon his nerve center, causing a reflex adulatory movement of both classical.
At all event, by the time 'Swanne' arrived, he was having as shamelessly good
a time as 'anyone.'
It is risky to generalize and learn not to be entirely sure that the jazz
music did evoke the peculiarly personal response from the audience that I
think it did. I know that it evoked it from me. I have heard much jazz, and of
course, oceans of good music, but I never before heard a concert singer take
jazz in her stride, as it were placing it beside other contemporary music
without comment or apology. And I must say that jazz group touched
something that the other music didn't. It had nothing to do with art, perhaps it
was a more polite human reaction."
The above opinions coming from a man of Mr. Taylor's prominence
in the musical world are indeed significant and emotionally interesting.
Eva Gauthier continued singing the 'jazz group' on her concerts and at
times met with some 'hissing.' When this happened she would admonished
those responsible and usually the hissing ceased. She was a great champion
for presenting all types of music on the classical stage and early jazz owes a
lot to her for her persistence and interest in bringing jazz music to many that
might not be exposed to it in a concert setting. We read in 'Musical America
of Feb. 23rd, 1924 one such incident when she heard some hissing:
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"EVA GAUTHIER SILENCES HISSING OF JAZZ SONGS IN
MILWAUKEE RECITAL -(Feb. 13th) Some hissing was heard when Eva
Gauthier started to sing ragtime melodies in a recital at the Pabst Theater on
Feb. 10. The singer promptly admonished the audience, exclaiming "That is
not right!" and at this rebuke the hissing ceased as suddenly as it had begun.
In fact, the ragtime numbers got the best applause of any of the groups
presented by Miss Gauthier.
The audience during these songs presented an interesting study.
Young men were seen to applaud the jazzy rhythms feverishly; while older
women looked on it bewildered horror and some appeared particularly
shocked when Miss Gauthier sang "Do It Again," which appeared to express
to some of the auditors a sentiment too emphatically modern. Apparently
opinions were divided, some favoring the old concert standards, and others
applauding the singing of ragtime with noisy gusto. The remainder of the
program was supplied by the Gordon quartet......etc."
Paul Whiteman's famous concert on Feb. 12, 1924 became one of the
most important events in the history of jazz. The Gauthier concert which
preceded Whiteman's by about 4 months should be given credit for paving the
way for acceptance and the success of the Whiteman experiment. In the Feb.
Sheet Music News (1924) we read:
"PAUL WHITEMAN'S EXPERIMENT Elsewhere in this issue is an
article telling of an experiment about to be made by Paul Whiteman which
may have a far-reaching influence on American music. Mr. Whiteman is to
conduct a novel recital at Aeolian Hall, New York, at which popular music
will be featured. The famous orchestra leader is actuated by a strong desire to
bring popular music of the higher type to a point where it will be better
appreciated by the music-loving public. He feels that, when properly played
or sung, it has real musical value. He further believes that therein lies the
embryo for a distinctive American school of music, which will reflect the
ideas and ideals of this country-and of the present age. Due to Mr.
Whiteman's prominence in the music world, and the general recognition
accorded him as a musician of real ability, his experiment is attracting nationwide interest. Only a few months ago a similar experiment was made by Miss
Eva Gauthier, a prominent concert artist, who rendered a program of popular
numbers at Aeolian Hall. Her audience, comprised of the usual high type
which attends music recitals, showed a warm appreciation of her efforts, and
the eminent composer and music critic, Deems Taylor, praised this interesting
recital. All of which argues well for the success of Mr. Whiteman's initial
experiment.
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There is no question but that the present day type of popular music,
taken as a whole, and its rendition by orchestras and singers, are vastly better
than in years past. Popular music is consequently entitled to increased respect,
and is getting it. Certainly it has won the hearts of the public-and this includes
people of some culture, as well as the masses. Therefore, it is to-day an
important factor in the music world which no one can afford to overlook.
What the future holds for popular music will depend to some extent,
at least, on the manner in which Mr. Whiteman's recital is received."
We know the influence that Whiteman's concert had on American
popular music and did become an important historic event. The revolution
was on and jazz would be the winner. Gauthier continued to use jazz songs in
her recitals and to ask for reforms in the concert halls of America. She
thought that there could be better seating and give concert/recitals without
intermission. She continues her concert tour and travels to California and we
read that her New York recital elicited as much discussion and excitement in
Los Angeles as it did in New York. In "Musical America" (June 21, 1924) we
read:
"EVA GAUTHIER WOULD MAKE REFORMS IN CONCERT
HALL -Eva Gauthier has discovered that her popularity in California, which
she visited on her concert tour this spring, is of the lasting sort. Her
introduction of a group of 'jazz' numbers into her program elicited as much
discussion and excitement in Los Angeles as it did in New York. The result is
that she is going out to California again for several more appearances, as well
as re-engagements next season, probably around Christmas time.
Miss Gauthier has decided not to go to Europe this summer. "Last
year," she said, "I went to Europe looking for new material and found that
what I was really looking for was right here at home. New things are cropping
up in Europe all the time, of course, but I think America is just as comfortable
and as interesting a place to be."
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The artist is planning to spend the month of August with Mrs. R. T.
Wilson in Newport, and may possibly give a private recital some time during
that month in the Rhode Island summer colony. She also expects to visit at
the summer home of John Hays Hammond some time during the month.
Asked if she had any new plans for next year, Miss Gauthier smiled,
"I have a great many ideas," she answered, "but I am not sure that I can put
them into effect.
"But speaking of improvements which might be made in the concert
hall, there is one thing I have long had in mind. Something ought to be done
to make them more comfortable. The seats in most of them are positively
cruel. There ought to be a hall somewhere in New York with deep, soft
chairs, where one could really rest while listening to music and smoke if one
wished. In such an intimate atmosphere one might give a recital that would
not be a cruelty to sit through.
"Another thing I would like to do would be to come out and give the
whole recital without intermission, or at least remain on the platform, as Mr.
Paderewski does at his concerts. Oh, there are still a lot of innovations to be
introduced to the concert hall."
Miss Gauthier was the first to introduce jazz in the serious program,
and the last of that revolution has not been heard yet. She still has some ideas
for programs which the concert-going public may await with interest.
Mme Gauthier's recitals continue and includes the group of jazz
songs. While first known as a classical concert singer, she is now referred to
as a 'jazz' singer. There is no doubt that her popularity and career was
advanced by the controversy and the inclusion of the 'jazz' songs in her
recitals. The headline of the next article in which her name appears brings the
point spoken about above to bare. It appears in the July 19th, 1924 Musical
America:
"EVA GAUTHIER NOT ONLY AN INTERPRETER OF JAZZ. Prima
Donna Objects to Stubborn Association with Merely This Kind of Music.
Eva Gauthier says she is tired of being referred to as a 'jazz singer. It would
be more just to call her a "Stravinsky" singer, because she has sung as many
"Stravinsky" songs as she has jazz. Moreover, she insists that she never has
sung any real jazz. It was not jazz that she sang last season.
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"Real jazz cannot be sung," she pointed out. "What I did was to select
a few popular songs with original melodies representative of the type whistled
on the streets of any American village and present them as a group on my
concert programs. The success I have had with this experiment was really
beyond my expectations, both financially and as a feature of publicity.
"The idea occurred to me to take popular songs that had life in them,
not the sentimental, saccharine, love-sick ballads we hear so much of, but
songs with a 'punch' in them and 'go.' I tried to sing them with artistry. Such
songs have previously been relegated to cabaret and vaudeville house, where
singers with uncultivated, saw-tooth voices rasped them out. One of the
composers of a song. I selected was amazed when he heard my rendition of
his effort. He did not know his song was as beautiful as he had never heard it
'just that way.'
"So it simply occurred to me to sing these songs with 'tone and
technic' as you might say, and see how people would receive them. They
were enjoyed immensely, to say the least, and I had innumerable requests
everywhere I went for them, even though they were not always scheduled on
my programs.
"I do not think I lowered standards or made concessions to myself
when I sang these numbers. Whether we like to admit it or not, our popular
music is an element to be reckoned with."
Gauthier's historic recital not only changed her career and image and
furthered her career but had international implications. Her experiment, along
with Whitemans' and Lopezs', presented jazz more refined and adapted to
artist levels than had ever been done before. Jazz was now accepted as an art
form and it is due to these pioneers in presenting jazz in a concert setting. In
"Musical America" issue of August 16, 1924 we read in the article "Twilight
Descends on the Gods of Tin Pan Alley," the influence of these experiments:
"The paradox is one of international implications. Berlin, London,
Paris, Vienna, Bucharest, Milan and, it is suspected, Leningrad, are yessing
with no bananas. Eva Gauthier, quondam priestess of the outré and the exotic,
breezes into Aeolian Hall with a group of Broadway shoulder-shakers. Paul
Whiteman takes his Palais Royal Orchestra in to the sacrosanct precincts of
formal art, and presents to an audience of the elect and elite a berg of musical
wild oats.
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There too, George Gershwin rhapsodizes "in Blue" with an admixture
of Liszt and pianistic rough stuff. Victor Herbert applied his flair for
orchestration to a suite composed especially to illustrate the art-jazz of the
future. Stravinsky, hierophant of the ultraists, and Ravel, most precious of the
impressionists, lucubrate studies in the all-commanding mode. Deems Taylor,
composer as well as critic, analyzes, vivisects, expatiates and extols, likening
the thrill of hearing Miss Gauthier's jazz group, as intercalated between songs
of sundry alien styles and tongues, to the joy of being accosted with real
American cuss-words in the babble of far-off Cathay. Even the redoubtable
Willem Mengelgerg, forsaking for the moment his unflagging and unfaltering
war-horses, "Les Preludes" and "Heldenleben," writes enthusiastically to the
press of the possibilities of this vital and vehement American music, once it
has been refined and adapted to art purposes."
The influence of American jazz, surely in some ways because of the
recitals of Gauthier and Whiteman and Deems Taylor's critical acclaim for
jazz continues to get attention in the media and the prominent conductor of
the Boston Symphony, Serge Koussevitzky is approached about his opinion
of jazz. In the Sept., 1924 issue of Music Trade News is asked about jazz. He
states:
"RUSSIAN CONDUCTOR ON "JAZZ" Director of Boston symphony
Orchestra likes it. See big future ahead for America in field of music.
The influence of American "jazz" on the music of the future is a
subject that will not down, it seems. Everywhere in the music publications,
the general magazines and the newspapers it is being given attention
constantly. The Whiteman concert tour, Eva Gauthier recital, Deems Taylor's
opinions and various other events of this nature have kept the subject
constantly before the public, and show that it is one deserving of the attention
and serious consideration of everyone in the music business.
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Among the latest celebrities of the music world who has come forth in
defense of America popular music is Serge Koussevitzky, the famous Russian
conductor, who has come over to direct the Boston Symphony orchestra. In a
recent interview with Diana Rice, of the "New York Times," Koussevitzky
expressed some very interesting views on modern music. "
Koussevitzky said he liked jazz He remarked that:
"Jazz is an important contribution to modern musical literature, it has
an epochal significance. It should not be downed. It is not an indication of
bad taste. It is not superficial. It is fundamental. Jazz comes from the soul,
where all music has its beginning. It marks the turbulence of the times, the
energy and bustle of a people."
Koussevitzky in his statements vindicates Gauthier and Whiteman
and the others that have succeeded in bring jazz to a high artist level. Jazz
becomes 'the' popular music and its influence becomes so great that the time
frame of the 20's is called 'the jazz age." They are still writing and talking
about Gauthier's and Whiteman's recital into the year 1925. In the January
3rd, 1925 issue of the "Independent" the Gauthier recital is written about
again. She is given credit and called a 'pioneer' is bringing jazz to society. In
the first part of the article we read:
"JAZZ BREAKS INTO SOCIETY by Francis D. Perkins.
Messrs. Paul Whiteman and Vincent Lopez, leading virtuosi among
conductors of the type of music known as "jazz," have both given New York
concerts -Mr. Whiteman in Carnegie and Aeolian Halls and Mr. Lopez at the
Metropolitan Opera House. So far, there have been no shrill cries of alarm
over this invasion of the concert hall by the saxophones, and the music
reviewers have taken these concerts quite as a matter of course. The general
tenor of their remarks has been that the orchestra of this type has excellent
material, but so far, very little to play. As Deems Taylor remarked in the new
magazine, Music, launched soon after Mr. Whiteman's first appearances, the
jazz orchestra was all dressed up, with no place to go.
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Jazz began to break into society last season. One pioneer was Eva
Gauthier, who welcomes the unfamiliar, new and old, as much as the average
recital singer shudders at it. Interested by the discussions of jazz in the Dial
by Messrs. Gilbert Seldes and Carl Van Vechten, and also by the interest
taken in it in France, where Maurice Ravel told her that young Americans, in
studying European models, were letting escape much of value in their own
popular music. Mme. Gauthier introduced a representative group of jazz
numbers into a recital in the fall of 1923. A short time after, Paul Whiteman,
whose orchestra was playing nightly at the Palais Royal, announced that he
would hold a concert of American numbers at Aeolian Hall. In this, he said,
he had two intentions to settle the question what are American music and the
fitness of "jazz" to rank as music...."
Carl Van Vechten, one of the leading writer/critics of the era, wrote
much about the Gershwin premiere of the "Rhapsody in Blue" and was also
closely connected to Eva Gauthier, having written the program notes for her
historic recital of Nov, 1st, 1923 at Aeolian Hall. In writing about the
"Rhapsody he mentions the recital of Gauthier:
"There is, however, an historical prelude to the Rhapsody. In the
spring of 1923, Eva Gauthier, indefatigable in her search for novelties, asked
me to suggest additions to her autumn program. "Why not a group of
American songs?" I urged. Her face betrayed her lack of interest. "Jazz," I
particularized. Her expression brightened. Meeting this singer again in
September, on her return from Paris, she informed me that Maurice Ravel had
offered her the same sapient advice. She had, indeed, determined to adopt the
idea and requested me to recommend a musician who might serve as her
accompanist and guide in this venture. But one name fell from my lips, that of
George Gershwin, whose compositions I admired and with whose skill as a
pianist I was acquainted. The experiment was eventually made, Mme.
Gauthier singing the jazz group on her program between a cluster of songs by
Paul Hindemith and Bela Bartok on the one hand, and an air from
Schoenberg's Gurrelieder on the other. This recital, given at Town Hall on
November 1, 1923, marked George Gershwin’s initial appearance as a
performer on the serious concert stage.
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....As I had been out of the city when Mme. Gauthier gave her
revolutionary recital, she very kindly invited me, late in January 1923, to hear
a rehearsal of the same program preparation for her Boston concert. It was
this rehearsal that Gershwin informed me of Whiteman’s plan and added, in
rather an offhand manner, that he had decided to compose a concert in
fantasia form for piano and jazz band which he proposed to call Rhapsody in
Blue."
Gauthier continued to be the champion of American music and we
read in an article in the August 16, 1925 Musical America that Mme.
Gauthier expresses the opinion of performing music of those composers that
are still living, not only past composers:
"HELP THE LIVING," SAYS EVA GAUTHIER
Present-day composers need encouragement to produce new art.
"People who are dead do not need our help any longer," says Eva
Gauthier, explaining her preference for young composers. "If a composer
cannot hear his work produced, he loses the incentive to write. It is futile,
anyway to repeat forever the Schubert, Schumann and Brahms songs, lovely
as they may be. Our present-day musicians must be encouraged to give us
what they have, so that our own period shall not be sterile -so that music shall
not stand still.
It is a kind of vocal chamber music that Miss Gauthier presents at her
soprano recitals, as well as the recently introduced jazz group which created
such excitement in the music world. With taste and patience, looking at each
program as a serious work of art, an aesthetic whole, Miss Gauthier collects
novel works by modernists.
"American composers," Miss Gauthier says, "Invariably occupy the
place of honor on my programs. Their work is so good -and I love America
and everything American.
"Although I am a French-Canadian by birth and was a Dutch citizen
at one time, my home is in America. This is the only country in the world in
which I should want permanently to live, and I think I have visited nearly all
countries.
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"Sometimes, for about a week or so, I am happy in Paris -but it does
not last. It is America I always want to return to."
The prima Donna type of singer-aloof-haughty and maintaining
between herself and her audience an insurmountable barrier -is Miss
Gauthier's special aversion. In cubistic programs that alternately dismay and
delight her hearers, she establishes an intimacy with them that has increased
the popularity that would accrue from her voice alone. Her method of taking
an audience into her confidence and explaining what she is trying to do is
now widely imitated."
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Mattie Louise Robards

Beginning in the middle twenties, one of the most popular
dance orchestras in Ponchatoula and vicinity was fronted by a
lady named Mattie Louise Robards. Mattie's career begins
around July, 1924 as she sings for a Episcopal Church lawn
party accompanied by her father on the piano (He was a
medical doctor and the doctor in charge of the Jackson State
Mental Hospital in which Buddy Bolden and Rapollo were
patients.) The Amite Orchestra furnished music for the
occasion.
We first read of Mattie fronting a dance orchestra in the
April 8th, 1927 paper:
"Tonight You Belong to Me," that is what Miss Ponchatoula
will say to Station WJBO on the night of April 29th, when Miss
Mattie Louise Robards and her orchestra and the well-known
"Fireman's Quartette" of Ponchatoula will furnish the musical
program from that station.
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According to the information received at the Enterprise office
the program will begin at eight o'clock and last until ten with
the orchestra and quartette alternating.
Ponchatoula is proud to know that they have such musical
talent in their midst and we congratulate the Robards'
orchestra and the members of the Firemen's Quartette on the
honor which has been bestowed upon them. We feel assured
that everybody who has a radio in Ponchatoula will invite
neighbors over to listen in on WJBO Friday night, April 29th."
This period in American history is the era of the minstrel
show and we find the Robards' Orchestra being a part of the
Minstrel show:
"The Minstrel Show to be given at the Ideal Theatre
Wednesday night promises to rival the one given by the Fire
Department last January. New jokes and songs will be used
and the latest music will be furnished by the Robards'
Orchestra."(April 8, 1927)
One of the main entertainment places. Riverside Park, is the
scene of many dances, with music by various bands including
the Robards’ Orchestra:
"LIGHTS AND FILLING STATION FOR NEW
AMUSEMENT PLACE. The former Riverside Park is
undergoing a number of changes, among which is the changing
of the name to that of Ponchatoula Beach, the installation of
electric lights and the equipping of a modern, up-to-date filling
station where the products of the Standard Oil will be handled.
The main building has been extended forty feet toward the
river in the form of a screened porch in which an excellent
edge grain pine floor has been placed and which, because of
the large amount of fresh air, makes it ideal for dancing.
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A contract has been let for the installation of an electric plant
sufficiently large to furnish lights for all the cottages,
outbuildings, bathing beach and the main building. The lights
will be installed during the next week or ten days, as soon as
the plant arrives.
Dances have been given at the park each Saturday night and
have been well attended in the past. On next Tuesday an
invitation dance will be given with Mattie Louis Robards and
her ten piece orchestra furnishing the music. Admission will be
by card only." (April 15, 1927)
There appears in the same issue of the April 15th paper
another smaller article about the above dance:
"There will be a dance - Riverside Park next Tuesday. Music
furnished by M. L. Robards and her 10 piece orchestra. 300
invitations have been issued and those who have not seen the
beautiful new ball room and danced the light fantastic to the
strains of the Robard's Orchestra have a real treat in store for
them."
In the April 22, 1927 paper we read that "Robard's
Orchestra at Country Club Tonight. Mattie Louis Robards
and her ten piece orchestra will be heard at the Hammond
Country Club Friday night at a private dance given by an
individual member of the club."
Also in the April 22nd paper we find the Robards’
Orchestra at Ponchatoula Beach for what is actually their first
public performance:
"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA PLEASES DANCERS AT
PONCHATOULA BEACH. The first public appearance of the
Robards’ Orchestra for dancing purposes was made at
Riverside Park in the new pavilion last Tuesday night when an
informal dancing party was given by Mrs. H. A. McClellan.
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All of those in attendance were loud in their praise of the
music rendered by this ten piece orchestra which is a product
of Ponchatoula and of which Ponchatoula may be justly proud.
The new pavilion, which is screened and cool and overlooks
the river, was electrically lighted and presented a very pleasing
appearance. Those there enjoyed themselves thoroughly until a
late hour.
The Robards’ Orchestra will be heard over W. J. B. O. New
Orleans, next Friday night when it is safe to say everyone in
Ponchatoula will tune in on this station and listen to those we
know so well."
During the late 20s the radio was an excellent place for a
jazz band to be heard by a large audience. The Robards'
Orchestra presented a show that lasted more than two hours:
"PONCHATOULA NOW ON THE RADIO MAP. The
Robards’ Orchestra, Ponchatoula Quartet and Sam Watts
'Tell it to the World.' Last Friday night was Tangipahoa
Parish night at station WJBO and for more than two hours,
thousands of persons listened to the music and singing
furnished by Mattie Louise Robards and her orchestra and the
Firemen's Quartette, all of Ponchatoula.
Mr. Sam Watts accompanied the orchestra and quartette to
New Orleans and made, in his usual suave mild way a short
talk on Tangipahoa Parish and mostly Ponchatoula.
During the course of the program more than four hundred
phone calls were received from persons listening in New
Orleans and several from outside of the city. Besides the
numerous phone calls a large number of telegrams were
received and one man who was unable to get the station over
the phone, wrote a letter to Buckley, a portion of which we
reproduce herewith: The letter is dated April 30, and is as
follows: "Dear Ernest - You cannot imagine how I enjoyed the
program last night. The orchestra played wonderfully and has
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certainly gotten to be a first class one - but naturally, I enjoyed
the singing best. Boy, that old quartette sounded like a million
dollars to me. I am sorry to say though, that it gave me a first
class case of BLUES. I stood the first two numbers all right,
but when you got to 'Roll Away Jordan' I felt as though
someone had reached down my throat and turned me inside
out. I put in a long distance call to compliment the gang and to
request that you sing 'Rosie O'Grady' for me, but the operator
always said the line was busy."
It is letters, phone calls and telegrams of this kind which help
to give an idea as to how the program is being received and if
the artists are pleasing their unseen audience.
The advent of Mattie Louise Robards and Her Orchestra and
the Ponchatoula Quartette being heard over WJBO has been
of great value to Ponchatoula from an advertising standpoint.
Likewise the talk of Mr. Sam Watts, which we give below, is of
great assistance in putting Ponchatoula on the map.
It is to be hoped that the invitation of WJBO for a return
engagement will be accepted and that Mr. Watts will have
another opportunity of telling the world about Ponchatoula in
connection with the orchestra and quartette."(May 6, 1927)
In the same issue of the paper we read that "Dance at
Coliseum in Hammond. Music by Robards’ Orchestra."
In the May 27, 1927 paper we again read that the Robards’
Orchestra plays at Ponchatoula Beach: "The dance given
Thursday evening at Ponchatoula Beach representing the
formal opening of the Japanese tea room brought together
about 150 of Ponchatoula's and Hammond's dancing
contingent. The open air ball room was artistically decorated
in various shaped Japanese lanterns and vivid colored balloons
and hanging from all angles was moss and bamboo. The
Robards’ Orchestra was at its best, and to the strains of the
enchanting music, dancing was enjoyed into the wee small'
hours of the morn. Punch was served throughout the evening."
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By June of 1927 we read how popular the Robards'
Orchestra is becoming. In an article of July we are told this:
"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA IN BIG DEMAND NOW Mattie Louise Robards and her orchestra is making a hit
wherever she goes. Not only are the radio programs over
WJBO bringing in a lot of praise, but engagements are being
sought by persons in all parts of Louisiana and Mississippi."
A week ago Sunday Miss Robards and her orchestra and
the Ponchatoula quartet entertained over WJBO and hundreds
of letters were received by Miss Robards and the broadcasting
station. One man even went so far as to write the Enterprise
and tell us what a wonderful orchestra we had here in
Ponchatoula and how he had enjoyed the program given by the
Robards' Orchestra over WJBO far more than any other that
he had heard through the air.
Thursday night this excellent orchestra played at Fernwood,
Miss., and gave wonderful satisfaction. They were given
another engagement and will soon journey again to Fernwood.
Friday night they played at the Country Club in Hammond
and were to be joined by Ponchatoula's famous quartet, which
had an engagement in Amite, but the Amite people liked the
quartet so well that they kept them until too late to visit the
Country Club.
The citizens of Ponchatoula are very proud of Miss Robards
and her organization of musicians and the fact that, with the
exception of Mr. Pittman of Hammond, the aggregation is
entirely home talent."
The engagement over WJBO, a local station was very
successful and heard by another radio station (WSMB) a large
radio station heard nation wide, and requested the Robards
Orchestra play at their station:
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"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA ON WSMB THURSDAY. To
Substitute for Edgewater Beach Hotel Orchestra of Chicago
for Four Weeks.
The popularity of Mattie Louise Robards and her orchestra
continues to grow daily and as that organization's fame
increases, so increases the publicity of Ponchatoula.
During the past few weeks, the Robards’ Orchestra has
broadcasted over WJBO on two occasions, and met with such
complimentary results that they have been engaged by the
Saenger Amusement Company to substitute for the Edgewater
Beach Hotel Orchestra of Chicago over WSMB on Thursday
night for a period of four weeks while the latter goes to the
Gulf Coast.
WSMB rates as one of the largest broadcasting stations in
America and its programs are received all over the United
States, Canada and the tropics. The advertising value of the
Robards' Orchestra to Ponchatoula through this medium is
immeasurable. Every ten minutes, for a period of two hours,
each Thursday night for four weeks, Ponchatoula, the
Strawberry Capitol of America, will be broadcast to the
western hemisphere. Millions of people will hear Ponchatoula
and with an aggregation of such accomplished musicians being
heard over the air, it follows naturally that Ponchatoula must
be a wonderful city.
The first program will be given over WSMB beginning at 8:30
P. M., Thursday, June 23, and in addition to the numbers by
the orchestra and the quartet, Mrs. F. W. Redmers of
Hammond, an accomplished pianist, will render one or two
selections, and Mrs. L. H. Bowden, contralto, of Amite, will be
heard during the first program.
Tune in on WSMB on Thursday night, then drops a card to
the Enterprise and tell us how you liked it." (June 17, 1927)
The Robards' Orchestra continues doing radio program
that spread their music to great distances. On the latest
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program we find the names of 'Spike' and 'Skeeter' Ragan,
names that we have seen are also Ponchatoula artists:
"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA ON AIR LAST NIGHT. The
second program of the Robards' Orchestra over WSMB was
given on Thursday night and in the opinion of those who
listened in, it was far superior to many programs given by this
station.
The orchestra was augmented by the Ponchatoula Male
Quartette which rendered several pleasing numbers and also
by 'Spike' and 'Skeeter' Ragan, executing a piano and banjo
duet and a banjo solo." (July 1, 1927)
Previously we have stated that most social and public
activities were accompanied by a live band of music and
followed by a dance. In the July 8 paper we read: "Dedication
of City Hall on August 16th. That night a ball in Community
Hall. Music furnished by the well-known Robard's Radio
Orchestra."
The orchestra plays their final radio show on a Thursday
night in late July and from the reports this endeavor was
successful, especially in bringing their music nation wide
audiences. We read in the July 22nd paper:
"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA ENDS ENGAGEMENT. Last
Thursday marked the end of the Thursday night programs of
Mattie Louise Robards and her Orchestra over WSMB, much
to the regret of thousands of radio fans and the citizens of
Ponchatoula.
While last Thursday's program completed the contract of the
Robards' Orchestra, they had the honor of refusing a steady
engagement for every night and accepted instead an offer to fill
in during the winter.
Ponchatoula through the Robards' Orchestra has enjoyed a
large amount of publicity, which it otherwise could not have
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secured under thousands of dollars. During each program, Mr.
Randall, announcer of WSMB mentioned Ponchatoula, the
Strawberry Capital of Louisiana at least a dozen times and
both his announcement and the musical program was heard in
all parts of the U. S. and hundreds of telegrams' received by
Dr. Robards will attest."
In an article headed by the broadcast of the quartet we find
a paragraph on the Robards’ Orchestra and the quartet's upcoming engagements. The orchestra and the quartet seem to be
united in common engagements being from Ponchatoula but
are not considered as all part of the orchestra as later
orchestras would have singing groups:
"QUARTET TO BROADCAST WEDNESDAY, AUG. 17. A
special request has been received from WSMB by the
Ponchatoula Quartet to go on the air Wednesday, August 17th
during the evening program.
The boys are getting up a number of new songs for the
occasion and also to sing at the big dedication dance in the new
city hall Tuesday night.
We have also heard that the Robards’ Orchestra has been
engaged for a series of dances to be given at points along the
Gulf Coast during the latter part of the month. We are glad to
congratulate the Robards' Orchestra and the Ponchatoula
Quartet on the rapid strides they are making and the
popularity they are gaining.
Citizens of Ponchatoula and the surrounding communities
will have an opportunity to hear this fine aggregation of
players and singers at the new city hall Tuesday, when the
Robards' Orchestra, assisted by the Ponchatoula Quartet, will
furnish the musical program at the dedication exercises."
(August 12, 1927)
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The Robards’ Serenaders next play for an Armistice Day
dance at City Hall on Nov. 11th. and we read that this dance is
"the first dance in this section in several weeks." (Oct. 14,
1927)
The Robards’ Orchestra plays for a Fireman's Dept. dance
at the New City Hall on Friday night, Nov. 11. We read "The
Robards Radio Entertainers have been secured to furnish the
music, and with this excellent orchestra, a good floor and
plenty of fresh air, those who enjoy dancing ought to be
present. Dancing begins at 9:00 p. m. and continues till...."
In most Louisiana towns the social live centered around the
volunteer fire departments. The leading citizens were all
members. Many fire departments organized brass bands and
there were financial needs of the fire department as to upkeep
of the engines, equipment, etc. One of the best fund raisers was
a dance. We read that the orchestra playing for the dance was
the local musical group, in this case the Robards’ Orchestra:
"FIREMEN TO GIVE BARN DANCE DEC. 9. The
Ponchatoula Volunteer Fire Department will give a Barn
Dance at the City Hall on Friday night, December 9th.
The boys are asking that everybody come dressed in suitable
costumes for a barn dance so that as much enthusiasm can be
injected into the dance during the evening as possible and
everybody have a good time.
The Fireman's dances are conducted in a gentlemanly
manner and six deputies have been sworn in by the Mayor for
the purpose of preserving order and decorum at these dances.
The last dance given by the department was one of the biggest
and best ever held in Ponchatoula and the boys hope to make
the Barn Dance equal to, or better than that one.
Music for the occasion will be furnished by the Robards’
Serenaders and the interior of the hall will be decorated in a
manner to make you feel that you are in a real barn. Horses,
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play chickens and calves are promised for the stalls to give a
more realistic appearance to the scene." (Dec. 2, 1927)
Well into the 20th Century the Minstrel show was one of the
most popular forms of entertainment. Every small town at
some time or another either had a traveling minstrel show or
organized a show of their own. This practice lasted well into
the 1940's. (When I was a young teen playing music I played in
a number of minstrel shows as a special act and I can
remember my father playing 'spoons' in the church minstrel
show). The Robards’ Orchestra participates in a minstrel show
and we read of some of the details of the show in an article of
Dec. 9, 1927:
"HAMMOND MINSTRELS HAVE 3 SHOWINGS.
Gorgeous costumes and settings add to Beauty of Show. The
Annual Minstrel Show given in Hammond under the able
direction of Mrs. F. W. Reimers on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday nights of last week, was better and more extravagant
this year than ever before.
Close to 100 men, women and children were used in the cast
and were divided into groups representing Black Eyed Susans,
End Men, Circle Men, Chop Stick Kids, Chinese Children,
Friends of the Princess, Caravan Girls and Ruffians.
The show opened with the black-eyed Susans seated and
singing, after which the Minstrel men entered. Songs were
sung by so many that space prohibits listing their names. The
Ponchatoula Quartet rendered several selections in their usual
pleasing manner, and Miss Mattie Louise Robards and Dr.
Robards rendered a saxophone duet.
To pick out the individual star of the entertainment would be
a hard thing to do; they were all stars, even to the tiny tots who
did their little dances to perfection. To Mrs. Reimers, however,
must go the honors of having made a success, for by her hard
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work and close attention during each and ever performance,
there were no hitches noticeable.
The eight-piece orchestra also deserves credible mention for
the manner in which the rendered the difficult music written
for the show.
Those who failed to attend this show, certainly missed a treat
and when the next annual minstrel show is put on in
Hammond by Mrs. Reimers, make it a point to be present."
As we have seen, the bands of the era were known by
various names, many times appearing as a heading written by
a reporter who has little information as to details. The Robert
Orchestra is called the 'Robard Serenaders' in an article of
Dec. 16, 1927:
"ROBARDS SERENADERS ON WSMB SATURDAY. The
Robards Serenaders will be heard over WSMB Saturday night
between the hours of 8:30 and 9:30. In addition to the
instrumental music the following artists will be heard: Mrs. L.
H. Bowden, Mrs. H. E. Burnham, Mrs. Sam Watts, Messrs. E.
F. Buckley, Jack Hall, Frank Larkin and Dr. E. M. Robards
(Mattie's father). Mrs. Riette Bahm Jackson, accompanist."
The Firemen give a New Years Eve dance with music by the
Robards’ Serenaders. In this article we get a good description
of City Hall, the place the dance is held:
"FIREMEN'S DANCE NEW YEAR'S EVE. Because of the
cancellation of a number of dances which were scheduled to be
held on New Year's Eve, the Ponchatoula Volunteer Fire
Department decided to put on a dance at the new City Hall on
Saturday night, December 31. (Sic: No reason given for these
cancellations)
The City Hall is the best equipped hall in the Florida parishes
for dancing. In the summer the large French windows and
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electric fans keep the dancers cool, even on the hottest nights.
In the winter time, steam heat keeps them warm even on the
coldest nights. The place is beautifully lighted and the floor is
the best to be found anywhere. Order is maintained by five
special officers and those attending the dances held under the
auspices of the fire department know that they can enjoy
themselves with the assurance that there will be no trouble.
The dance Saturday night will begin at the usual time, about
nine o'clock, and will continue until one o'clock. Music for the
occasion will be furnished by the Robards’ Serenaders.
As in the past, refreshments will be served free of charge to
those attending.
Come out and dance happily into the New Year." (Dec. 30,
1927)
The Robards’ Serenaders do play engagements out of town
and we read that they play for a private dance in Picayune,
Miss. This is interesting as that Miss. town seldom, if ever, had
a public dance and from research in the local papers we
seldom find a dance or a dance hall:
"ROBARDS SERENADERS PLAY IN PICAYUNE. At
private dance given in Picayune, Miss., Tuesday night, both the
Robards’ Serenaders and the Ponchatoula male quartet took
the leading part."
The trip to Picayune was made via auto in a little over two
hours, and following the dance, the members returned to
Ponchatoula, arriving here early in the morning."
1928-1929
The Robards’ orchestra continues to perform into 1928 and
on Jan. 6 the fire dept. again gives a dance in which that
orchestra provides the music:
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"CARNIVAL BALL FEBRUARY 16TH. The Ponchatoula
Volunteer Fire department plans to give a Carnival Ball at the
New City Hall on Thursday, February 16th. The fire
department dances are always well attended and a good time is
being looked forward to by those who enjoy tripping the light
fantastic.
One of the beauties of the city hall is the fact that weather
conditions have no effect on the pleasures of those attending
the dances there. If it be cold, steam heat keeps you
comfortable, or if it be hot, electric fans keep you cool.
The music is always good, too, the popularity of the Robards'
Serenaders, who furnish the music for the fire department
dances, continues to grow, and those who dance to their music
are assured a good time."
Many times we read of a follow-up article about the
previously mentioned activity - the carnival dance:
"FIREMAN'S DANCE IS WELL ATTENDED. The first
Annual Carnival Dance given by the Ponchatoula Volunteer
Fire Department was a success, both financially and from the
standpoint of masked dancers.
Many beautiful costumes were to be seen on the floor and
gave those who had not masked several minutes of dancing
before they were able to identify the maskers.
Dancers from all parts of the Florida Parishes were present
and the hall was filled with merrymakers "who had not make
their feet behave" when the Robards’ Serenades started their
syncopated numbers.
Approximately $125.00 was cleared by the boys which will be
used for the further improvement of the equipment of the Fire
Department and the club rooms of the members." (Feb. 24,
1928)
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The radio broadcasts continue to exist into 1928. Radio was
one of the main media that was responsible for the spread of
jazz and the popularity of local musical talents:
"LOCAL TALENT ON WSMB SATURDAY. Robards’
Orchestra, Mrs. Sam Watts and the Ponchatoula Quartet, all
of Ponchatoula have been invited to broadcast over WSMB
and those fans who delight in hearing the music and songs
rendered by these artists should tune in during the hour
between 8:30 and 9:30 Saturday evening.
Ponchatoula is indeed fortunate in having artists who are so
much in demand, as through their talent, thousands who never
heard of Ponchatoula before become familiar with the name of
the best town in Louisiana - Ponchatoula.
They may stutter a little when they try to pronounce it, but
because there is no other town in the world by the same name,
they will always remember it when they see or hear it."(Feb. 3,
1928)
A new dance hall called Smilin Acres is holding dances and
hires the Robards’ Orchestra for a dance. We read in the April
13th we read: "Smilin Acres - dance - Robards’ Syncopators of
Ponchatoula
We read in the May 11, 1928 paper that what is called the
"Dr. E. M. Robards’ Orchestra is to play for the Huey Long
Governor Inaugural. Did the paper get it wrong or was Mattie
just the front for her father's orchestra. Most probably his
name was used to get the job as it was a political function and
his political activities might have secured the job. In a personal
interview with Mattie, it was stated that she did lead the
orchestra with her father as a member of the ensemble.
Regardless the orchestra did play for this special state
occasion, one that would give the orchestra more prestige in its
growth:
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"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA TO PLAY FOR INAUGURAL.
Dr. E. M. Robards and his orchestra have been selected to
provide the musical program at the inaugural ball when
Governor Huey P. Long takes his seat.
This is indeed an honor for the Robards’ Orchestra and one
which they merit through the class of music which they play.
The orchestra has become quite popular during its existence
and has filled engagements in various parts of this state and in
Mississippi."
We see the use of the prestige gained at the Long Inaugural
in the next article about the Robards’ orchestra again
performing on WSMB:
"ROBARDS SERENADERS WSMB WEDNESDAY. The
Robards’ Orchestra of Ponchatoula which had the honor of
playing for the inaugural ball at the recent inauguration of
Governor Huey P. Long will be heard over the air next
Wednesday evening when they will fill an engagement at
WSMB at New Orleans.
The Robards’ Orchestra is a favorite with the radio fans and
many requests have been received for more of their music
hence their engagement next Wednesday." (June 1, 1928)
The appearance on the radio was used as promotional
material for the town of Ponchatoula and the Robards’
Orchestra was introduced as the Strawberry Orchestra and
with the added comment: "but there isn't a strawberry blonde
in the organization." The Fire Dept. held what was called a
special dance and the Robert Orchestra is called "Robards’
Syncopators, the orchestra that created a sensation at
Governor Long's Inaugural ball.
While we do not have any reference to the exact
instrumentation of the Robards’ Orchestra we read of a Mike
Kaplan is playing trumpet in the orchestra and it has 11 pieces.
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If it is like the orchestras of the day the orchestra probably had
for its eleven pieces: 3 sax, 2 cornet, 2 trombone, and piano,
guitar (banjo), bass and drums.
The Fourth of July was always a popular holiday and
special events were usually scheduled in most small towns in
America. The town of Ponchatoula always gave a very
attractive celebration for the holiday:
"SPEND THE FOURTH IN PONCHATOULA Big Day
Planned; Ball Games, Dancing, Fire Demonstration, Battle
Royal and Fireworks. Ponchatoula's big Fourth of July
celebration will attract many visitors to this city, according to
the members of the Fire Department and the Baseball Club,
under whose auspices the celebration is being given.
Large posters telling of the big time and giving an outline of
the program have been distributed throughout this section
within a radius of fifty miles. Then too, a large crowd is
expected to come from Lutcher as the Lutcher baseball team
plays two games here during the day, one in the morning at
9:30 and the other, in the afternoon at 3:00.
Dancing will be in progress either at the South City Park on a
large pavilion, or at the new city hall, where a number of
electric fans will keep the dancers cool. This question has not
been fully decided as yet, being dependent upon the
cooperation of others interested in having their picnic in
Ponchatoula at a later date.
Music for the dancing will be furnished by the well known
radio entertainers, the Robards’ Serenaders, which is
composed of eleven pieces and which drew a large crowd at the
recent dance given by the fire department......."(June 28, 1928)
The July 6th paper carries an account of the 4th of July
celebration and called it the "most successful celebration in
history of town is staged by Fire Dept. and ball club." The
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article mentions the Robards’ Serenaders playing "Home
Sweet Home" an hour after midnight.
We read of no other items of the orchestra from June 29,
1928. On April 26, 1929 we read that "Dr. Robert and Miss M.
L. Robards’ will play for the Barman/Hearn wedding in Baton
Rouge Thursday evening at the lst Methodist Church" and a
small item in the May 3, 1929 paper that "Mattie Louise
Robards made a short visit to Baton Rouge," and in the July
19, 1929 paper that "Dr. Robards has offer from Touro
Infirmary and X-rays. Mrs. and Mattie remain in
Ponchatoula."
In a personal interview with Mattie Louise Robards/Gyden
on April 14, 1988, in Gyden, La. we can add other information
of this early woman musician in the jazz field of the late
twenties:
Interview
Mattie Louise Robards Gyden
April 14, 1988
Q: What is your full name?
A. Mattie Louis Robards Gyden.
Q: Do you have a 'nickname'.
A. Gracie. It goes back to when George Burns and Grace
Allen were the thing. I was the one that was, so to speak, not
only in left field I was over the fence. I always had my mind on
something else. George My husband, would say, "Gracie honey
come to the authority," or something like that and so that was
an affectionate term. Everybody in the parish and the
Felicianas called me Gracie. So that's one reason I want to tell
you cause if you ask who Mattie Louis Gyden was they'd
probably wouldn't know whom you were talking about.
This plantation where we are talking is called "Sunny
Sloop."
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Q - I am very interested in the early dance band music at
this time. I was looking through your write-up in the papers
around 1921. Your father, Eugene, (Eugene Merryl Robards)
had a band and I saw your name mentioned I read that you
played saxophone and I thought it would be fascinating to find
out about those early days in Ponchatoula. It is a town near
New Orleans and I wondered whether there was an influence
on your kind of music from New Orleans.
Q - If we could start -- You were born in Ponchatoula?
A - No, I was born in Touro Infirmary in New Orleans. My
father then moved to Sorrento, La. and was the company
physician for the Abdenwou and D. S. Lumber Company. He
was related to the Abdenwou's. He was right out of medical
school so they asked him to be the company physician, which
he was. When I was about four we moved to Baton Rouge and
he was connected to one of the hospitals in Baton Rouge, the
early hospital they had there. The referred to it as a
sanitarium. Later it becomes Baton Rouge General.
Q - Where did he get his medical training?
A - At Tulane Univ. While he was a medical student in New
Orleans he played the violin at one of the cathedrals. He was
one of the most gifted musicians I think I have ever known. He
didn't know to look to see where he was on the piano but he
could play any instrument with strings or with keys. He
couldn't play any brass instruments but he could with reeds or
keys and the strings. Without a doubt he had the most uncanny
ear that I have ever encountered.
Q - But not perfect pitch?
A - Well, I would say he had to for the violin and cello and
instruments like that. You have to have. If anyone would play
and score or orchestration he could go right on and carry one
right there he might hear it twice, that would be enough.
Q - Where was he born?
A - He was born in New Orleans
Q - Do you know the date?
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A - No. He graduated from medical school in 1909. It would
be around the late 1880s.
Q - Did he have formal musical training on the violin
A - None - As a matter of fact, this is what was so
unbelievable He used to hear other musicians play when he
was a teenager in New Orleans, and he would come back and
said, 'I hope someday I can have a violin.' They gave him a
violin for his birthday or some special occasion. He was at this
time, I imagine - he would have to be in his early teens. He
went upstairs and started playing. They said he stayed up there
for about three hours before he came down and he played then
as well as he played when he passed away. He was just a
natural musician.
Q - You said he heard other musicians. Did he ever talk
about them?
A - Well, I was about four years old. He didn't mention any
in particular. He went to the opera and things like that. He was
always very artistic. When he got to Sorrento - now this is the
interesting thing -I'll show you pictures that I have here of his
sisters. They were all a musical family.
Q - How many brothers and sister?
A - Ruth, Rose and Sidney (all girls)
Q - Now did they read music?
A - Oh yes, She played on the violin (Ruth) and played on
the piano and she had a magnificent contralto voice. Ruth was
asked to audition for the Metropolitan. A tragic thing. Ruth
she was living in that terrible time they had that typhoid fever
epidemic and it affected her vocal chords. After her illness she
couldn't sing as she could before. She couldn't pursue a career
that she wanted to. When they got to Sorrento - all of the
family moved to Sorrento. Aunt Ruth was the one that sang
'torch' songs a la Sophie Tucker. When we had the programs
on the radio and everything, I would say our music was sort of
the early stages of L. Welk style. It was that sort of thing. In
Sorrento, Daddy organized a little group there, a musical
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group there of the family, just for the fun of it. The men at the
plant - Mr. Howe, Mr. Buckley, Mr. Hughes and Daddy organized a little vocal quartet. They held together with that
quartet (singing group)
My first piano teacher, Mrs. Lela Ogdunmire, niece of the
man that owned the place. I was about five years old. They
were determined to make a piano player out of me. All this was
going on when I was growing up. When we moved to Baton
Rouge, Rose and some of them moved to Ponchatoula. Daddy
had a spot on his lung and for health reasons moved to
Ponchatoula. (Daddy said it was caused by the Pollution). They
had a Rap and Williams Lumber Co. in Ponchatoula and
Daddy had a job there. Rose had married a Mr. Watts - had an
adopted son. He was a 'tap-dancing baby,’ When we played we
had extra attractions like the quartet and we would present the
'Tap-dancing baby.' He always stole the show. In Ponchatoula
Daddy really got back to music and wanted to go further with
his music.
Q. - What year was this when you moved to Ponchatoula.
A. - It had to be in the 20s - the early 20s. Then they got
interested in saxophones. My father and mother played tenor
sax and my mother was the music/band librarian. I was 7 or 8
when I began saxophone. Everything I played was dance
music. The Ragans that you mentioned, Spike and Chicky
(Alvin), played with us. They then formed the Ragan's Band
you mentioned. We had both a big band and sometimes I
broke it down into combos,
Spike was just marvelous when it came to that jazz on
piano, and he had another relative - Chicky Ragan (Alvin) who played banjo and guitar and other instruments like the
clarinet. Daddy would play the mandolin but, anything you
name it, they could play it. It added to the attractiveness of the
actual orchestra. They went on with that and as I grew older
and started playing, Daddy said, "I want you to get in earnest
about your music and all because what I are going to. I'm
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going to organize a dance orchestra. I think we have the
makings of it now. It so happened that at the La Power &
Light Co. hired two young men, one named Mr. Sam Motts,
arrived at the right time. They came from Arkansas. We had a
Mr. Larkin - trb. and alto sax, Mr. Windy Cowan-trp. A Mr.
Pittman, a professor at Southeastern in Hammond played tuba
or bass, alternating between the two. I would jump and
monkey around on strings', piano, drums. getting in their hair
more than anything else, and playing the sax. Then to further
augment the orchestra we had Mike Kaplan; before you heard
of Al Hirt - he was the equivalent of Al Hirt - he could play
that well. Daddy met him through the Shrine Band in New
Orleans. Daddy was a Shriner. So he got interested in playing
with us. With his expertise it really put the icing on the cake. I
met some people when Daddy took me to Chicago I met this
man his name was Benny Barringson. At one time he played
with Benny Goodman and some of the other big name bands.
He decided he wanted to come down and play for any special
occasions the band played for. He played sax and clarinet. He
was just marvelous. We had a couple of other members but I
can't remember their names. To make a long story short we
had about a 14 piece orchestra. It was quite well accepted. The
gimmick we used was my name because of me being the age I
was. Daddy called the band Mattie Louis Robards and her
Syncopators. I was 9 or 10.
I continued playing through the early days of my youth. I
played so much I'm surprised I'm not still in Ponchatoula
grade school, because there was so much musical activity. It
became interesting. It just started as a fun thing for Daddy and
it became that we were quite well known. I was fascinated by
the articles you showed me. I didn't know they had anything in
the papers because at that age I wasn't conscious of anything
going on. Reading them thrilled me to death. I said, what is
this? I felt like 'This is your Life' deal. It brought all that back
to me. Memories just started unfolding. I remember so well
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when they had the different dances. Reading the articles was
amusing and the mileage and what you’d pay for something, to
what is comparable to now really is something. Daddy wasn't
thinking of a dollar of anything or that he could revive
anything from it other than the pleasure, because he loved the
music and he loved to see the talent that they had being
developed. I never will forget. That's one reason I like black
bands. Usually they want to play and they never stop playing
because they enjoy it and care what they are doing. A lot of
white bands at that even our men - Daddy saw one of the boys
yawning while we were rehearsing. Daddy while he was very
mild tempered said, "How you expect us to ever play dance
music and entertain people if you are that bored when you are
just rehearsing. You know that is true. He lived every minute
of it (the music and music activity) and he wasn't thinking of it
being lucrative at all, just enjoying what he was doing. I wasn't
thinking of it being lucrative either because I really didn't
know I was young and they always gave me anything I wanted.
But the one thing I will admit there was this good looking boy
that played sax, that Larkin boy, he promised me a dance.
That I enjoyed. That was the time we starting playing over at
the Gulf Coast at a couple of places. In Pass Christian, like
that, that doesn’t exist anymore. We played at the Roland
Estate in Picayune Miss, one of the most flamboyant and
beautiful places I ever seen. The home was lovely, not real
pretentious, but beautifully designed and cared for just like a
country club effect. He had his own 9 hole golf course in front.
And - there was this thing - how he ever rigged it up - I guess it
was battery wise, at nearly every hole, it was during Christmas
time. They had little Christmas trees lighted. They had a four
car garage. How he had it all camouflaged - and then in the
rear of the building there was a setting like the moon rise or
something. You could see that and with all the shrubbery and
the patio the area was a blaze with the lights in the dancing
area. It was a delight.
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Q; This 14 piece orchestra - what was the instrumentation?
A -We always had at least three saxophones (AAT), 2 trp,
trb, piano, drums, bass violin or tuba, 2 violins, sometimes
three, and guitar and banjo (alternating-one player). We also
had the singers (quartet) that was very important. Rose Watts
was the one that did all the touch singing.
On the radio program - these two (Daddy and Chicky)
would shine. That was the days of music like Kern's Desert
Song, and semi-classical music. When we would play Kern
that's when Daddy would jump from the violin to the cello
because the cello obligato would harmonize with the vocal part
Ruth singing in her contralto voice and it was lovely. We also
had Mrs. Reimer as a soloist. She was mentioned in one of the
articles. She was an organist of renown. She was a wonderful
individual. Whenever they were having a wedding, Daddy,
being a doctor who had delivered most of the babies in town,
was also known for his music He played violin or cello for
everybody that got married. I was most of the time the flower
girl.
Once Daddy was getting ready to play for a wedding in
Hammond. Mrs. Rimmer who played beautifully but at this
time she had never heard Daddy play. Daddy couldn't make
the rehearsal with her because of a new arrival and told her "I
assure I will be there about 30 minutes before the wedding and
that will be ample time, and I know I can be there by then."
She frowned on that as if to say my lands, not ever rehearsed
and you just to come and play you know that was going to
cramp her style. The baby arrived and Daddy got there 30
minutes before the wedding. Daddy played and the way that
Daddy played the cello and that lady played the organ and
with the lady having a good contralto voice it was just
heavenly, just beautiful. When they got through Mrs. Rimmer
just got hysterical. Daddy said "Why, Mrs. Rimmer, I've
played any number of times and I never had anyone act like
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that - what is wrong? Am I playing incorrectly or it doesn't
please you? "
She said, "Your music is upside down. She had set the cello
music on the stand as she had handed Daddy the music. There
it was upside down and Daddy just left it that way. He said, "I
noticed there were several notes there (during the
performance) that just added to the charm of the obligato."
She said: "but I couldn't imagine seeing you or listening to
you; then when I looked there I had to refrain my reaction
because before you finished I was afraid I was going to get to
laughing before you got through with the song." It was a
beautiful performance in spite of the circumstances.
That shows you the type of musician he was. He was always
in the middle of things and he played for all the country club
dances and everything
Mother (now deceased) - I always refer to her as Annie
Oakley of the family. She could out shoot anybody. But she
rocked along with the music because of Daddy - playing the
tenor sax and all.
In one article you send me they had an item about the
Fireman's Ball and the dedication of the new Chamber of
Commerce building fire station underneath. I think that
building is still standing. At the dedication they had us play
and the one they choose to slide down the fireman's pole was
mother. She got into the act and everything. When they had
the Strawberry Festival and all, we played for that. That was
the early, early stages of it. Then it was really colorful. Mom
rode a horse. In Hammond they really had a stable of beautiful
horses and mom was a horse woman.
Q - In your fathers early career in New Orleans you said he
went to hear a number of bands. Was this around in 1910
A - Yeah
Q - Did he remark about the bands and try to emulate them
A - He was always listening to any band he could. We went
to Chicago and heard Gene Krupa and Charles Spivak. Good
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sounding music. And then Jimmy Lunceford and all of those
and any bands that came to New Orleans. They had a black
band, that was home based in Baton Rouge. Right below in the
fringe area below Baton Rouge. He was called Claiborne
Williams of Donaldsonville, La. Williams really had, for one
that was untrained. (Williams was well trained.) (Sic: see Book
on Donaldsonville and Williams.) His music was beautiful really it was. Old Bud Scott and all those I heard them all.
That was before integration. Daddy didn't look at the color of
your skin. If you played music that was all he cared. He was
thrown with all sorts of musicians. Clarence Williams
composed "Logical Point Waltz" He used it as his theme song.
(Sic: Actually it was Williams' brother who composed it) Every
orchestra that ever played in those days had a theme song.
Claiborne Williams was a gentleman. He was just as nice as
he could be. He and Daddy established quite a repore with
their music. He didn't play publicly with him, you couldn't do
things like that, but every chance he had they get together and
played. Other musicians in the area, anyone he would see that
had talent, in particular like the 'Ragan boys,' he thrived on
that and he gave them some exposure they normally wouldn't
have had.
Q - There wasn't any competition between the two groups?
A - No. As a matter of fact, sometimes Daddy and I would
play duets and sometimes Spike and I would play. There was
nothing competitive. It was just all and all a fun thing. A
pleasure bow in every sense of the way. He continued with his
music and we played all we could down there.
When Daddy wanted to go into the field of radiology he
went to New Orleans and became a Radiologist. After Daddy
completed his education, Dr. Glenn Smith, head of hospital at
Jackson, La. said they needed a Radiologist on the staff and
that's when we left Ponchatoula and came here to Jackson.
One of the things that was amusing, let me tell you - They had
a dance we played for in Clinton, La. When we got to those
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hills on the way there I thought they were mountains. We had
an entourage of two or three cars. Jess Morro asked to be sure
if one car broke down there would be another behind you they didn't have service stations or anything like that then.
When you would go anyplace in those days it took you a long
time to get there. I didn't think we'd ever get there. Little did I
know that the young man running the dance would later
become my husband, George Gyden.
About what we wore then; the men wore the white flannel
pants, and the blue and white stripe blazers. They were really
swave looking. I wore an accordion plead white blouse and the
same blue and white blazer. My hair was cut just like Buster
Brown. They didn't care how the people - the children looked
then. Sometimes when I played, if they didn't trim the bangs I
had to get the hair out of my eyes. Didn't like the L. B. (Long
bloomers) I'd roll them up and went around looking like
Popeye. I still think they thought I looked mighty cute with my
little pleaded skirt.
Q - Did your Father rehearse the band?
A - Oh yes. He didn't want anybody fooling with it. That's
what his concern. He knew exactly how he wanted it to sound.
He really did. It had to be his interpretation, to get the effect
that he wanted. The only thing I never did as far as playing the
piano was a polished technique. I never had that to speak of.
Now with arthritis and father time each pulling my arms have
even less. Daddy always wanted me to do his accompanying
when he played the violin, sax or what ever he was playing a
solo, because we were on the same wave length. I said, "Daddy
we're going some place to perform and I know there are people
there that are accomplished musicians." Daddy said "but you
know exactly what I am going to do and with the
accompaniment I don't want someone that is to solo." So many
people that play solo instruments they get someone that just
wants to count, and they want to show their expertise. It
completely cramps the style of the one doing the solo. That's
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the reason he had me tag along and play like that. I think that
we were able to carry on.
When we left Ponchatoula and came over here to the mental
institution, I thought that was where I would live the rest of my
life anyway. (joke) Jackson is the institute that Buddy Bolden
and a lot of musicians were in. It’s the La. State Hospital.

I can't say the names. There was one who played at
Preservation Hall. He was the most fabulous sax and clarinet
player I ever heard in my life. I guess you know who he is
(Rappolo). When they came (meaning some musicians) it was
perfect timing, we were still in the music mood. Those boys in
Ponchatoula had returned to their native states. We found that
they had so many hospital cases that were musically inclined
Daddy and Dr. Smith introduced music therapy. When I came
to Jackson I was 13 and it was 1928.
When we got there and Daddy found all this fabulous
musical material, and Mrs. Kathy Alford, Her grandson was
Eugene Cutrer living in Covington. (Sic: Cutrer is now living
in Mississippi and teaching choir in Kentwood.) He's a
musician and has a group in Covington. Her Father was
named Lloyd. Mrs. Alford was employed at the hospital. She
played the piano and they had a small orchestra going. When
Daddy arrived it was full steam ahead with the patients that
were there especially with the musicians. I said. Another man
there played the xylophone and he could play modern jazz. He
was really great. Another one played the drums. I played the
sax and that way we could continue the music. When I
graduated from high school and went to LSU my music came
to a halt because I had played in an all girl's orchestra at LSU.
But to show you how things were so straight laced (prejudice
against women musicians) they didn't even let you play in the
band, the marching band. When we said we were going to play
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for the 'frat' dances they just frowned on that immediately. I
had a girl named Laura Winslow - boy could she sing. It was a
great group we could have organized
When I graduated from high school Dr. Henderson of
Touro Infirmary became attached to me. He came down for a
lovely dinner party and said "Now here is your gift, Mattie
Louise. When he gave me the gift, you never saw a teenager
that was as crushed as I was. He gave me an oboe. I don't know
if you play an oboe, but that is the most difficult thing in the
world and it was a far cry from what I had in mind. Dr.
Henderson said, "Mattie, I know you'll be enthralled. Here's
your oboe. The Prof. at LSU was Dr. Lloyd Ponches. He
composed the LSU alma mater. I told him, "I have this oboe
and my Daddy wants me to learn to play it." I started playing
it. It developed into quite a struggle, I wasn't blowing it
correctly and he switched me to flute. You know Jackson is
synonymous with the mental institution and I was going down
the dorm corridor with a coke bottle in my hand blowing it like
you do a flute. They told me "We know you're from Jackson,
because that's what you're doing." Every 4th of July they had
a band come to play at the hospital - Jimmy Snead's. They let
me and Daddy sit in and we got a bang out of that. We really
enjoyed that. We had the patients playing. The one patient,
ethically I can't tell you his name (Sic: Rappolo) He really
loved music. To show you that music, if you are really is a true
musician, it never dies. He didn't know who he was or where
he was - he didn't know anything. When Daddy would sit down
and play, that piano he would call Daddy 'Tony.' There was a
musician Rappolo knew in Chicago with that was named
'Tony.' He associated Daddy's style with Tony's. So Daddy
would play for him. One night Rappolo started playing by the
window with a 'weird' sound coming out of the sax. He had
stuffed the bell with toilet paper. We took the toilet paper out
and Rappolo started playing. You never heard such playing
and it really shows you about music - the music that is present
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in someone's mind I don't care how deteriorated a person is,
Daddy would play (current music) and old time music - you
never heard anyone improvise like Rappolo did. But he refused
to play the clarinet. The clarinet was his cup of tea. It was a
marvelous experience. When he was to pass away, his family
requested that when Rappolo was at road's end, we'd like him
to come to New Orleans. So we sent him to a hospital in New
Orleans. The phone rang one night, and she said we are having
a time with him. He wants Tony to come see him. (Dr.
Robards.). Daddy said, "Tony will be there." So Daddy went to
see Rappolo. With numerous flowers in Rappolo's room,
Daddy was right at his head. Because if there was anyone who
brought happiness to Rap through the music relationship,
Daddy did to him. They wanted to do a story on Daddy life and
call it "Dr. Kindness." He really was a humanitarian. When
Daddy was asked to go to Hollywood, to play some role in the
silent version of Ben Hur, he stayed at Rupert Hughes home.
Hughes wife was a Robards. Rupert Hughes was Howard
Hughes grandfather. We were, in spite of the same name not
relation to Mrs. Hughes/Robards. Mrs. Hughes/Robards came
from Kentucky. The atmosphere was a 'high flyer,' but Daddy
wasn't that type of person. If it was a sound movie, Daddy had
the looks and talent, but being a different type person he came
back.
He came back to the hospital. Se several years before he
died he was the chairman of the Board of Regents and the
State Psychology Society. At a meeting at the Royal Orleans of
the society, they wanted Daddy to sit in with the band. They
were union musicians and the society had to pull some strings
to let him play with the group. When he sat in and played the
people were astonished. The man (the band leader) told him,
"Anytime you want to give up medicine you look us up." I
don't remember the name of the band. It was not a local band.
Q- I don't understand about your Father's religion. Did he
play in various churches of various faiths.
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A - He played anyplace they asked him to play. He was a
Catholic. In New Orleans he went to Catholic services and had
many Catholic friends. When he came to Ponchatoula he
became a Protestant, a Shriner and a Mason and all that.
You should see all these places - the hospital area. The old
building is magnificent. They had to demolish two wings
because of a fire. It was a wonder Daddy wasn't burned. All
the employee homes were right next to the hospital. Our home
was right in front of the hospital. When the hospital caught
fire, there was one blind lady, who went under her bed. While
they got everyone else out they didn't know about the lady.
Daddy, finding out she was missing crawled on his hands and
knees into the building and got her out.
Daddy knew all the politics. He knew Gov. Canon who
sometimes came to visit the hospital. Also Gov. O. K. Allen.
I played the piano and Daddy played the violin at Joyce
Love's wedding. Joyce was a sorority sister of mine, it was the
first wedding in the old Gov. Mansion, When Gov. Long came
down the spiral staircase and the tie was like it was, they said I
know Gracie had something to do with this. I had never tied a
bow tie before; (we played for Rose's wedding as Huey Long's
daughter was also a close friend of mine). Rose married a Dr.
MacFarland. The Long clan would always come up to the
hospital and that was advantageous to the people that worked
there because then they could get those visiting more focus on
the hospital. Daddy wanted a place to worship. The politicians
got him two chapels - one a Catholic and the other Protestant.
The Catholic Chapel is dedicated to Daddy's memory. While
the Catholic chapel was under construction with just the
arches, I took Daddy to the window because I know how much
he had worked for the chapels. There was an Italian lady
kneeing right in the middle of the construction saying her
rosary - no walls, just arches. He said "All my efforts have not
been in vain." Just beautiful.
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That's where he played - in the chapels on the grounds of
the hospital. My parents were brought to the chapel for their
funeral. My folks lived on the hospital grounds, in that house
over there. Mattie had a picture of the hospital grounds and
the house. When George and I got married he was one of the
cadets at the Huey Long Inaugural ball. I was still in the
Buster Brown hairdo. I was 12.
Q-How did the orchestra get to play the Inaugural Ball?
A - The other orchestra that played was Dennis Snead's
Orchestra from Baton Rouge with the Stancola Band. My
grandmother was the campaign manager for Huey Long in the
Florida Parishes. We always have been thrown into politics
some way or other, even way back then. They had the two
bands the Stancola and our orchestra and we alternated
during the dance. We threw in a few extras like Jack Mott,
Rose's child, the dancing baby and Rose would sing, They had
a break now and then and we'd throw in these other musicians
and the Ragans to. It was versatile and easy listening. It was
the 14 piece band. I think Spike played the drums. We'd all
switch around.
Q- You got to play because of whom you knew?
A- They knew of how we were being accepted and that was
after we had played on the radio. We became better known (no
T.V. everyone listened to the radio), and didn't just confine our
popularity to the Ponchatoula area.
I can tell you that to me the one thing that I'll never forget.
This house was Daddy's retirement house. All he wanted to do
was hunt and fish. Just like music, medicine was in his blood.
He couldn't stay retired. He went back to the hospital to work.
He didn't want to accept any administrative position but just
be on the staff. He became sick and came back home. I talked
to him in his bedroom before we brought him to the hospital.
He said "There's something I want you to promise me. Never
give up your music. Just always play, for when ever you play
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I'll be with you. There was such a bond (Mattie began to cry a
little but keep her composure and continued).
Q - What was the name of the Larkin Boy?
A - Marion and Frank - who played the trombone.
I began song writing three years later and that threw me
back into the business, into the swing of music again.
When I was a child, it was before the days of public school
music. I took piano from Mrs. Aldewild - and in Hammond
from Red Mom. My sax teacher in New Orleans was Marvin
McClusky He lived in Metairie, and was from a family that
was well to do. He was an excellent teacher. He was considered
one of the best reed teachers.
Q - Was there anyone particular person you liked during
this time that played sax?
A - Of course Rappolo, and I also liked Benny Berenson
from Chicago.
Q - Did he have a brother that played trumpet.
A - Yes Benny was a good person capable as he could be
and had a style of his own and that's what I always liked. I had
that exposure to people like that
Q - And you never played the clarinet?
A - No I never played the clarinet. I just played sax.
Q - Around Sorrento, would there be other physicians who
played.
A - No the ones that were musical inclined were in the
family.
Break - to change tape.
Q - When your father rehearsed the band did they have
stock as music?
A - We had regular orchestrations. Bought them from
Werleins. I had a Conn and a Buescher sax and when I
graduated from high school Daddy gave me a gold plated Paris
Selmer. The octave key is not working right now and I would
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have gotten it fixed except I had some trouble with my throat,
thought I had the 'Big C' couldn't swallow. Lord was on my
side.
I would read the orchestrations and sight read them. All the
rest of the band could read music, with the exception of the
Ragans. But they didn't have to playing the drums and banjo.
We would combine a lot together under the name Robards but
the Robards never played under the name of Ragan.
Q - What was some of the orchestrations you played names?
A - 'Who' by Kern.
Q - Did you ever rearrange these things?
A - No, we didn't. We more or less kept up with the same
arrangements we had because the arrangements were so great.
Daddy would always put in something that was his, through
expression or he would change something maybe the coda or
something. He took me to the Orpheum to hear Paul
Whiteman. Daddy was always crazy about Paul Whiteman.
Q - Monk Hazel was at that concert and the New Orleans
musicians cornered Whiteman and said they wanted to hear
more jazz.
A - Any one that plays you have your own style. Nothing
more confusion if someone asks you for something - you have
your own repertoire, it not quite fair, you have your own
program, if you play J. Kern and somebody walks up and
asked you to play 'Your Cheatin' Heart' Well you know what I
mean.
Q - How old were you when you moved to Jackson?
A - I was 13. I came to Jackson in 1928. I also had an
interview with Benny Goodman just before I was going to
LSU. Wanted to know if I studied piano. "Any musician,"
Goodman said, "no matter what instrument they play, should
study piano. To appreciate true basic harmony the piano is the
foundation for it." He gave me a few pointers and I wanted to
go right into my orchestra. I also met Rudy Vallee.
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The radio station was WSMB and Clyde Randle was the
announcer. They had this show every Thursday during the
summer months. The Boswell Sisters also sang on that station.
We preceded them. They were the true close harmony trio. I
remember Connie, she was crippled. I was charmed with their
harmony - the blend of it. To me it's the blend, I don't care
how they sound solo, it's the blend together. Their voices
blended like fudge ripple. They left a lasting impression. We
were associated with so many other musicians.
Q - Did the Boswell Sisters have a band with them.
A - All they had was a group. I'm sure at the Saenger stage
they did. All artists playing at the Saenger would perform at
the radio. The studio at WSMB, as I recall, was gray with
heavy drapes all around, in the room where we broadcast and
they had a carpet. Acoustic wise - most difficult part to get the
effect that Daddy wanted in the Studio - how to place the
mikes, etc.
Q - Did you make records yourself?
A - No. I did not have a great technique on the piano. You
have to be too technical.
Q - How many arrangements do you think your band had at
one time? When you went to a dance how many would you
take in the book
A - The book was a huge thing. That's when you really
played. Now they'll have a drink and have a break every four
or five pieces. Then, when you went there to play, you played.
We started at 9 at night with an intermission at 12 that night,
and played on until 1 or more
Q - What happened to your pieces - the band library?
A - That I often wondered myself. During the time we
moved from Ponchatoula to Jackson, they were lost. We had
all of that stuff. I wish now we had kept it. It was either lost or
thrown away. It seems like there was a fire and the music was
lost. We had black folders. Playing the length of time we had to
have a large library
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Q - What was your first professional job - not just playing?
A - In Madisonville on the Tchefuncta River. The Pavilion.
(Riverside/Central Pavilion). We started playing at the theater
in Hammond for dances, at the Country Club, in nearby towns
for dances and other places, and for school events. Like in
Ponchatoula, in the school events, the basketball tournaments.
They didn't have a band then in public schools. We would play
for them - all up and down, almost any place you could think
of. Smilin' Acres was an open air pavilion in Amite, on the
main highway. We relieved the orchestra at the Roosevelt
hotel. We relieved them on the radio when they couldn't get
away from 'the Cave.' The Edgewater Beach Hotel Band of
Chicago came down and played the Roosevelt. Daddy met all
the musicians but didn't play with them.
Q - There was a River Park you played in Ponchatoula?
Where was this River Park; In Ponchatoula?
A- Yes, I think they have tennis courts there now. It's right
in the middle of town. They also had a River Park on the
Tangipahoa River. We played there too - with a 10 piece
orchestra. When my father heard the groups in New Orleans
he called it Dixieland.
Q - When you were playing with the orchestra did you play
note for note from stocks.
A - I would read note for note because other members were
playing the notes and then with Daddy, he preferred that I do
that then he could do the improvising. He could improvise. He
would jump from one instrument to the other - play his thing
on the piano - Basin Street, Sundown, etc. Playing everything
that was current at the time. He would then throw in the
quartet. They sang songs like 'Down by the old Mill Stream.'
They were like a barber shop quartet.
Q - Would you consider yourself a jazz band in those days
or what?
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A - I would consider we played jazz numbers and then we
played other numbers. It depended on the occasion. When he
played the piano I'd play the sax and we'd go Dixieland.
Q - Did you improvise too?
A- Yes, on the sax. With the introduction of the Ragans
that's when we did a lot of Dixieland. We did a lot of swing that you could tell by the rhythm. But then he did a lot of
regular jazz too. What ever he (Daddy) would come up with we
would go along with him.
Q - Who did the light classics?
A -That was Aunt Ruth (Sop) and Aunt Sid (Contralto).
Daddy did not sing except in the quartet, no vocal solos. We
had one ensemble that was really good. When Chicky played
the banjo, and Daddy played mandolin they would switch
around to every thing. Alvin was marvelous on that banjo like Roy Clark, He didn't read music, He'd improvise. The rest
of the band read music and that held it together. Windy Cowin
was a wonderful trumpet player. All over it was a wellbalanced thing as far as capability. We played lot of request
and current things.
Q - When you were just beginning to play and gradually as
you played more, did you see a gradual change in the
repertoire from waltzes and Schottisches to jazz tunes?
A - I don't remember the Schottisches, but we played
waltzes and especially Irving Berlin music. At a dance you
wanted to know what dancers they were, then what would be
appealing to them. That's why we wanted to be versatile. If you
just played one thing you couldn't do that.
Q - Were there all types of people I mean in terms of age,
social standing, etc.?
A - In those days they didn't discriminate anyone that liked
to dance, they were there. It didn't make any difference
whether they were children or what. Then you didn't have the
drinking and all you have now. It was family entertainment.
Bring them all - babies in buggies. The music appealed to
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everyone, not to just one particular group. They all had their
preference.
Q - What above the new dances as they were coming out?
A - Oh Lord, I used to watch Rose Watts. She was just the
cutest thing. She could be Daddy's sister. She could really
dance.
Every time they had the Charleston contest it would be just
like any other talent show. We'd play "Yes Sir, That's my
Baby" and all that kind of stuff "Ain't She Sweet" and all
those. We play what was appropriate for that type of dance.
Then the 'Black Bottom' came out later. The Charleston was
the thing then.
Q - So a bunch of couples would get on the floor and dance.
The band would play the appropriate music.
A Yes, just a bunch of solo people doing the Charleston.
Usually it would be right on the stage. They would have
different groups, ages, etc.
Q - Who would choose the winner of the Charleston
Contest?
A - Always had judges from out of town, never local judges.
The Charleston was the 'in' thing at that time,
Q -What about the tango?
A - If they asked for it we would play a tango. We would
have Charleston, Tango and Waltz contests. The contest would
draw people from all over the area, not just local people.
We had Minstrel shows, and we would play their music if
they didn't have a band. We would play Al Jolson type music.
Later on came the Chataigua. It was a national group,
somewhat religious, but more cultural. Also drama troupes.
One group was the Paul English Troupe. They had an
orchestra. He had a daughter or granddaughter who was a
good musician. It was a tent show. Religious groups like Billy
Sunday. They had traveling troupes of lady entertainers that
would put on shows, more like revues or variety shows.
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Q - When you played for the pavilion at Madisonville or the
River Pavilion, what was the pay scale like?
A - Daddy would say "Remember you're going to get $10.50
a person." The most we ever received was $15 (10 piece band =
$150.) for the Huey Long Inaugural Ball. Rose Long was a
college/fraternity sister. We had an official escort to the Ball.
We knew any politician you know about. I would go with Rose
(Long's daughter) to the Mansion to visit. We knew Jimmy
Davis. Davis called and said to Daddy "get the Robards gang
together I want to introduce a song. I want Dr. Robard's
opinion. That's when he introduced "You are my Sunshine."
Daddy said, "It has a good beat and has a catchy tune that any
body could whistle and if you want to sing and make a hit
that’s the kind to write."
Mattie wrote songs - one of them is entitled. "I can't shift
my gears because I've got too many Years."
Q - You heard Claiborne Williams' Orchestra?
A - Yeah.
Q - What did you compare it with if you were trying to
describe the sound of his music?
A - Something like Lawrence Welk, not as large an
orchestra, but he played that same style. At that time they were
playing so many waltzes and Fox Trots. He was a little bit
ahead of the times with his music. He played more swing, and
didn't play Dixie much except for special request. He used
music most of the time. Had a 10 piece orchestra and played a
lot of fairs. He was in great demand. He and Bud Scott. Scott
was the 'rattle one' so to speak. He could play the low down
blues. Their music was entirely different. Claiborne was the
most sophisticated, and Bud Scott was the typical black music.
Q - How big was Bud Scott's Band?
A - He had 8 pieces. I don't think they used music. They
would just pick up and blow
Q - Did you ever talk to Claiborne Williams about New
Orleans music?
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A - He loved New Orleans music. He played some place in
New Orleans. Williams was playing when Daddy and Mott
lived in Sorrento. He was playing down there then. They had a
pavilion down there. Used to put me in a baby baggy and go to
hear Williams and others play at dances. I was born with
music. They all wished they could hear him again. He had
played some in Ponchatoula. We got Clarence to play in
Clinton, and every one just loved his music. He was a violinist.
He stayed out front. He cued them in with violin bow - no
baton business. He would start it by saying 'hit it' and click his
fingers in tempo.
Excursion boats would come from New Orleans to
Mandeville. They had music on these boats. He would play on
those excursion boats. Had a long wharf on the lake from
Mandeville. The boat hit the Wharf. Two or three girls from
Newcomb College from New Orleans were on that boat and
drowned.
Q - Back to Claiborne Williams and his sound. Will you
continue on that?
A - He had a beautiful sound, a sophisticated musician. I do
remember a piano player named Davenport
Q - How far did the band travel?
A - The Gulf Coast, north to Kentwood, Baton Rouge. It
was a rarity - a girl sax player. The guys in our group accepted
me and it was a novelty then. I stood out front - depending on
what instrument I was playing. Daddy liked "Indian Love
Call" on Alto sax. I was told I got a pretty good tone of out of
my sax. No problem getting reeds in those days.
Q - Did your father concern himself with intonation?
A - That was one thing he harped on. Any indication of off
key he would nearly die. Everything had to be tuned properly.
At the Huey Long Inaugural we played under a tent, outside
and the instruments are temperamental outside. Daddy
insistence that they have some cover when playing outside. He
tuned from the piano and it had to be just right. He would tune
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each player before they ever performed Went early enough to
do this. He did say something to the drummer. All this banging
and cymbals Daddy didn't go for, unless they were playing
regular Dixieland or blues or regular jazz. When it came to
any of his swing music he loved brushes. Everybody had to
play like he wanted them to He knew how he wanted it to
sound. He ran the show. Not cross or mean but just strict.
Q - The drummer - did he have a bass pedal?
A - Yes it was attached to the drum on the floor. They had
cymbals attached to the drum on top; and a snare drum; had a
high-hat. The drummer used brushes on cymbals. Brass used
derbys and we clowned around a bit.
Q - You said sometimes the man (Pittman) would play the
bass and other times the tuba. Did this depend on the music?
A - Yes He'd use the tuba on Dixieland numbers like the
tune "The Saints," playing swing on the bass fiddle, plucking
it. We would use a 6 piece combo for relief. Tuba used for
heavier music, old time Dixieland. Pittman was excellent. He
would play 2 or 4 beat, depending on song. We would solo after
tutti chorus and then end together. Chicky could also play
clarinet very good - all over that stick. So many of our
musicians could double on instruments, and that made it
interesting.
Q - Do you remember any other Negro Bands?
A - Yes I remember 'Totts' Johnson . He played on the
order of Bud Scott. The one that played the style of his own
was Claiborne Williams. When I was at the hospital they had a
band from Angola. You talk about some fine musicians! One of
them played in Jimmy Lunceford's Band.
An O. B. Leonard played for dances in Baton Rouge in the
style of Williams. He was white. Most bands played a little bit
of everything. LSU had a pavilion, An American Legion Hall,
at the LSU Gym at Garrett Hall on the old campus. They
really did 'jive' there at the College. Had the Hidelburg Hotel,
the Strum Hotel?
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The Deluxe Band was a black band. I play primarily with
my Father.
My first job was in Madisonville in an open air pavilion like a big gazebo. It was pretty large - like a large gym. Some of
these pavilions had a stage. Most had pianos because they had
to have piano. Mother played tenor sax in band and was the
librarian. At home the family played trios, Daddy led, me 2nd
alto and Mother tenor. We never used a baritone sax. We
would have soprano sax and they had clarinet parts written in
the stocks. Chicky would play banjo on stocks not clarinet.
Mostly he played the clarinet in our Dixieland combo.
I started music at nine. My first professional job I was 10 or
11 years old. I was 13 when I came to Jackson. I know because
everybody in the band used to help me with my homework. My
Daddy saw that I practiced the sax at least an hour a day. I had
other activities besides music. As I started playing better, it
was more time consuming. I would practice longer, maybe two
or three hours a day. I would practice arpeggios and stuff. But
many times I would bring to my teacher the orchestrations for
the finishing touch. (McKesky).I learned both regular music
and jazz. My Daddy had it understood that I would continue to
play the dance music as he wanted me in the orchestra.
Q - How did you get into improvising?
A - That sort of came natural, you know, especially with
Daddy. He encouraged that. He knew I loved it. That was
before I knew Rappolo.
Q - Where did your father get his facility for improvising?
A - He was just born with it, the same as Rappolo. He was
the same way.
Q - When did your Daddy start improvising?
A - His music was uncanny, not to have had any music
instruction. It was a wonder how he could switch to the piano,
then the sax and then to the string instruments, and to the
mandolin. Most of his performance was improvised. His violin
music was the most beautiful thing. He could play 'hot' violin
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or semi-classical. His style was unique and original. He played
from one extreme to the other - from classical to jazz. When
they were not playing Daddy and Mother never missed a
dance. He was born in Illinois. They lived in Kentucky first,
the came to Tangipahos.
Played in Hammond at the Country Club and Fairgrounds.
Exxon was Stancola in my days. They had a band for Standard
Oil Co. in Baton Rouge, La. It was a military band and broke
down to a dance orchestra led by Dennis Snead. Sandford
Herthum had a dance band, played Tenor Sax in Baton Rouge.
They played at LSU for dances.
I was the only child. I was a typical child, in the middle of
everything. The other kids would take part in the contests and
dances when I played. They took it in stride. My birthday is on
Sept. 26th. We practiced at least once a week, if we had a job
perhaps more. Jobs at Pass Christian were on a week end.
Sometimes if I made good grades they would let me take a
school day if we had a job. I never knew that there were any
write-ups in the newspapers. Kids never read the newspapers
except the comics. The drug stores used to have piano players.
Across from aunt Sid's house was the Justine Wilson's house.
The father was in the Agricultural Dept. I remember a guitar
player named Ellis Bostic. He would play serenades. We would
serenade the Mayor or the editor of the paper, or on special
occasions.
Q What holidays did you celebrate with music?
A- 4th of July always, and then Christmas.
This ends the personal interview with Mattie Louis 'Gracie'
Gyden Robards.

